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ABSTRACT
The paper gives an evaluation of current practice to assess the vulnerability
to suffusion. Therefore comparisons of different approaches concepts are summarized. Suffusion is characterized by the phenomena that the fines can move inside
a soil skeleton. In practice the vulnerability to suffusion is evaluated in two steps.
First the geometrical possibility of fine movement is analysed. If the fine particles
are mobile the hydraulic conditions come into focus as triggering force. In this
contribution the authors concentrate on the geometrical criteria used in current
design practice. A comparison of limit state conditions and an evaluation of laboratory studies will be delivered. In addition new approaches based on statistical
and stochastically methods are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Internal erosion of soil structures is an essential problem for the long-term
stability of earth structures impacted by seepage. One particular phenomenon of
internal erosion, the displacement of fines in the grain skeleton, is called suffusion.
When suffusion occurs than the permeability and the porosity will increase while
the bulk density decreases. The consequences are a decrease of resistance against
external load and settlement as well as significant change in the state of pore pressure [10].
In dependency of the location where suffusion might occur Ziems [34] distinguishes three types i. e. internal suffusion, external suffusion and contact suffusion (Figure I). The mechanics of the process is very similar. The focus in this
paper is located at the phenomena of internal suffusion. Good reviews to several
kinds of internal erosion were published among others in [2, 19,24,25].
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Figure 1: illustration of Suffusion by Ziems [34] for time steps II and
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Internal suffusion might be spatially restricted as a local phenomena where
the fines will be trapped in dependency of particle size and hydrodynamic forces
(colmatation). But suffusion can grow to a global wash out of fines from the grain
skeleton. To exclude that internal suffusion of soils can occur it is necessary to
satisfy two criteria. The sufficient criterion is the proof whether it is possible that
fine material is able to pass through the smallest constrictions along the relevant
pore path without clogging (geometrical criteria). The fundamental criterion is
satisfied when it can be excluded that the hydrodynamic load in the pore structure
provides a critical energy needed to mobilize and transport the fines (hydraulic
criteria).

Geometrical suffusion criteria
The first researchers who concentrate on suffusive soils were motivated by
creating mix filters in embankment dams instead of layered filters. Therefore they
developed optimal mixture relationships . The concept was the creation of soils
with minimum porosity based by experiences in the field of concrete technology.
Such non suffusive soil mixtures were described e. g. by Pavcic, Talbot, Ochotin,
Lupinskij (cited in [12]) and Sichardt [31] . With an absolute minimum of porosity
two fundamental aspects are fulfilled,
an uniform distribution of constriction sizes with a small mean value and therefore a minimum effective opening size
a structure in which the majority of grains are fixed by a certain contact stress.
This can bee assumed for homogeneous soils with a steady curved grain size distribution, a low porosity and therefore an uniform distribution of constriction sizes
within the pore structure.
With this idealised packing providing a minimum porosity as propagated
by Patrasev laboratory tests are carried out by Pavcic [22] , Cistin [4] and
Lubockov [12, 13, 14, 15] developed empirical relationships (equation I) to calculate perfect non-suffusive grain size distributions while taking into account the
factor of uniformity Cu.
o

o
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respective

Pi
d max , d min

(1)

finer by weight of the grain diameter di
maximum respectively minimum grain size diameter

In Europe the graphical approach by Lubockov is used [12, 13, 14, ISJ by
comparing the normalized grain size distribution with empirical thresholds (Figure 2). Another empirical graphical approach is published by Burenkova [IJ (Figure 3). This approach is valid for convex, concave and linear grain size distributions in semi-logarithmic scale. Gap graded grain size distributions can not be analysed.
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Figure 2: Upper and lower bound of non-suffusive soils by Lubockov [13]
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Recognising the internal stability of a granular material results from an
ability to prevent the loss of its own small particles due to disturbing influences
such as seepage and vibration, Kenney and Lau [7] conducted a series of tests to
define a threshold between stable and potentially unstable gradations. The base
soils were well-graded sandy gravels and the filter materials a uniform medium or
coarse gravel, or uniform distribution of coarse gravel and cobbles. Interpretation
of the results based on a method of describing the shape of the grading curve and,
therefore, is insensitive to grain size of the soil (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Shape analysis (after [7])
As illustrated, a discrete envelope of points (H) is established for selected
intervals on the grading curve (F). If the grading curve lies below this envelope of
points, over a designated portion of its finer end, then the gradation is deemed potentially unstable. The concept follows from that originally advanced by
Lubockov. The postulated boundary between stable and potentially unstable grading curves was firstly defined as HIF = 1.3 [7].
The experimental study of Kenney and Lau [7] generated significant discussion. Comments by Milligan [17], and additional work by Sherard and Dunnigan [30], led Kenney and Lau [8] to perform additional tests and redefine the postulated boundary between stable and potentially unstable grading curves as HIF =
1. Skempton and Brogan [32] report findings from piping tests on well graded and
gap graded sandy gravels that broadly confirm the Kenney and Lau [8] criterion
for internal stability. They found that there is an abrupt transition from stable to
suffusive behaviour at about the limits defmed by Kenney and Lau as well as those
defined by Kezdi [9] .
The above mentioned methods do not deliver sharp criteria in the classical
engineering sense defining limit state conditions with a physical background. This
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empirical considerations give an idea whether a soil is vulnerable to be suffusive
or not by analysing the heterogeneity and comparing the grain size distribution to
thresholds.
The first geometric suffusion criterion based an physical considerations of
the pore space was developed by Patrasev [21]. It is based on the idea that suffusion is impossible if the largest mobile particle ds would not be able to pass
through an equivalent pore size d po (equation 2). This consideration introduces the
fundamental approach, that there is a pore structure constituted by coarser fractions and a potentially mobile portion of grains, which are prone to erode.
(2)
This kind of criteria is considered of several technical guidelines. The Russian guideline [20] denotes two criteria on this basis.

Alternative 1: Mobility of particles

d s ;::: 0,77· d po with

CJ. VCu . e· d
d po =0 . 16.(3+~Cu .lg(CJ)·VCu ·e·d
d po

=

0.455· (1 + 0.05·

17

17

ds

for Cu :0; 25

(3)

for Cu >25

largest suffusive grain size diameter

d po

effective opening size of the structure

d 17

grain size diameter with 17% finer by weight

Alternative 2: Condition of suffusion

d 3 _5%
d 17

;:::

0.32· (1 + 0.05·

CJ. VCu·e

d 3 _ 5% accepted loss from 3 to 5% finer by weight
In Gennany the inequation 5 by Ziems [34] is used.

d min ;:::1.5 · 0 .6·0.455·VC u · e · d 17
<=:> d O_3 %

d 17

;:::

0.41. VC u . e

(4)
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In a study of filtration phenomena, Sherard et al. [28] concluded the filter
design criterion, which Karl Terzaghi had formulated from his theoretical studies
and companion special technical advising [5] , is conservative, but not unduly so,
for filters with a DIs greater than 1.0 mm. Alternative recommendations were
made for finer filters suitable for base soils comprising fine-grained silts and clays
[29]. Importantly, the authors noted that based on Terzaghi ' s criteria [33] the limit
proposed by Kezdi [9] involves dividing the soil into a fine and coarse component,
using select fines content on the grading curve. If the two components satisfy the
filtration rule of Terzaghi [33] , where DI 5/ds5 < 4, then the composite gradation
will be self-filtering and therefore internally stable.
The Federal Waterways Engineering and Research Institute (BA W) in
Germany as well recommend in a guideline [18] first to separate the grain size
distribution into a finer and coarser part and to proof the stability with the geometrical filter criterion of CistiniZierns (Figure 5) afterwards. Steady grain size distributions, should be separate, at the inflection point. In case of gap graded grain size
distributions it is reasonable to separate in the range of the gap (saddle point) [24].
The criterion of CistiniZiems was initially developed to analyse contact erosion
phenomena. The geometrical criterion - i. e. no filtration - is satisfied if the relation A50 =d50.11/d501 is less than the ultimate-relation Aso.ult given at the y-axis of
the chart in Figure 5. The index I indicates the base-material (fines), the index II is
referred to the coarser material (filter).
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A unified approach combining the method of Kezdi and Kenney and Lau
was established by Li and Fannin [II ]. The common feature of both methods is the
examination of the slope of the gradation curve over a discrete interval of its
length [3]. The difference arises from the criterion used to establish the size of that
interval: one approach uses a constant increment of percent finer by mass while, in
contrast, the other uses a variable increment of grain size. More specifically, the
D' 15/d'15 filter ratio ofKezdi [9] is calculated, by its very definition, over the constant increment of H = 15% at any point along the gradation curve. It implies a
theoretical boundary to instability that is a linear relation on the semi-log plot of
grain size. In contrast, the H/F stability index of Kenney and Lau [8] is calculated
over the increment D to 4D, which increases in magnitude with progression along
the gradation curve. It therefore implies a theoretical boundary to instability that is
a non-linear relation and concave upwards in shape [II].
A plot of the respective Kezdi and Kenney and Lau boundaries, in F:H
space, is given in Figure 6. At values of F > 15%, the method of Kenney and Lau
defines a boundary to internal stability which locates above that of the Kezdi
method. Conversely, the method of Kezdi defmes a boundary above that of the
Kenney and Lau method at F < 15%. The suggested limit values to stability of
D'15/d' 85 = 4 and HIF = I yield a unique point on the gradation curve, where both
criteria converge at F ;::: 15%. By inspection, the Kenney and Lau criterion is the
more conservative of the two methods at F > 15%, while the Kezdi criterion is
more conservative at F < 15%.
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Merits of unifying some aspects of the two empirical methods are further
examined in Figure 6. The data are those compiled by Li and Fannin [11] for 41
unstable soils and 22 stable soils. Inspection of the plot suggests the Kenney and
Lau criterion of instability at WF < 1 yields a more precise distinction between
stable and unstable gradations at F < 15%. In contrast, the Kezdi criterion yields a
more precise distinction at F > 15%. The resulting unified approach offers some
improvements as a decision-support tool, and is currently being evaluated for
adoption in engineering practice.
The above mentioned criteria allow permitting in advance which soils are
definitely not vulnerable to suffusion. Therefore characteristically non-suffusive
soils are [2,25]:
•

Soils with a factor of uniformity Cu = d6o /d JO "" 1 (d 6o and dJO: diameters of
particles for which 60% or 10% are smaller by weight).

•

Soils with a rather linear grain size distribution in semi-logarithmic scale
with Cu < 10 irrespective of density index 10 .

•

Non-uniform soils with Cu > 10 and ID > 0.6

•

Steady curved grain size distribution with Cu < 8 irrespective of 10

•

Non-uniform soils which are very close to the Fuller or Talbot grain size
distribution. After Lubockov [13] non-uniform soils with 10 = 0.3 till 0.6
and steady curved grain size distribution in border area of Figure 2.

The comparison of the different approaches shows that in general they are limited
in their usability. Most of them are of empirical nature so that transferability has to
be proofed. Mostly the limitation is the factor of uniformity or the gradation, because the empirical criteria are minimized to a range of soils. Also the empirical
criteria do not distinguish between hydraulic and geometrical influences of particle
transport. All aspects of transport and clogging phenomena are mixed up. Soils
with slightly cohesive character can not be analysed with the common criteria,
because the size of the eroded aggregates are unknown. Another disadvantage is
that only the vulnerability to suffusion can be estimated or the largest suffusive
particle diameter.

CURRENT RESEARCH
Two possibilities to derive better criteria are currently pursued, the empirical and theoretical way. The aim of the empirical way done for example by French
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project ERINOH and the European working group on internal erosion is the development of methods to a better prediction of the vulnerability to internal erosion.
This includes in situ and laboratory studies. The methods regards primarily on the
erodibility of soils.
Contrary the German research group "SUFFOS" supported by the German
Research Foundation (DFG) are using a theoretical and modem approach to simulate transport and clogging processes inside a void structure, the so called percolation theory (above others [27]). This theory is a branch of the probability theory
dealing with properties of random media. Determining the three-dimensional pore
structure in advance is necessary to simulate the possibility of locally limited and
global particle movement with the percolation theory adequately. In this sieveanalogy the governing soil structure is acting as a spatial sieve while the embedded
fines are considered as a randomly distributed base material. The determination of
the relevant pore structure is part of current research [6, 16,27].
First general statements about local and global mobility of fines inside a
grain structure can already be made with uncorrelated bond percolation models
[27]. The constriction sizes of the grain skeleton are the controlling parameters for
the fine movement possibility. A first approach can therefore be derived when
using the constriction size distribution of the grain skeleton with Schulers' approach [26], which is the most promising at the moment. Other approaches to determine constriction size distributions and effective pore opening sizes are summarised in Reboul[23].

CONCLUSIONS
The comparison of the different approaches shows that they are limited in
their usability. The limitations are the factor of uniformity. The empirical criteria
are only valid for soils which are comparable to those analysed. Soils with cohesive fine fractions can not be analysed without uncertainties but resistance against
erosion increases dramatically with increasing cohesion. Another disadvantage is
that local effects and structural changes are completely neglected. Both can lead to
significant settlements or to a negative impact on the hydrodynamic conditions
[10].
At present the interest in further research is very high. Further work is required for example by Fannin to better establish the utility that may be derived
from combining aspects of the two empirical methods, shown in Figure 6, and to
account for relative conservatism in each of those methods. However, it appears:
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I. The two methods of Kenney and Lau respectively Kezdi are predicated
on a similar approach that involves quantifying the shape of the grain size distribution curve over a defined interval, but differ in how that interval is determined.
The Kezdi method establishes it with reference to a constant increment of mass
passing, whereas it is established by a variable increment in the Kenney and Lau
method. This yields one point on the grain size curve where both methods converge to give the same index value, at F "" 15%.

II. Comparison indicates the filter ratio (D 'i s/d' ss ) of the Kezdi method is
relatively more conservative for F < 15% and the stability index (HIF)min of the
Kenney and Lau method is more conservative for F > 15%.
A spatial sieve approach based on pore networks and percolation theory to
simulate transport processes within the pore structure is part of the current research
of the research group "SUFFOS". Anyway, all the approaches are based on the
assumption that the soil is packed homogeneously. Hence the engineering practice
shows that local segregation often is the focal point in suffusion. But up to now
this effect cannot be taken into account in any safety consideration.
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ABSTRACT
A methodology to assess the erosion-induced breaching probability (i.e. probability of unsatisfactory performance) of clay levees exposed to coastal and riverine
hydrodynamic loading was developed for selected levee reaches, and has application
to levee life-cycle maintenance planning. The methodology applies probabilistic erosion relationships including water-side storm surge and wave runup with or without
concurrent land-side overtopping. The method provides a means to forecast levee
maintenance and flood risk reduction costs by estimating future erosion damage from
episodic or cumulative storm events.
INTRODUCTION
The successful long-term perfonnance of an earthen levee structure exposed
to flooding, storm surge, river currents, or coastal wave action depends upon its structural resilience to the external hydrodynamic loads (illustrated in Figure 1). Erosion
of the outer slope (water-side), crest, or inner slope (land-side) requires an initiating
external force (energy, pressure, or load). Any levee system that is not adequately
designed to withstand a wide range of hydrodynamic loads for extensive durations is
susceptible to erosion-induced breaching failure .
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Figure 1. Diagram of potential hydrodynamic forcing on a levee structure.
Erosion effectively reduces the levee cross-sectional area (width) by physically removing soil from either side of the levee, and extensive damage negatively af-
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fects the structural integrity. Levee maintainenance provides resilience and perpetuates successful performance.
Levee maintenance costs are not normally resourced using a reliability assessment approach based on analytical models (FEMA 2008, USACE 1996). An erosion-damaged levee reach is generally repaired as a response to a storm event by using fill dirt or riprap from a stockpiled supply source. What-if scenarios of expected
levee damage occurring from a storm or flood event are generally subjective, based
on local experience or judgement. Figure 2 illustrates two such possible levee erosion
and subsequent damage repair scenarios. If outer slope erosion initiates and progressively damages the levee, a post-storm repair effort (e.g. dump truck and bulldozer)
typically mitigates the damage. In lieu of (or in addition to) outer slope damage, the
inner slope may be overtopped and eroded. The inner slope or crest is then repaired in
a similar fashion. If repairs and maintenance are performed in a timely manner, the
levee structure will be ready for exposure to the next storm event.
Outer slope damage

" ' " Outer andlor
Inner slope damage

Levee repair and mai ntenance

Figure 2. Eroded levee restoration and maintenance.
Utilizing a reliability assessment model to estimate the conditional probability
of erosion-induced breaching (i.e. unsatisfactory performance) becomes increasingly
important if the levee is protecting property or population. Figure 3 illustrates the
possible eventual consequence of inadequate intervention, restoration, or long-term
maintenance of the levee cross sectional width . If the levee' s integrity is not maintained, any subsequent hydrodynamic loading event may cause erosion-induced
breaching.
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Flood damage
~---""'l

L evee breach

Figure 3. Illustration of a breach possibly due to inadequate levee restoration or
long-term maintenance.
Figure 4 shows a framework of steps to estimate levee erodibility, forecast
cross section erosion vo lumes, and assess risk reduction alternatives for minimizing
levee life-cycle flood damages.
Hydrodynamics I

I Levee structure I
Properties

Erosion para·
meters

density
% clay
moisture
wave period

layering
atterberg
limits

current
velocity

{unsatisfactory
performance}
p(0

Figure 4. Levee erosion model flow chart showing a framework for addressing
(a) expected erosion repair costs and/or (b) life-cycle flood risk reduction analysis.
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LEVEE EROSION
In the United States, levee erosion-induced breaching is receiving more attention as a potential failure mode (IPET 2007). Predicting levee erosion and erosioninduced breaching caused by transient hydrodynamic loads is a largely uncertain exercise and the very few models that have been developed (including the one addressed in this paper) have not been validated on existing levees. Very little experimental research has related hydrodynamic (storm surge and wave action) parameters
to erosion of fine-grained (cohesive) levees (US ACE 2007) .

Erosion rate is a function of hydrodynamic loading and soil strength. Eroded
volume is a function of erosion rate and hydrodynamic loading exposure time (duration). The longer a storm surge acts on a levee face, the greater the potential eroded
volume (width, depth, and length). As the storm progresses and intensifies, loading
may also develop on the levee crest and inner slope. Time-dependent hydrodynamic
loading on coastal structures is a relatively recent modeling capability (Melby, 2008;
Nadal and Melby, 2009; Lynett et aI. , 2010; Dean et aI., 2010). Little is known about
the mechanisms of wave-induced time-dependent erosion or modeling of breaking
wave runup and overtopping on levees, and empirical erosion parameters were generally developed from steady-state loading scenarios. However, usage of the empirical
parameters may arguably be appropriate for reliability modeling if parameter and
model uncertainties are addressed. The methodology herein was based on such an
assumption and was developed for quantifying erosion damage probabilities along
selected coastal levee reaches (Lee 2010) .
Erosion-induced breaching of a predominately fine-grained levee (illustrated
in Figure 5) occurs when either (a) the outer slope erodes up to the levee crest (Figure 6), (b) the levee crest erodes (Figure 6), (c) the inner slope erodes backwards up
to the levee crest (Figure 7), or (d) combined erosion (Figure 8). These simplified
illustrations are patterned after embankment erosion observations and research conducted by Ralston (1987), Temple et. al (2005) and Hanson et. al (2005).
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Figure 5. Cross-sectional slice through a multi-layered levee.
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Modeling the levee damage from wave action and hydrodynamic loading requires estimation of the erosion rate. The estimation of the erosion rate, E, is based on
the textbook equation

KJ
, =

'c

= erodibility coefficient
hydrodynamic shear stress
= limiting, or critical, soil shear strength
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The erodibility coefficient and critical shear strength values are based on empirical relationships or experimental data. Procedures for selecting these values are
found in Temple et. al (2005) and Hanson et. al (2005). Guidance for estimating
beadcut advance and other erosion process parameters are found in NRCS (1997,
2001) . Uncertainty variables are discussed in URS (2007). The hydrodynamic shear
stress, overtopping flow rates, and their uncertainty variables are also needed. Nadal
and Melby (2009) discuss the hydrodynamic parameters.
EROSION PROBABILITY
As diagrammed in Figure 4 above, the expected remaining levee width was
calculated first. The expected remaining levee width is a function of expected hydrodynamic parameters (outer slope shear stress, inner slope overtopping flow rate, and
exposure time). Estimating the expected remaining levee width is necessary for (a)
estimating eroded cross-sectional area (volume) and (b) estimating the probability of
unsatisfactory performance for subsequent risk assessment.
Figure 10 is a lookup table showing expected remaining levee widths for a selected levee cross section. The lookup table format allows modeling of cumulative
storm events in addition to single storm events. Each tabulated value was deve loped
by calculating expected erosion rate and its uncertainty for a given levee crosssection. Each input variable was assigned as a lognormal probability distribution
function and each equation 's expected (central tendency or mean) value was calculated using statistical software Monte Carlo simulations.
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Figure 10. Example lookup table of expected remaining levee widths for a multilayered clay levee with an 8-ft crest width (Lee 2010).
Probability of Unsatisfactory Performance
Erosion parameters were calculated using the NRCS (1997, 2001) equations
within a probabilistic framework. The expected critical times to breach were computed by dividing the tabulated remaining width values by the erosion rate expected
value (mean) and standard deviation values, also generated by Monte Carlo simulations. The computed critical breach times were then formulated as limit state func-
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tions by comparing critical times to expected exposure times. Next, the conditional
probability of erosion-induced breaching failure value was obtained using the textbook limit state method for calculating the reliability index (HaIT 1987). The reliability index (13 ) values were generated as simulation outputs. Eac h conditional probability value, pet), was then computed from the standard normal distribution. The
conditional probability values represented the erosion-induced breaching conditional
probability for either the outer slope, crest, or inner slope, or combinations thereof.
Figure 11 is an example conditional probability lookup table for a selected levee
cross section.
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Figure 11. Conditional probability lookup table from an example levee cross section (Lee 2010).
Risk Reduction Analysis
Estimating the probability of unsatisfactory performance is needed to conduct
risk reduction simulations . Projecting the hydrodynamic loads (expected values and
standard deviations) on a given levee structure allows probabilistic forecasting of
subsequent flood damages to property and population. Knowing the probability of
failure and the failure consequences allows economic decisions to be quantified. For
example, knowing that a given levee reach has a higher probability of failure may justifY allocation of additional long-term maintenance resources to prevent that reach
from failing due to erosion-induced breaching. Other failure modes (stability, seepage, etc.) may also be included in the risk analysis.
Figure 12 illustrates components needed to conduct long-term erosion risk reduction decision analyses. This flow chart illustrates only one potential approach to
life-cycle decision analysis. The level of detail and component sophistication will de-
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pend on numerous other factors such as including additional potential failure modes
(i.e. underseepage and stability), availability of hydrodynamic data, ability to quantify
elevation exceedance curves, methodologies to quantify life-cycle damages (consequence analyses), and quantifying risk reduction costs, to list a few. The purpose of
this illustration is to show that the pre-requisite module is a levee erosion model that
quantifies the probability of unsatisfactory performance pet). The p(t) calculations
are based on geotechnical evaluation of the soil erodibility linked to expected hydrodynamic loading that explicitly includes uncertainty.
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CONCLUSION
Development of a probabilistic erosion model enabled the expected levee erosion damage (caused by episodic or cumulative storm events) to be quantified. The
ability to forecast the expected levee maintenance costs and evaluate flood risk reduction economics are logical extensions of this model. Although not addressed in detail
herein, these life-cycle issues may be modeled by extending the original erosion
model functions to include damage and decision analysis modules.
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ABSTRACT
Probability of unsatisfactory performance (system response) curves were developed for seepage, slope stability, and erosion potential failure modes during a
flood reduction feasibility study. The erosion-induced breaching failure mode included water-side storm surge and wave runup with or without concurrent land-side
overtopping. Response curves were developed for lands ide and waterside slope stability and lands ide seepage failure modes for various hydrostatic water loads. This
paper illustrates an approach for evaluating the overall system response considering
levee seepage, stability, and erosion response under various hydrodynamic loading
and geomorphological uncertainties.
INTRODUCTION
Probabilistic methods to evaluate the geotechnical perfonnance of earthen levees are required to better understand economic and life-safety risks of earthen levee
structures for engineers, managers, planners, and the general public. Additionally,
proposed legislation will require that in order for levees and floodwall structures to be
considered to provide flood reduction benefits by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) levees and
floodwalls must meet specific reliability performance criteria (FEMA, 2006). Although methods for statistical evaluation of the hydraulic aspects have been widely
used, the overall system response is rarely been considered in engineering analyses.
Hesitance to apply probabilistic methods by geotechnical practitioners in levee analyses is partially due to:
a. unfamiliarity by geotechnical engineers with probabilistic analyses,
b. a general lack of guidance for incorporating both aleatory and epistemic
geotechnical uncertainty,
c. models that have not been calibrated to real world performance, and
d. difficulty in presenting probabilities of unsatisfactory levee perfonnance
(Duncan, 2000, Christian et al. 1994).
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The overall perfonnance of an earthen levee system is highly sensitive to the
geotechnical perfonnance of the levee. USACE guidance for project feasibility studies requires that existing systems be holistically evaluated using probabilistic methods to estimate annual damages over a standard project life cycle (USACE 2006).
Damage estimates (risk) for a given event frequency are simplified as shown .
d=(Pe)(pr)(H)
where
d= damage
pc = probability of a specific event (stonn, high tide, etc)
pr= probability of levee system failure under a specific event load
H = hazard due to failure (i .e. dollars at risk)
Damage (d) is integrated over all possible events to find a total estimate of
annual damages. Uncertainty of each event and of perfonnance can also be evaluated
to estimate a confidence bounds of the damage estimates. Significant analysis is required to define events, parameters and their uncertainties and the relationship between system failure and the loading. Monte-Carlo methodology is a suitable and
easy approach to integrate many uncertain parameters with varying distributions, provided the computational power is available. Figure I illustrates a holistic approach to
evaluating levee system response using a Monte-Carlo methodology.
A practical approach to define the geotechnical inputs of levee perfonnance
(erosion, stability, and seepage) is presented in the sections below. The results are
curves and tables that relate the probability of unsatisfactory perfonnance to defined
loading. Although the perfonnance of the different perfonnance modes (erosion,
slope stability and seepage) may be related, convenient, comprehensive models are
not available to practicing engineers. The failure modes are treated as independent
perfonnance modes for ease of application. For this discussion the erosion modes are
"dynamic" failure modes, and specifically consider the time-dependant erosion progression. For stabi Iity and seepage, a practical approach is to select index points
along a levee reach and evaluate under assumed steady state, static water level conditions.
The tenn, "Probability of Unsatisfactory Perfonnance" (P u) was chosen to describe the probability that specific levee states are less than a defmed limit state. For
seepage analysis, the limit state is defined as a critical seepage gradient, for stability it
is defined as a slope stability slip surface that extends half way through the levee crest
having a factor of safety less than one, and for erosion Pu was defined as the probability of a levee breach occurrence. Although treated as a probability of failure in
damage estimates, in many situations the levee states may indicate failure compared
to the critical limit state but the levees may not fail in a way that leads to breach and
uncontrolled flooding. For this reason, Probability of Unsatisfactory Perfonnance is
preferred tenninology. Future research into calibrated failure models and event-tree
type analysis may more accurately predict levee breaching and flooding.
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Figure 1. Overall Analysis Structure for a Monte Carlo Analysis
SLOPE STABILITY AND SEEPAGE PROBABILITY OF UNSATISFATORY
PERFORMANCE
This example illustrates how levee perfo rmance curves may be developed in
general accordance with the guidance provided in USACE ETL 1110-2-556 Evaluating the Reliability of Existing Levees (USACE 1999). The purpose of levee performance evaluation is to evaluate the geotechnical slope stability and seepage performance of the study area levees for economic costlbenefit analysis. The resulting
performance curves are intended to be used as an input, along with hydraulic, hydrologic, coastal, and economic inputs, to determine the annual economic damages (See
Figure I). The performance levee segments are presented as a probability of unsatisfactory levee performance as a function of still water elevation.
Notes Regarding Index Point Selection and Spatial Variability
Probabilistic analysis in geotechnical engineering applications is not a new
concept. Many have illustrated how these concepts are relatively easily applied to
problems such as retaining walls, slope stability, and foundation design (Duncan, other references). Most of these problems are relatively small, spatially, when compared
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to many levee systems that often extend many miles. Research into spatial variability and spatial-correlation functions may one day help solve problems dealing with
long geotechnical structures, these methods are not mature or easily applied in engineering practice.
Levee systems are commonly compared to links in a chain, (ie the levee is only as good as it's weakest link). Some have proposed that the weak point in the levee
should be identified and evaluated to determine the overall system probability of unsatisfactory performance (Wolff, 1994). These ideas have validity, but the question
remains, "How do we know we have identified the weak link?" There are weakness
in this methodology, however, with a competent engineering it is reasoned that engineering judgment will guide the analyses such that the weak points of a levee system
are identified. Practitioners, at a minimum should:
• Review the project geology and project construction history. Be sure to explore each geologic formation and each different construction history.
• Review past failures, and explore known failure/problem areas.
• Review geomorphology and explore conditions that might result in differing
geotechnical conditions in the levee foundation.
• Understand the flood basin in terms of internal topography and economic impact areas to be sure chosen index points do not rule out the possibility of
flooding in other areas of the basin.
• Understand the levee geometry.
• Have local experience with the geologic and geotechnical conditions expected
at the project site.
• Consider and perform geophysical studies as appropriate
Figure 2 illustrates a practical approach to identifying the weak link of a levee.
These steps are:
1) Identify if material properties appear uniformly distributed across the project
space. Visually, this may be done by plotting all of the subsurface information on a single plot to look for outlier locations spatially.
2) For locations where subsurface conditions do not fit the general material distribution these locations should be evaluated discretely using the location specific geometry (surface and subsurface layering).
3) The weak geometry (surface and subsurface layering) with distributed soil
properties should be used to calculate probability of unsatisfactory performance when the overall soil property distribution does not show clearly weaker locations.
4) The less reliable of steps 2 and 3 is used to estimate the system probability of
unsatisfactory performance.
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Figure 2: Selecting Index Points for Evaluation of Levee System Stability and
Seepage
Slope Stability
Slope stability analyses may be performed using limit equilibrium methods,
such as the popular computer software Slope/W by Geoslope International. Soil
properties are input for each layer with a defined parameter distribution for Monte
Carlo slope stability trials. Careful definition of what constitutes unsatisfactory performance is required. For this example it was judged that slip surfaces that extend atleast Y, way through the levee crest have the potential to cause unsatisfactory performance if the factor of safety is less than 1.0. In general, shallower slip surfaces often
have lower factors of safety and surfaces extending further into the levee have higher
factors of safety. Searches for the potential surfaces were performed by fixing the
surface at the midpoint of the levee crest, and allowing a range of potential exit
points, to fmd the surface with the lowest factor of safety. Figure 3 illustrates the slip
surface search range. The green mass has the lowest factor of safety, the other surfaces shown (gray lines) illustrate the wide variety of slip surface trials evaluated to
find the surface with the lowest factor of safety.
Thousands of stability trials can quickly be performed using a Monte-Carlo
approach. While this approach is different than using closed first-order secondmoment solutions, using the computer to perform trials using possible soil properties
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generates similar factor of safety distributions, provided enough trials are performed.
For this example case 2,000 trials were performed. For each trial new soil properties
were randomly generated for each soil layer in accordance with defined distributions
of soil parameters. Key parameters for stability analysis are shear strength and unit
weight. For each trial a factor of safety is calculated and saved. The results of all of
the trials are binned to estimate a frequency distribution of factors of safety for the
slope. The probability that the factor of safety is less than 1.0 is used as the probability that the levee will experience unsatisfactory performance due to slope instability.

Protected Side
Waterside

Figure 3. Slip Surface Search Illustration
Each potential slope stability failure mode of concern (ie landside steady state
seepage, rapid drawdown, etc) is evaluated in this manner for a wide range of water
loading levels to develop curves that relate the performance to the water loading. For
practicality, pore pressures used in the slope stability analysis are based on best estimated steady state seepage conditions for the given water load. An example how stability and seepage failure modes are combined to a single function are presented in
the Combining Seepage and Stability Section of this paper.
Seepage
The probability of unsatisfactory performance was defined as the probability
that a critical seepage gradient was exceeded. Variables important to the seepage
analysis included horizontal hydraulic conductivity, horizontal to vertical hydraulic
conductivity, layering and layer dimensions, as appropriate. In general high seepage
gradients were calculated when there were high contrasts in permeability between
two layers (such as a low permeability layer over a high permeability layer). In general hydraulic conductivities were assumed to range over several orders of magnitude.
Seepage calculations were performed using steady-state assumptions and the
computer program Seep/W by Geo-Slope International, Inc. Seepage trials were performed with all variables set at the expected values, except one which was varied between plus-one and minus-one standard deviation. The seepage gradients were tabulated and combined using a first-order second-moment solution and an assumed lognormal statistical distribution. A log-normal distribution was judged appropriate due
to the wide variability in material properties. As typical seepage gradient contour
plot is shown on Figure 4.
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Protected Side
Waterside

Figure 4. Example Vertical Seepage Gradients and Seepage Vectors
Combining Seepage and Stability
The combined probability of unsatisfactory perfonnance is a combination of
individual failure mode probabilities that correspond to the loading that the project
will experience. Typically these modes include through seepage, under seepage,
drawdown stability and long-tenn stability. Taylor series fonnulation is used to detennine the combined perfonnance. Figure 5 illustrates the combination of performance functions. Figure 5 includes a with and without drawdown curve. In many
cases a drawdown failure mode may not cause economic damages if the levee can be
repaired before another high water event.
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Figure 5. Example of Stability and Seepage Probability of Unsatisfactory Performance
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LEVEE EROSION
Army Corps of Engineers (Lee and Wibowo 2007) and European levee erosion models (Steenbergen et a!. , 2004; Buijs et a!. , 2004) use the limit state approach
for estimating the probability of levee erosion-induced breaching. Soil erosion and
breach parameters may be calculated using the NRCS (1997, 2001) equations within
a probabilistic framework. All equation variables are assigned a probability distribution function (typically a lognormal distribution). The expected value (mean) and
standard deviation values generated are formulated as limit state functions in order to
calculate a reliability index (p value). The probability of failure can be determined
from the ~ value within a standard normal distribution.
Figure 6 illustrates how probability of levee breach is determined for a given
storm loading, and is briefly discussed in Steps 1-7 below.
I. A given storm event response is generated and applied to the levee. The
flood impacts are then integrated over the storm event, beginning at a low water level and rising through the peak surge level at a time step of a tenth of an
hour.
2. For each of the levee subsections the erosion analysis is applied, using a rel ative storm surge elevation, taking into account the time varying surge level
and the local subsection levee crest.
3. Based on the generated storm event ,wave runup is determined. From the
wave runup data, the water level, wave height and wave period define the
shear stress on the outer slope and the overtopping discharge.
4. Given the width of levee crest remaining and the shear stress applied by the
hydraulic loading, a table look-up is performed within, which provides the
outer slope erosion remaining width as a function of duration and shear stress.
The table is interrogated by first interpolating to obtain for the current shear
stress the equivalent duration of exposure that gives the current remaining
crest width. Then the current time step in added to that equivalent duration
and the incremental erosion determined by then re-interpolating the remaining
crest width.
5. With the now updated remaining crest width and the current shear stress a
look-up is performed which provides the critical time to breaching in hours .
The impacts of overtopping erosion at the inside toe of the levee are estimated
using critical time to breaching based on the remaining crest width and the
current overtopping discharge.
6. The conditional probability of breaching is then determined from the critical
time to breaching and the incremental duration (time step) by using tables.
The steps 1-7 are repeated for each time step through the storm event, with the
maximum probability offailure obtained during the storm.
7. The maximum probability of failure that is generated is tested by the Monte
Carlo analysis for failure of the levee.
8. Length and temporal effects can be incorporated using Dutch methods, as appropriate (Vrouwenvelder et a!. 2001).
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Figure 6. Process for Calculating Probability of Unsatisfactory Erosion Performance
COMBINING P u FOR SLOPE STABILTY/SEEPAGE AND EROSION
FAILURE MODES
Combining the probabilities of failure in the Monte Carlo Analysis is performed by checking both the probability of unsatisfactory perfonnance using stability
and seepage failure modes, and using erosion failure modes for each storm trial.
Flooding can be mapped when breaches occur using estimated breach dimensions.
For the stability and seepage failure modes, although an index point (weak
link) is defined, flooding should be checked to see the sensitivity of the breach location. For the erosion failure modes, the randomness of the breach location is already
incorporated into the hydrodynamic loading and erosion progression.
APPLICA nON AND CONSIDERA nONS
Although calibration for this methodology is lacking in tenns of both actual
field performance and laboratory study, the methodology does provide a framework
in which consistent decisions can be made regarding project economics (ie comparing
different project alternatives to reduce flood damage for example).
Care should be taken by engineers when designing new structures not to design based solely on Probability of Unsatisfactory Performance. Appropriate proven
design methods, associated uncertainties and risks, and appropriate redundancy designs should be incorporated in a complete flood protection design.
Future research in these subjects is warranted and needed, especially in light
of new legislative requirements that will require engineering analysis in a holistic
probabilistic framework. Particular areas of research may include:
• Incorporation of time and length effects in slope and seepage analysis.
• Developing a standard definition of Unsatisfactory Performance in terms of
levee failure.
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Incorporation of geotechnical spatial variation
Calibrating failures to field performance in stability, seepage, and erosion
modes
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ABSTRACT
Piping is considered as an important failure mechanism for water retaining
structures in the Netherlands. A recently performed study on the safety of Dutch
levees raised some doubts with respect to the validity of the current calculation model.
A large research program has therefore started to investigate the process of piping in
more detail. After laboratory experiments aod desk studies, the model was validated
in a full-scale experiment (seepage length IS m) . This paper describes the piping
process as observed in this experiment. Different phases were found: seepage,
retrograde erosion, widening of the channel and failure. Once sand craters were
formed, stabilization of sand transport was not observed, although quantities of
transported sand were very low. Ongoing erosion resulted in a piping channel from
the downstream to the upstream side in a few days. Widening of the channel due to
continued erosion fmally resulted in significant deformation and failure of the levee.
INTRODUCTION
Piping, the process of retrograde internal erosion in sandy layers underneath
clay levees, is considered one of the most dominant failure mechanisms of levees in
the Netherlands (YNKl, 2005). The process starts with heave and cracking of the soft
soil top layer at the land side of the levee, caused by high water pressures which are
easily transferred through the permeable sand layer (Figure la-b). The cracks in the
top soft soil layer allow for seepage. In case the water level difference between river
and land side (the hydraulic head) is large enough, sand grains may be transported
along with the water flow, thereby creating a pipe underneath the levee (Figure Ie-d).
Continuing erosion may finally lead to failure of the levee and breakthrough (Figure
Ie-g).

a) Heave

e) Widening of pipe

b) Seepage

f) Failure of the levee

~:::J-~j
c) Pipe-formation

g) Breakthrough
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d) Retrograde erosion

Figure la-g. Process of retrograde erosion
Several calculation models and empirical relations are available to predict the
occurrence of piping by retrograde erosion in order to assess the safety of levees. The
most well-known prediction tools are the empirical rule of Bligh [1 910] and the model
of Sellmeijer [1988], of which the latter describes the process in most detail.
However, a discrepancy emerged between calculated probabilities of failure and the
opinion of levee managers of the actual resistance to piping (VNKI , 2005) in a
recently performed safety assessment of Dutch levees using the model of Sellmeijer.
Scepticism existed on whether piping would actually result in failure of the levee and
the validity of the model was questioned. A large research program was started to
validate and possibly improve the model.
This programme is part of a larger research programme called Strength and
Loading of Flood Defence Structures (SBW), in which improvement of prediction
models on different failure mechanisms for levees is pursued, in order to improve
testing methods for the 6-yearly safety assessment of Dutch levees. SBW Piping
specifically focuses on the improvement and applicability of prediction methods for
piping. Experiments have been performed to study the process of piping in more
detail.
After series of small-scale, medium-scale and centrifuge experiments (Van
Beek, 2010' , Van Beek 2010 b), in which the process of piping and the influence of
sand characteristics and length on the critical head was studied, the calculation model
was validated in a full-scale experiment (seepage length 15 m). Three objectives were
combined in a total of four tests : validation of different aspects of the calculation
model, investigation of the failure process and testing of monitoring equipment. The
objective of testing of monitoring equipment is part of the research program of the
IJkdijk Foundation (described in De Vries et aI., 2010). A cooperation between
different parties allowed for the experiments to be performed. In this paper the
process of piping in the full -scale experiments is described and compared with the
expected process based on the model of Sellmeijer.

The model of Sellmeijer
The model of Sellmeijer is based on the equilibrium of forces of sand grains,
flow in the developing channel (pipe flow) and the flow through the aquifer (Darcy).
The model of Sellmeijer gives the relation between the pipe length and the hydraulic
head at which the sand grains are in equilibrium, resulting in the curve as shown in
figure 2. This graph shows the head at which the grains are just in equilibrium (L1Heq)
for different relative pipe lengths (IlL). The graph shows that the growth of the
channel will stop at a certain equilibrium length, as long as the critical head (L1Hc, the
maximum head at which grains can be in equilibrium) has not been reached; an
increase of hydraulic head is necessary to obtain further growth of the pipe. The
growth of the channel will continue once the critical head is reached; no equilibrium
is possible unless the hydraulic head is lowered. It is assumed that the continued
erosion will lead to fai lure of the levee within a relatively short time.
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Figure 2. Hydraulic head at equilibrium as a function of the ratio between pipe
length (I) and seepage path (L)

The equilibrium curve is of importance for field inspection. Sand transporting
seepage wells are often observed and it is important to know whether the sand
transport may stop as a result of equilibrium of the sand grains. The equilibrium curve
is one of the important items of validation. In the laboratory experiments this curve
has not been clearly observed, possibly due to scale or configuration. Below the
critical head continuous sand transport has not been observed, although there had been
some small signs of sand transport below the critical head, like individual grain
transport or formation of very small channels.

FULL-SCALE EXPERIMENT SET UP
The full-scale experiment was performed at the location of the IJkdijk in the
Northeast of the Netherlands. Two large basins were created (size 30xl5 m), which
were filled with two different sands. The sands had a d50 of 150 !lm and 200 !lm and
are denoted in the following text as 'fme sand' and 'coarse sand' respectively. The dry
sand was applied in layers and densified until a relative density of at least 50% was
achieved. After densification, the sand layer was saturated. A clay levee with a height
of 3.5 m and slopes of 1:2 was built on top of the sand by densification of smaller clay
lumps. A levee with a seepage length of 15 m was obtained.
Upstream

Downstream

8'

11

15m

11
lengtedoorsncde B.s'

Figure 3. Cross-section of the full-scale experiments

At the downstream side, an overflow was created to keep the downstream
water level at a constant level (approx 0.10 - 0.20 m above the sand layer). At the
upstream side, the water level could be raised to a level of 3 m above the sand layer
and was kept constant. Pumps were installed with a discharge capacity of 150 m3/h at
maximum to keep the water level constant.
Several rows of pore pressure gauges were placed at the interface of sand and
clay to be able to monitor the pipe formation. In addition, fiber optics were placed at
the interface to measure temperature and strain differences. In two of the four
experiments additional monitoring equipment was tested, which is more extensively
described in by de Vries et aI., (2010). Monitoring wells were placed to measure the
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head difference and water pressure at both upstream side and downstream side, at
depths of I and 2 m. A flow meter was connected to the overflow unit.
To fulfill the three objectives of the project, validation of different aspects of
the calculation model, investigation of the failure process and testing of monitoring
equipment, a total of four tests was performed. Next to validation of the model two
types of sand were applied in two different basins. Next to validation of the model,
monitoring techniques were tested. As some of the monitoring techniques were
invasive and might interfere with the objective of validation of the model, a test
program as shown in table I was defined.
T a bl e 1: T est proaram
Test nr.
I

2
3
4

Sand type
Fine sand

Monitoring equipment
Low disturbance techniques

Coarse sand
Fine sand
Coarse sand

No additional monitoring
No additional monitoring
High disturbance techniques

Objective
Validation of model and process /
Testing monitoring techniques
Validation model and process
Val idation model and process
Testing monitoring techniques

In this article only test 1-3 will be discussed, as the mon itoring techniques in
test four might have been disturbing for analysis of the process. Each test has been
performed in the same way : the head difference was increased with 0.1 m every hour
(15 minutes of fil ling and 45 minutes of monitoring) until sand transport took place.
When sand transport was observed, the increase of hydraulic head was delayed until
sand transport had ceased. In some cases the hydraulic head had been increased,
despite of ongoing sand transport, as a result of time constraints. Sand craters that
occurred at the water level were removed by hand to keep a constant gradient through
the dike.

Figure 4: Filling the basin with sand and build-up of the clay levee

PIPING PROCESS - FROM SEEPAGE TO FAILURE
Based on observations in the full-scale experiments, the phenomena in the
experiment can be divided into four phases: seepage, retrograde erosion, widening of
the channel and failure.
Seepage
Seepage underneath the levee was observed during the first steps of increase
of hydraulic head, but no transport of sand. This stage allowed for accurate
determination of the permeability of the sand layer. Based on the flow measurement,
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grain size distribution, laboratory permeability measurements and the relative density
it was concluded that the degree of saturation was good.
Table 2: ProDerties of sand laver in test 1-3
Test nr.
I

2
3
I)

Sand tvne
Fine sand
Coarse sand
Fine sand
+/- 10% 2)

Relative density
60
75
60

r%l ')

Penneability rm/s I -I
SE-5
IAE-4
SE-5

T~12 ° C

Retrograde erosion
The retrograde erosion manifested itself in different forms. Sand traces
occurred in an early stage of the experiment (first observed at hydraulic head of O.l 0
m to 1.4 m depending on the experiment (gradients of 0.007 - 0.09». Sand traces are
spots of sand, which suddenly appear without any visual movement of sand. No
boiling of sand or sand craters were observed. The amount of transported sand is
limited (spots are generally around 0.1-0.3 m in diameter with barely any height).
Although no sand transport is visible, the sand traces may slightly increase in size,
and fines were found to be in suspension near these locations. The sand traces do not
notably affect the water pressures and are present at various locations along the
downstream toe.

Figure 5. A sand trace
After increase of hydraulic head until 1.6-2.1 m (gradients of 0.11 -0.14),
depending on the experiment, wells with boiling sand may occur. These wells do lift
the sand grains in (small) sand craters, but sand grains are not deposited at or over the
rim of the sand crater. A short channel must have been present as the pore pressure
meters located near the downstream toe indicated a decrease of water pressure near
these wells.
In some cases the wells with boiling sand started to deposit sand over the rim
of the crater, after increase of hydraulic head. It also occurred that new wells were
created that immediately started to transport sand. In experiment 1 and 3 several well
locations were present along the toe of the levee, but in experiment 2 only one well
transported sand. It is striking that sand transport at this stage does not cease.
Although quantities were limited (approx 0.5 kg/hr) the transport of sand continued at
a more or less stable pace.
At this stage the hydraulic head was maintained at a constant level for about
24 hours in each experiment, without any notification of decrease of sand transport.
Due to time constraints, the hydraulic head was increased in an attempt to speed up
the process. The amount of transported sand increased with each step. Once the
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transport is such that it was expected that the channel would reach the upstream side
within a certain timeframe, the hydraulic head was kept constant.
The channel formation was monitored by the water pressure measurements. A
local decrease of water pressure is an indication for channel formation (Figure 7).

Water pressure
reduction caused by
channel formation

Sand

Pipe (channel)

Figure 7. Sketch Local decrease of water pressure (pale blue line) caused by
retrograde piping channels compared to initial water level before channel
formation (blue line).
Widening of the channel
As soon as the channel reaches the upstream side, a different process starts :
widening of the channeL In this process, the channel is enlarged from the upstream
side towards the downstream side. The sand, eroded as a result of the widening and
deepening of the channel, is pushed forward, causing the backward formed channels
to clog. This process therefore takes a considerable amount of time, dependent on the
seepage length.
The start of this process cannot be observed in the behavior of the sand boils,
as the amount of transported sand does not change initially (Figure 8). The
measurement data stops when the widening of the channel reaches the downstream
side. It can be seen that no significant increase in transported sand occurs in the
transition from retrograde erosion to widening of the channeL
However, the widening process can be observed in the water pressure
measurements, as an increase of pressure is observed, caused by the low hydraulic
resistance of the enlarged channel, spreading from the upstream side towards the
downstream side (figure 9).
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Figure 8: Cumulative amount of transported sand in experiment 3
Water pressure
increase, caused by
channel enlargement

Sand

\
Enlargement
of channel

Pipe (partially
clogged)

Figure 9: Sketch Change of water level in the sand as a result of channel
enlargement (red line) compared to initial water level before channel formation
(blue line)

Figure 10: Widening of channel has reached the downstream side, resulting in an
increase of sand transport, in this case followed by deformation
A change in the amount of sand transport is observed as soon as the widening process
reaches the downstream side : a connection is created between the up-- and downstream
side of the levee. At this point two things may happen: either the flow and sand
transport increase further until the levee fails (which happened in experiments I and
3), or the levee deforms (which happened in experiments 2 and 4), thereby partially
closing the channel, causing the sand transport to decrease (figure 10). Cracks appear
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in the levee. In the latter case, it is only a matter of time until the connection between
the upstream and downstream side has re-established and sand transport and flow
increase again. Several phases of reconnect ion and deformation may take place before
the levee fails.
Failure
In all experiments failure of the levee took place. The process of failure starts with a
large increase of turbulent flow and sand transport (mud flow) , affecting a large area.
Cracks appear in the levee and parts of the toe of the levee are eroded. Due to the
large discharge, the water level at the upstream side could not be maintained, a drop
of at least 0.60 m was observed in all experiments. In reality this drop of water level
will not occur, thereby possibly even further increasing the damage to the levee.

Figure 11: Increase of sand and water transport (mud f1ow)(left) leading to
failure and breakthrough of the levee (right)
Processes in relation to hydraulic head and time
In figure 12 the named processes are related to the applied hydraulic head and
the calculated bulk permeability for experiment 2. In table 3 the relation between
observed processes, time and hydraulic head is given for test 1-3. An important
finding, which results from both figure 12 and table 3, is the fact that the critical head
is (almost) reached as soon as sand transporting wells appear. In the experiments the
head is increased due to time constraints (after 45, 55 and 65 hours in the test shown
in Figure 12), but it is expected that finally the channel would have reached the
upstream side at the level at which the first sand transporting wells were observed. As
this is uncertain, the critical head is expected to be somewhere between 1.6 and 1.9 m
for experiment 2 (gradients 0.11-0.13). The critical head is therefore defmed as the
head at which it is expected that the channel will reach the upstream side. For the
three tests the critical head is estimated to be 2.3 , 1.75 and 2.1 m respectively.
Comparing the experimentally obtained critical head with the calculated
critical head, it appeared that there was good agreement for the 'fine sand' test. The
agreement was less for the ' coarse sand'. The critical head of experiment 2 (coarse
sand) is lower than the critical heads of experiment I and 3 (fine sand) . Based on
small-scale experiments (Van Beek, 2010), this was expected, but according to the
model of Sellmeijer (1988) the dependency is in the opposite direction. This aspect
will be subject to further study.
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.
T a bl e 3 : 0 vervlew 0 f tIme
an d hlyed rau rIC h ea d'm re atlOn to processes In test 1-3
Test
1

Sand trace
5.3-20.5
Time hrsl
0.6-1 .6
Head ml
2-26.3
2
Time hrsl
0.2-1. 6
Head ml
24.6*-425
3
Time rhrsl
1.5-2.1
Head rml
* value unclear due to ItmIled momtonng

Sand boil
20.5-25.7
1.6-2.0
26.3 -27.5
1.6

-

Sand boil
25.7-95*
2.0-2.7
27.5-94.5
1.6-1.9
425-79.2
2. 1

Widening
95-1 00.3
2.7
94.5 - 143.3
1.9-2.1
79.2-111. 8
2.1-2.3

Failure
100.3
2.7
143.3
2.1
111.8
2.3

The retrograde erosion phase takes several days, but will proceed faster when
the head difference is further increased. Exceeding the critical head with more than
several tens of centimetres could possibly result in rapid failure. The relation between
time and erosion should be investigated.
The equilibrium curve, as shown in figure 2, might still be correct, although
the amount of transported sand is very limited until the critical head is reached. In
practice, this amount of transported sand may even not be visible.
It was expected that as soon as the channel reaches the upstream side, the flow
and sand transport would increase significantly, quickly fo llowed by fai lure of the
levee. In figure 12 and table 3 it can be seen that the time necessary for the widening
process can take up to a few days, which is longer than expected. The process can be
well monitored using pore pressure transducers, but in a field situation, without any
monitoring equipment, there may be little warning for the failure, as the situation may
suddenly change from small sand boils to mud flows and failure . It would therefore be
recommended to take immediate measures as soon as sand boils appear.
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CONCLUSIONS
The process of piping was studied in a full-scale experiment at the location of
the IJkdijk in the Netherlands. Four phases have been observed: seepage, retrograde
erosion, widening of the channel and failure of the levee. The phase of retrograde
erosion is modelled by Sellmeijer (1988). In this phase channel formation is observed
as sand traces, clean wells and sand transporting wells (sand craters). Sand traces,
which are sandy spots without any crater formation, appear at a hydraulic head that is
below the critical head. In contrary to what was expected, the amount of transported
sand below the critical head was very limited. As soon as sand transporting craters
appear, the critical head was (almost) reached. The start of the next phase, widening
of the channel (cleaning of channel from upstream to downstream), can be monitored
only by using pore pressure transducers. The amount of transported sand increases
only significantly when the channel reaches the downstream side. The widening
process may directly result in failure as soon as the channel reaches the downstream
side, but may also result in deformation of the clay levee, partially closing the
channel, thereby extending the duration of the widening phase. Failure takes place by
significant increase of sand and water transport and deformation of the levee. It
appears that failure caused by piping is a realistic threat for levees.
As soon as sand craters appear in the field, most likely the critical head has
been reached, and it is recommended to take measures. Based on the amount of
transported sand the time to failure cannot be predicted. Water pressure measurements
give an indication of the phase.
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ABSTRACT:
A physical and mathematical model used in the third tier of the
California Department of Water Resources ' Urban Levee Geotechnical
Evaluations Program Erosion Screening Process (ESP) is described. It
has been developed and calibrated based on the results of Erosion
Function Apparatus (EF A) test results of California river and levee soil
samples, confirming the relationships relating general soil
classification to erosion resistance as a function of water-induced shear
stresses. The model is used to assess erosion during normal andlor
flood conditions for combined wind and current loads. An example
calculation using the method is provided.

INTRODUCTION
The California Department of Water Resources ' Urban Levee Geotechnical
Evaluations Program is evaluating urban levees in the Sacramento and San Joaquin
river systems. As described in a companion paper, a three-tiered Erosion Screening
Process (ESP) has been developed to qualitatively and quantitatively assess the risk of
current and wind wave induced erosion failure on a levee 's waterside slope. This
paper describes the fluid and soil mechanics-based model developed for the
quantitative third tier analyses.

EROSION SCREENING PROCESS COMPUTATIONS METHODOLOGY
To conduct the third tier quantitative analyses, an Erosion Screening Process
(ESP) spreadsheet was developed to estimate the surface erosion potential on the
waterside of a levee. It is a tool for use during screening level assessments of levee
vulnerability; it is not a design tool. The ESP spreadsheet uses the same physical
process model used to develop an erosion risk model for the US Army Corps of
Engineers (URS, 2007).
In essence, the erosion potential assessment is conducted using six pieces of
information: levee geometry, water/stream/river current characteristics, wind
characteristics, armor characteristics, vegetation characteristics and soil type. Erosion
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risks to riverine levees will most likely be due to a weakened levee cross section
coupled with high flow velocity and/or wave action. In large, open bodies of water
like a bypass, wind-wave damage is expected to be a dominant cause of erosion.
Erosion caused by factors like surface runoff, boat wakes, and embankment
overtopping during a flood were not considered for this erosion analysis
methodology.

Erosion Rate Model
Several erosion studies have been performed in the past that focus on
identifying the erosion parameters and correlating those parameters to formulate an
expression (i .e., a physical model) for erosion rates (Hanson and Temple, 2002,
Hanson and Cook, 2004). The governing equation for this model is:
Ii = (k

(1: - 1: c ))

>0

(I)

where:
Ii = erosion rate (ftlhr)
k = erodibility coefficient or detachment rate coefficient (fe/lb-hr)
1:
= effective hydraulic stress on the soil boundary (pst)
1: c = critical shear stress (pst) i.e., the shear stress at which erosion starts

The erosion rate (Ii) is a function of both hydraulic (t ) and geotechnical (k,
t c) parameters. t mainly depends on characteristics of water-soil boundary,
current/stream velocity and/or wind wave height and period. Both k and 1:c are
functions of the engineering properties of the levee and the foundation materials.
The following subsections describe the hydraulic and geotechnical parameters
in the above model and how they are used and modeled in the spreadsheet.

Hydraulic Loading
Two general types of erosion that are common for levees are current erosion
(sometimes called scour) and wave erosion . In the erosion calculation, the shear
stresses associated with each are calculated separately to estimate the combined
erosion rate.

Current/Stream Velocity Erosion Parameters
The estimation of erosion rate due to shear stresses imparted to the levee and
its foundation due to current/stream velocity requires information on the hydraulic
parameters of stream velocity and water-soil interface roughness. Using the
conventional assumption of a logarithmic velocity profile (USACE, 1994), the
average hydraulic shear stress due to currents (t s) can be calculated using Equation 2.
1: s =

Y, p fc V2

(2)

Where:
p = mass density of water (Ibm/ft3)
fc = current friction factor (also referred to as the Fanning friction factor
which is dimensionless) = 2(2.5(1n(30hlkb)-I)r 2
(Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI), 2007)
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where:

V

=

h = water depth (ft)
kb = bed roughness (ft)
current speed (ftls)

Wind Wave Erosion Parameters
Erosion by waves can occur from two mechanisms; by generating excess
shear stress on the soil underneath the waves (i.e., bottom currents) or by wave
breaking on the levee slope. The estimation of the wave induced erosion rate requires
estimates of wave height and period.
Wave Height and Period

Wind waves are generated by wind blowing over water and their height and
period are a function of the wind speed, duration, water depth and fetch length . For
the erosion spreadsheet it was assumed that the wind blows for sufficient duration for
fully developed waves to form in deep water, making wave height and period a
function of fetch length and wind speed only, a reasonable assumption for a
screening-level assessment.
The waves generated by the wind are not all the same size or have the same
period, so a spectra of values are generated. Typically a value of wave height is
picked to represent the spectra called the significant wave height. Traditionally, the
significant wave height is calculated as the average of one-third of the highest wave
heights measured from the troughs to the peaks. Using this definition of significant
wave height, the wave height can be estimated using the equations below (USACE,
1984, often referred to as SPM - The Shore Protection Manual):

g~,

= 1.6

U:,

.1O-3 (g~JII2 < 2.433.10-

U,

1

(3)

1

gT",
UA

=2.857XIO-I(g~J 3

<8.134

U :,

(4)

where,
Hs = significant wave height (ft)
T m = average period of the wave (s)
F = fetch length (ft)
U A = the wind-stress factor (ftls)
UA = 2.329 (0.447 U)123 (ftls)
where, U = wind speed in miles/hour
g = acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ftls2)
The wave height is limted to approximately 60 percent of the water depth.
Therefore in the spreadsheet ifHs is greater than the 0.6 times the water depth, then it
is set equal to 0.6 times the water depth.
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Hydraulic Shear Stress Due to Waves
The wind-driven waves will generate bottom currents with a corresponding
shear stress. If this shear stress exceeds the critical shear stress ofthe soil, erosion
will occur. The bottom current shear stress ('w) can be estimated from Equati on 5
below.
(5)

where:
p = mass density of water (lbrn/ft3)
fw= wave friction factor (Fanning - dimensionless)
= eX{5.213( ; fl94 -5.977]
if

~ ~ 1,
k,

(Swart, 1974)

(6)

/" = 0.47

kl = levee slope roughness (ft)
a = horizontal mean wave orbital motion at the bed (ft) (DHI, 2007)
a=

H

1

(n

sinh( 2JZi7)
L
L = wave length (ft)
J[

L=

g;; {boh[('; ~rJ"

(8)

h = water depth (ft)
Ub = horizontal mean orbital wave velocity at water-soil interface (ft/sec)
U - 2H
1
b T sinh( 2JZi7)
L
H = wave height (ft)
For levee erosion calculations, H=Hs and T=T m

(9)

The orbital wave velocity, U b, is dependent on the significant wave height, the
wave period, and the water depth. The roughness, kl, is often related to some measure
of the grain size of the slope (i.e., levee or foundation) materials. Puleo and Holland
(2001) provide a summary of common relationships used to define k l.
Shear Stress Due to Wave Breaking
The science of estimating the shear stress on a levee due to wave breaking is
much less advanced than the estimation of shear stress due to wave orbital velocities.
To provide an estimate of the shear stress, the following assumptions are made:
•

The rate of energy dissipation due to wave breaking can be estimated as a
shear stress (,) times a velocity, where the shear stress is the force per unit
area on the levee surface due to the wave breaking, and the velocity is the rate
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at which energy is conveyed to the levee by the waves. The velocity at which
energy is propagated is called the group wave speed and is represented by cg .
The rate of energy dissipation is then :
Rate of energy dissipation =

(10)

T'C g
2

The rate of energy dissipation is assessed in units of Ibs-ft per feet per second
(a more familiar unit may be BTU or calorie per ft2 per second)
•

Only a portion of the wave energy dissipated by the wave breaking causes
sediment erosion due to bed shear stress. That portion (i.e., the efficiency) is
considered low because most of the wave energy is lost in the generation of
turbulence.

Energy dissipation in the surf zone can be estimated from Equation II
(Zou, Bowen and Hay, 2006):

6=..!..

~r(BHmax)3

4 pg.

Where:

h

(II)

= energy dissipation rate (lbf-ftlft2/s)
p = density of water (lbm/ft3)
g = gravitational acceleration (ft/S2)
f= wave frequency (lis)
= IITp
Tp = wave period (s)
B = empirical coefficient often set equal to one
Hmax = wave height at breaking (ft)
h = local water depth (ft)

6

This form is similar to the form presented by USACE (2003), Lim and Chan (2003),
and others.
H max , the wave height at breaking can be estimated from:

H max

=

0.88
kh
Ttanh(rb 0.88)

(l2a)

Simplified to approximately:
Hmax =0.14.L . tanh(2:.hJ

Where:

(l2b)

k = wave number = 2rr/L (ft·l)
Yb = ratio between wave height and water depth in shallow water (depth-

limited breaking) and can vary from 0.4 to 1.2 (Zou et al. 2006) but is
typically taken to be 0.78 (Larson and Kraus, 2000). A value of 0.78 is
used in this analysis .
h = local water depth (ft)
To estimate the shear stress due to wave breaking it is necessary to estimate the
group velocity. The group velocity, cg , can be estimated as (Kinsman, 1984):
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=0.5·

C
g

K tanh ( 27r!!"')
k

L

. [ 1+ - _
2k_.h_ J
sinh(2kh)

(13 )

In most scenarios Equation 3-20 can be simplified assuming deep water (i.e.,
hlL>-0.5) to:
2

cgd =

g ·L
s;-

(14)

The shear stress is then estimated as:
FE

6 /Cg

(15 )

Where
E = portion of the energy dissipated by wave breaking that is dissipated as
bed shear stress.
To estimate wave energy bed shear stress dissipation rates, a linlited number of
case histories were evaluated during testing of a similar erosion evaluation tool
developed for the United States Army Corps of Engineers (URS, 2007). Based on
those limited results, energy dissipated as bed shear stress appears to be between 5
and 10 percent. Therefore, the analyses performed for the DWR ULE program used
an estimated wave breaking bed shear stress dissipation value of7.5 percent.
Additional work in this area seems warranted.

Geotechnical Parameters
Once the hydraulic stress on the levee material due to either the stream
velocity or wind generated waves is known, the next step is the estimation of the
geotechnical parameters that influence the erosion potential (erosion rate) of a levee .

Armoring and Vegetation
Physical armoring and vegetation have both been observed to have an impact
on the initiation and continuation of erosion oflevee slopes. The erosion calculation
uses four generic categories: presence and absence of armoring and presence and
absence of vegetation. Depending on the presence or absence of either, and the design
critical annor/vegetation velocity and critical armor/vegetation wave height, the
erosion rate computed using Equation 1 is modified. If armoring and or vegetation is
present, and the flow velocity does not exceed either critical velocity, and the wave
height does not exceed either critical wave height then, zero erosion is computed. If
armoring or vegetation is present, but the flow velocity associated with an analyzed
flood level (i.e., water surface elevation) exceeds either critical velocity, or if the
wave heights exceed the critical wave heights, the armor and or vegetation is
considered eroded and Equation 1 is used to calculate erosion.
Special note - armor and vegetation erosion resistance is a significant factor in
the analyses, but due to space limitations, cannot be more fully discussed in this
paper. The "Erosion Toolbox: Levee Risk Assessment Methodology" (URS, 2007)
can be consulted for additional information and discussion regarding armor-types and
vegetation classes and associated modeling parameters.
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Levee and Foundation Materials
The characteristics of the levee and foundation materials have a significant
impact on the expected erosion rates. Typically, dense coarse-grained materials and
stiff fine -grained materials are generally more resistant to erosion than loose coarsegrained materials and soft fine-grained materials, respectively. Therefore, it is
important to identify the levee and foundation materials and classify them
appropriately. The calculation incorporated five main soil types, generally
categorized under ASTM D 2488 (Standard Practice for Description and
Identification of Soils) as boulders and cobbles (very resistant), gravel (resistant),
sand (erodible), silt (very erodible) and clay (moderately resistant). Note, clays and
silts are not differentiated based on particle size alone, but rather by limiting
percentage of a maximum particle size and plasticity characteristics.

Critical Shear Stress as a Function o/Soil Type
Erosion rates as a function of flow velocity / induced shear stress can be
measured in the laboratory using one of several devices such as the Erosion Function
Apparatus (EFA, Briaud et. ai, 2001a and b). The critical shear stress, 't c, is defined as
the shear stress corresponding to a rate of erosion of 1 mmIhr in the EF A. While
useful for analytical studies, this method is impractical for rapid surveys.
Alternatively, the critical shear stress can be estimated using empirical correlations
between the critical shear stress and soil index properties. Several empirical
correlations between critical shear stress ('tc) and soil index properties such as grain
size, plasticity index and shear strength are available in the literature to estimate the
value of'tc (URS, 2007). In order to simplify the analyses, erosion resistance of the
levee and foundation material has been divided into five broad classes related to their
ASTM classifications, as shown in Table 1. The erosion calculations used these
typical values for critical shear. The values shown are based on the experimental and
field-testing results as reported by Briaud et al. (2001a, 2003) and Hanson and Simon
(2001).

Erodibility Coefficient as a Function o/Soil Type
One method to estimate the coefficient of erodibility, k, used in Equation 1, is
by performing the jet index test (ASTM D 5852). However performing site-specific
tests will be impractical for rapid assessment of conditions. Therefore, in a manner
similar to the method used to evaluate critical shear stresses, to simplify the analyses,
erodibility of the levee and foundation materials has been divided into five broad
classes related to the material's ASTM classification, as shown in Table I. The
erosion calculations used typical values for erodibility coefficients. The values
presented in Table 1 are based on the experimental and field -testing results as
reported by Briaud et. al (200Ia, 2003) and Hanson and Simon (2001).
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Table 1 - Typical Values for Critical Shear Stress and Coefficient
of Erodibility of Soils
Levee/Foundation
Material

ASTM Typical
Soil Types

Very Resistant
Resistant
Moderately Resistant
Erodible
Very Erodible

BOULDERS and COBBLES
GRA VEL (GP-GW)
CLAY (CL, CH, SC, GC)
SAND (SP, SM and mixtures)
SILT (ML)

Critical
Shear
Stress, 'tc
(pst)

Erodibility
Coefficient,

4.869
1.058
0.094
0.014
0.003

0.005
0.021
0.094
0.409
1.867

k

(fe/lb-hr)

Levee Geometry
Figure 1 illustrates the geometric characteristics of a given levee that
influence the erosion analyses. Erosion of the foundation and/or levee waterside slope
materials is considered in the analysis. For the DWR studies, overtopping is
considered as a separate failure mode. Erosion due to overtopping is not evaluated in
this process, though the soil-water model used in this analysis can be expanded for
such analyses.
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Figure 1 - Levee and Foundation Geometry
CALIBRATION TESTING
To validate the soil type categorizations of critical shear stress and erodibility
coefficients (i.e., Table I), soil samples were collected throughout the DWR ULE
study areas. Soil Characterization tests, including gradation, Atterberg limits,
moisture contents and density tests were performed on the samples. These samples
were then tested in an Erosion Function Apparatus or EF A (Figure 2, Briaud et aI. ,
2001a). The 75mm outside diameter sampling tube is placed through the bottom of
the conduit where water flows at a constant velocity. The soil is pushed out of the
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sampling tube only as fast as it is eroded by the water flowing over it. For each
velocity, an erosion rate is measured and a shear stress is calculated.

SOli
Poston PUlh ln

atRl." Z

Z
f mlT'\Jhr l

Figure 2 - Erosion Function Apparatus (Briaud et ai, 2001a)
Figure 3 presents the results of the EFA tests. These are compared with the
estimated erosion rates based on the theoretical models and parameters described
above in Table 1, showing excellent agreement for the silt and clay materials tested.
Erosion Rate vs. Shear Stress
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Figure 3 - EFA Testing Results
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EXAMPLE CALCULAnON
To demonstrate the application of the methodology, the following example
calculation is provided. The river current and wind loading are summarized in Table 2
and levee conditions are summarized in Table 3.
Table 2 - River Current and Wind Wave Loading
Factor

Hydrograph Stage

Water/Stream/River Current
Water Surface Elevation, NA VD 88 (ft)
Velocity, V (ft/sec)

2nd

15

10

3.2

I

=

=

Duration for Velocity, d (hours)

1st

=

100

2000

WindlWave

1st

2nd

Wind Speed, U' (mileslhr) =

50

50

2

2

60000

60000

7.50%

7.50%

Duration of Wind (hrs)

=

Maximum fetch length (ft), F =
Efficiency of wave breaking to erode sediments

=

Table 3 - Levee Conditions (geometry, soils, armor and vegetation)
Geometry
Channel bottom elevation, NA VD 88 (ft)

=

0

Landside toe elevation, NA VD 88 (ft), L TE =

8

Levee slope (X Horizontal to I Vertical; Specify X)

=

4

Effective levee width against erosion (ft)

40

Soil Type
Levee and Foundation Soil Type
Critical Shear Stress (pst),

Sand - Erodible

'c=

0.0136

Erodibility Coefficient (ft'"\3 /lb-hr), k =
Levee slope roughness (ft), KL

0.4093

=

0.0197

Slope of Erosion Rate vs Velocity line, mlog.log =
Velocity for which Erosion Rate is 1ft1h (ft/s), VI

6.9

=

4.6

Armor N egetation
Velocity at which vegetation protection is lost (ft/s)

NolYes

=

Wave height at which vegetation protection is lost (ft)

3

=

5
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The loading and estimated erosion for current and wind for the first and
second stages is presented on Figure 4.
Modeled Two-Stage Flood Hydrograph and Predicted Erosion
Typical Critic:!1 Velocities 16

, - . - - - - -..---.-...- - -..-.-...... --..- - . -.------..- . - - - - - - - -T 16
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Figure 4 - Typical Erosion Evaluation Results for Two Stage Hydrograph
Wave erosion for stage I and stage 2 is estimated at 1.5 and 0.9 feet,
respectively. Because estimated wave heights during stage I were greater than the
wave heights that the vegetation could withstand, vegetation was lost during the
beginning of stage I and provided no protection for the levee and foundation slopes
during wind or current loadings for stage I or stage 2. Current erosion for stage I and
stage 2 are estimated at 8.2 and <0.1 feet respectively. Current erosion for stage 2 is
low because the current velocity is less than the critical velocity for the levee and
foundation materials. Total erosion is estimated to be 10.6 feet, which is less than the
levee width (40 feet), but it is substantial, nevertheless. In this study, if estimated
erosion is greater than 25% of the foundation or embankment width, then the site is
considered to have High erosion potential.
CONCLUSION

Using theoretical models combined with soils testing results, a model to
predict erosion on the waterside slopes has been developed and is being used to assess
the erosion potential of the waterside slopes as part of a three tiered screening process
for over 350 miles oflevees in California. The results of these analyses will be used
to help assess levee erosion vulnerability and potential mitigation prioritization.
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ABSTRACT
The California Department of Water Resources ' Urban Levee Geotechnical
Evaluations Program is evaluating urban levees in the Sacramento and San Joaquin
river systems. A three-tiered Erosion Screening Process (ESP) has been developed to
qualitatively assess the current risk of erosion failure on a levee's waterside slope.
Erosion is caused mainly by a weakened geometric levee cross section or poor initial
construction coupled with high flow velocity and/or wave action. Levees are evaluated
through this three-tiered screening process until the erosion risk potential is
determined. Each of the tiers progressively increases in detail. Tier one assesses
overall geometry, fetch length, and historical performance. In the second tier,
assessments are performed to evaluate the levee ' s surface resistance to velocity and
wave shear stress. Also, field reconnaissance verifies expected levee performance and
look for signs of erosion or unstable conditions. In the third tier, the ESP analyzes
levee geometry, river geometry, soil and vegetation types, wind-wave impacts and
river velocity impacts to categorize levee reaches into a high, medium, or low erosion
risk.
INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The objective of this erosion screening process is to make a qualitative
assessment of the potential for erosion failure on a levee' s waterside slope. This paper
presents the methodology that will be used to assess erosion potential in specific
locations of the Sacramento and San Joaquin levee systems, which are being evaluated
by the California Department of Water Resources ' (DWR) Urban Levee Geotechnical
Evaluations (ULE) Program.
Scope and Background
This qualitative analysis builds upon knowledge gained from both previous
and concurrent erosion studies conducted by Ayres Associates, the United States
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), and others. However, it differs from those studies
in that it provides additional data and an approach customized to DWR's needs. Light
detection and ranging (LiDAR) and bathymetry surveys completed as a part of the
ULE Program allow previously unknown erosion sites (like those fully beneath a lowwater surface) to be included in DWR's mitigation prioritization activities . In addition,
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factors like wind and vegetation are reflected in the URS Erosion Screening Process
(ESP) spreadsheet for this work.
A levee site with erosion risk is defined as a site where failure is likely to occur
without intervention. Erosion risks are increased by a number of factors, which may
include:
Compromised levee prism geometry
Geomorphologic trends, as indicated by historical damage
River flow velocity and shear
Wind-wave shear stress
Construction from erodible materials
Presence of detrimental vegetation
Absence of beneficial vegetation or other slope protection
The erosion potential assessment is conducted using six pieces of information:
Levee geometry
Water current characteristics
Wind characteristics
Armor characteristics
Vegetation characteristics
Soil type
Erosion risks to riverine levees will most likely be due to a weakened levee cross
section or poor initial construction coupled with high flow velocity and/or wave
action. In large, open bodies of water like a bypass, wind-wave damage is expected to
be a dominant cause of erosion. Erosion caused by factors like surface runoff, boat
wakes, and embankment overtopping during a flood were not considered for ESP.
The risk potential is quantified by the ratio of the calculated total erosion (TE) and
levee width (L W) at the pertinent water surface elevation (WSE) or levee effective
width. Levee sites that meet threshold criteria for any risk factors are ranked to
establish one of three risk levels:
I. High Erosion Risk. If the calculated TE is greater than the 25 percent of the
effective width of the levee, the levee site is at immediate risk of an erosional
failure during either a flood or a normal flow condition (TElL W > 25%).
2. Medium Erosion Risk. If the calculated TE is in between 25 percent to 5
percent of the effective width of the levee, the levee site is at risk for failure
due to weaknesses, but no immediate threat is apparent (5% < TE/LW < 25%).
3. Low Erosion Risk. If the calculated TE is less than the 5 percent of the
effective width of the levee, the levee site does not show evidence of erosion
potential that is cause for concern. There is either little threat from wind-wave
impact and insignificant evidence of geometric deficiency or historical erosion
problems, or the levee's surface material adequately resists predicted velocity
and wave shear stress during a given flood event (TEILW < 5%).
Current ULE Program ESP will use the program's LiDAR topography and
bathymetry survey data to compare actual levee geometry with the USACE standard
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levee prism. Velocity, wind-wave shear stress, and erosion fragility during a given
event will be compared to the strength of existing levee materials. Specific criteria and
procedures for identifYing sites at risk for erosion failure are described in the next
section.
EVALUA TION METHODOLOGY
ESP will be performed on program levees in 15 ULE Program study areas.
Figure 1 illustrates the logic and three-tiered process for ESP.
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Figure 1. Erosion Screening Process Logic Diagram

Key:
ESP - Erosion Screening Process
TE - Total Erosion
L W - Levee Width
All program levees will be analyzed for the risk factors of tier one: geometry,
fetch length, and historical performance. If a levee site passes all three tests in the first
tier, it will be labeled as a low erosion risk site. If a levee site fails any of the three
tests in the first tier, or if its historical performance is deemed questionable, the site
will be advanced to the second tier for further study .

I
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In the second tier, tests will be performed to evaluate the levee 's surface
resistance to velocity and wave shear stress. Field reconnaissance will verifY expected
levee performance and look for any signs of erosion or unstable conditions. If a levee
site passes all three tests in the second tier, it will be labeled as a low erosion risk site,
due to the fact that the compromised embankment has sufficient protection from
velocity and wind shear stress. If a levee site fails any of the three tests in the second
tier, it will be advanced to the third tier for further study.
In the third tier, ESP spreadsheet evaluation will be conducted on levee sites
failing second tier tests. The ESP spreadsheet analyzes levee geometry, river
geometry, soil and vegetation types, wind-wave impacts and velocity impacts to
categorize tier three sites into high, medium, or low erosion risk sites.

Levee Prism Geometry Test
Specifications for a standard levee prism cross section on the Sacramento
River Flood Control Project (SRFCP) are set forth in a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between USACE and the State of California dated November
30, 1953 (US ACE and State of California, 1953). This MOU calls for a standard levee
section to be constructed and maintained within the limits of the flood control system.
The MOU provides guidelines and specifications for:
Infrastructure projects comprising the SRFCP
Levee construction standards
Cost of the SRFCP completion
Responsibilities of the United States and the State of California with regard
to completion of construction and operation of the SRFCP
Levee construction standards presented in the MOU also specifY how levees will
be maintained after construction within the limits of the flood control system. The
MOU applies to levees authorized by the Flood Control Act of 1944. Not all existing
levees in California have been constructed to this standard. For example, some levees
constructed prior to 1944 may not meet the standard levee prism as specified in the
MOU. Additionally, San Joaquin River Basin levees are not subject to MOU
provisions. However, for consistency, this standard is considered for all tasks under
ULE Program ESP.
To highlight deficiencies, ESP compares levees in the Sacramento River and San
Joaquin River Basins to one of two standard levee prisms: one for river levees and one
for bypass levees. Standard levee prism geometries are defined in Table 1.
Table 1. USACE Standard Levee Prism Geometry
Levee Locations

Crown Width
(feet)

Riverside Slope
(feet/feet)

Landside Slope
(feet/feet)

Freeboard
(feet)

River and Tributary
Levees

20

3H:lV

2H:lV

3

Bypass Levees

20

4H:lV

3H:lV

6
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To compare a standard levee prism to a given levee cross section, this test
matches the top of the prism's landside to the levee 's lands ide intersection with a
given water surface elevation. This elevation is defined by the 200-year water surface,
plus 3 feet. In any situation where the top of the levee is less than the given water
surface elevation, an erosion evaluation was not performed. The standard levee prism
is 20 feet in width at the crown with a slope of 3 horizontal to I vertical ratio (3H: I V)
on the waterside. This comparison is one component of the first tier of the ESP.
Figure 2 illustrates geometric test at a typical levee erosion site. At any area on
the waterside where the standard levee prism exceeds the existing levee section, the
levee' s integrity is considered compromised. Areas with extensive erosion may be
subject to significant risk of erosion failure.
If an eroded area does not meet the standard levee prism geometry, but
maintains a berm width of 35 feet or more (Ayres, 2007), that section will not be
considered critical. Berm width is the horizontal segment of the bank that extends
from the levee toe to the top of the riverbank.

2

"J,1
\..

Figure 2. Placement of Standard Levee Prism Geometry within a Riverine Levee
Section
Topographic data including land survey data on the levees and bathymetry data
in the channel of perennial rivers are needed to generate existing levee cross sections
to compare with the standard levee prism. Since the ULE Program began in 2007, land
survey data have been collected using LiDAR survey technology. Bathymetry data
collection began in 2008. In areas where recent survey data are not available, the 1997
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US ACE Comp Study (US ACE, 2002) can provide supplementary data adequate for
this analysis. Table 2 lists survey data types and their availability.

Table 2. Availability and Types of Topographic Data
Data Type

Availability

Horizontal
Datum

Vertical
Datum

Land
Survey

Bathymetry
Survey

Points

Contours

2007 DWRIURS
LIDAR Data

Yes

UTM
NAD I983

NAVD
1988

Yes

-

Yes

-

2008 DWRIURS
Bathymetry Data

Yes

State Plane
NAD 1983

NAVD
1988

-

Yes

Yes

-

1997 USACE
Comprehensive
Study Survey Data

Yes

State
Plane-NAD
1983

NGVD
1929

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Wind Fetch Length Test
Concurrent with prism geometry test and, as part of the first tier tests, windwave effects, will be considered wherever applicable. Bypasses and large river
confluence areas may be subject to wind exposure that allows wave generation and
wave erosion. Areas with more than 1,000 feet of open water for wind to act upon are
the most likely areas to suffer wind-generated wave erosion. For this test, fetch length
is measured as the maximum open water distance at a 45 degree angle to the levee 's
waterside slope (USACE, 1989).
In some instances, such as where the fetch is measured on a sharp bend, test by
these methods may result in a fetch length greater than 1,000 feet, even within a
narrow riverine channel where wind is much less likely to have a serious impact. As a
result, an additional criteria requires that the local width of the channel be greater than
700 feet for the fetch length test to be performed. Wherever overall channel width is
less than 700 feet, or the fetch length is less than 1,000 feet, little risk of wind-wave
damage is presumed.

Historical Performance Test
As a final component of the first-tier test, available historical erosion data will
be evaluated for any long-tenn erosion trends. Data will come from existing
information provided by DWR and USACE, or from other consultants like Ayres and
William Lettis & Associates. As the information is available, recent observations and
repairs will be plotted for each study area to evaluate geomorphologic trends. Based
on historical performance test, sites showing significant changes to their channel or
bank will be added to the list of sites for be further evaluation under second tier tests.
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F low Velocity and Erosion Surface Adequacy Test
For erosion sites that fail first tier tests, peak flow and local velocity will be
obtained from the USACE Comp Study or other available studies. Where existing data
are not available, the USACE Alpha method described in USACE Engineering
Manual (EM) 1110-2-1601 (USACE, 1991) will be used to estimate local peak
velocities in the cross section. These data will be compared to the levee's waterside
slope strength, as determined from recent ULE Program geotechnical boring logs and
from field verification.
Riverine erosion occurs most commonly when levee material cannot resist the
scouring forces of high-velocity flow. EM 1110-2-1601 recommends a set of
permissible mean channel velocities for use as a guide to design non-scouring flood
control channels. As part of second tier testing, ESP will apply the recommended
velocity set listed in Table 3 to potentially problematic levee embankments to
determine whether the embankment can withstand scour.
Table 3. Maximum Design Velocities Recommended by the USACE for Flood
Control Channels
Levee Material

Maximum Design Velocity
(feet per second)
Mean Channel Velocity
at Straight Channel

I

Fine Sand, Sandy Silt

2.0

Silt Clay, Soft Shale

3.5

Coarse Sand, Fine Gravel, Clay

6.0

Vegetation-lined Earth

8.0

Poor Rock (Soft Sandstone, Nonuniform Revetment)

10.0

Good Rock' (Riprap, Uniform
Revetment)

15.0

Depth-Averaged Velocity
at Channel Bend

To account for the velocity increase on the outside of channel bends, EM
1110-2-1601 recommends an adjustment to the mean channel velocity . This
adjustment factor reflects the depth-averaged velocity at a point 20 percent of the
slope length from the toe of slope, where velocities are presumed highest for the
embankment. The recommended USACE velocity adjustments in EM 1110-2-1601 on
page 3-5 and in Plate B-33 are shown below (see Figure 3). The adjustment factor
ranges from 1.0 to 1.6 and depends on the bend's centerline radius divided by the
, Reference from EM 1110-2-160 I, Page 2-16: EM 1110-2-160 I suggests 20 fps for Good Rock. The
velocity number has been adjusted for ESP based on prior DWR levee repair project experience in the
Sacramento and San Joaquin River Basins.
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channel's surface width, as well as the bend's angle and aspect ratio (bottom
width/depth). This recommended adjustment does not apply to the side slopes of
straight channels.
r-------------------------------------~
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Figure 3. Plate 33, US ACE Engineering Manual 1110-2-1601.
Key:
R - Center-line radius of the bend
W - Water Surface width
A two-dimensional hydraulic model will predicts the local velocities in a river
more accurately, but this information is not available for ULE Program study areas.
Because of this lack of information, the following simplified velocity adjustments will
be applied for the ESP.
For inside river bends, velocity will be reduced by up to 20 percent of the
channel mean velocity .
For outside river bends, velocity will be increased by up to 20 percent of
the channel mean velocity.
For levee reaches with a large overbank area, levee toe velocity will be
reduced up to 50 percent of the channel mean velocity or 2 fps, whichever
is higher.
Wind Wave Shear and Erosion Surface Adequacy Test
For areas that fail the first-tier test, the computed wave action shear stress will
be compared with levee material strength to determine whether the waterside slope is
likely to erode.
The statistical probability of a 200-year flood event occurring simultaneously
with a maximum wind event is low. For that reason, the wind speed of a 50-year wind
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event will be used to compute wave height and stress on the levee during a 100-year
flood WSE.
Wind-generated wave shear stress will be computed using USACE guidance,
such as the Shore Protection Manual and the Coastal Engineering Manual (USACE,
1984, 2002).
Critical shear stress is the bed shear stress (i .e., tractive force caused by the
flow of water over the riverbed) at which the grains or aggregates (i.e., bed material)
start to move. Table 4 summarizes the critical shear stress for five types of levee
material. These critical shear stress values were derived from URS' ESP User Manual
which is, in tum, based on experimental field testing reported by Briaud et al. (200 I;
2003) and Hanson and Simon (2001).
Table 4. Critical Shear Stress
Levee Material

Critical Shear Stress
(psf, or pounds per square foot)

Silt (ML)

0.003

Sand (SP, SM and mixtures)

0.014

Clay (CL, CH, SC, GC)

0.094

Gravel (GP-GW)

1.05 8

Boulder and Cobbles

4.869

Field Evaluation
For levee sites under consideration in the second tier of ESP, field evaluation
will be conducted to verifY the levee's current condition and examine the levee for any
sign of active erosion. If a geometry evaluation or field evaluation reveal signs of
erosion, select field parameters will be collected to perform velocity, wind-wave, and
ESP spreadsheet calculations. These parameters will include the levee's geometry,
presence or absence of slope protection and vegetation, and slope soil type.
Levee material at each potential erosion site will be compared to the maximum
estimated velocity and to wind wave shear stress. Levee material used for comparison
will be determined from this field evaluation and recent ULE Program geotechnical
boring logs.
ESP Spreadsheet
If a levee erosion site fails any of the second tier tests, the site will be further
analyzed by reviewing existing geomorphology studies, if available, and then by
applying URS' ESP spreadsheet (URS, 2009) . The ESP spreadsheet was customized
for this program from an earlier URS Erosion Toolbox, developed for the USACE as
part of the Nationwide Levee Risk Assessment Methodology project (URS, 2007).
The ESP spreadsheet is a risk analysis tool for screening-level assessments of
levee erosion fai lure risk. Based on the input parameters of levee geometry, material
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type, wind-wave and flow velocities, the ESP spreadsheet determines whether a levee
can withstand combined erosive forces. Field confirmation will be performed for sites
where the ESP spreadsheet indicates a borderline medium or high erosion risk, to
confirm the final classification for these sites are correct.
To validate the categorizations provided by the ESP spreadsheet, 50 soil
samples were collected throughout the ULE Program study areas; gradation and
Atterberg limit tests were performed on the samples. Twelve soil samples were
selected for its geographic locations and erosion rate tests were performed for these
twelve soil samples using an Erosion Function Apparatus (EF A). These EF A results,
along with the conclusions of an independent erosion advisory panel (lEAP, 2009),
confirm the applicability of using the ESP spreadsheet and this ESP methodology in
ULE Program study areas.
ESP RESULTS
The ESP spreadsheet calculates the total expected erosion of a site, which is
the sum of erosion due to wave bottom currents and wave breaking, and the erosion
due to current velocity. As discussed earlier, levee sites are ranked using the threetiered process into one of three levels of erosion risk by comparing total expected
erosion with the width of the levee at the pertinent water surface elevations, or a levee
effective width. The [mal risk categories are detennined as follows:
High Erosion Risk. TElL W > 25%
Medium Erosion Risk .. 5% < TEll W < 25%
Low Erosion Risk. TEll W < 5%
Detailed ESP and ranking results will be documented and included as a part of
each study area's Geotechnical Evaluation Report (GER).
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to study the transient flow caused by rapid filling and
drawdown in levees constructed in order to protect urban areas exposed to flooding .
In particular, the behavior of typical protection levees constructed in Villahermosa
City in Tabasco Mexico affected by intense rainfalls at the end of 2007 is assessed.
The analyses are performed by numerical modeling based on finite element method.
The emphasis is on the study of time variation of flow velocities and hydraulic
gradients in several points of interest within these structures. Results of parametric
analyses varying magnitude and velocities of filling or drawdown are also given.
Besides, the changing configuration of saturation and desaturation lines at different
times of the transient flow is illustrated. Finally, general conclusions concerning these
types of analyses are provided.
INTRODUCTION
The levees built near rivers, lakes and channel slopes are frequently subjected
to sudden changes of water level (increments or decrements), which modify flow
conditions inside the soil mass. Flow velocities, hydraulic gradients and seepage
forces are developed that, in extreme conditions, can cause the total failure of the
structure. These phenomena, known as rapid filling and rapid drawdown , are
complex problems in which magnitude and velocity of filling or drawdown, hydraulic
conductivity and porosity of materials constituting the levee, and also geometry of
slope and initial boundary conditions of flow are involved. Damages and landslides
observed in the Grijalva River margins in Villahermosa (Tabasco, Mexico) during
floods of 2007 are largely attributed to these phenomena. This paper focuses on
studying the transient flow, particularly the variation with time of flow velocities and
hydraulic gradients which are generated within the levees protecting Villahermosa
City against flooding as water levels increase and decrease because of the rain cycles
and dams discharge in the region.
TRANSIENT FLOW ANALYSIS
Approach and basic equation
The transient flow in an isotropic and homogeneous soil domain is governed
by the following partial differential equation:
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(1)
Where k is hydraulic conductivity of soil, h is hydraulic potential (also named
hydraulic head), c is specific capacity of soil, t is elapsed time and Q is a discharge
quantity corresponding to a possible source within the medium.
Equation (1) combines Darcy' s law and continuity of flow. It can easily be
generalized to the case of heterogeneous and anisotropic soils . In the case of partially
saturated soils, specific capacity depends on porosity and degree of saturation.
Deformability of soil skeleton is commonly ignored. At the same time, degree of
saturation and permeability depend on local pressure (Van Genuchten 1980).
In the analyses performed in this study it is accepted that initially the water
surface in contact with slope is at a certain elevation (lower or higher level) and that
because of any natural or artificial cause, it rapidly ascends or descends to a higher or
lower level. These oscillations in water level generate a transient flow by rapid filling
and drawdown within the levee as illustrated in Figures la and b, respectively.
In what follows, it will also be accepted that a steady-state condition initially
exists within the levee.
Final
level •

Initial
level

Initial t
level '

Final
I v I

Desaturation line
for time t

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Schematic representation of (a) rapid filling and, (b) rapid drawdown
phenomena.

General methods of solution
The methods that can be used for evaluating transient flow conditions due to
rapid filling or drawdown phenomenon include:
- Analytical solution of partial differential equations (Alberro 2006) .
- Approximate graphical method named transient jlow nets (Cedergren 1989).
- Numerical techniques such as finite element method (e.g. Plaxjlow, Delft
University of Technology 2007), or finite differences (e.g. F/ac3D, ITASCA
Consulting Group Inc . 2009).
Numerical methods are the most common. They have been applied by
different authors (Freeze 1971; Lam and Fredlund 1984; Lam et al. 1987; Ng and Shi
1998; Auvinet and Lopez-Acosta 200 I; Huang and Jia 2009; Auvinet and LopezAcosta 2010; among others). The present study focuses on the finite element
technique, which is discussed briefly below.
Finite element method (FEM)
Finite element method is a numerical technique which provides approximate
solutions of partial differential equations for certain problems. Numerical techniques
are preferred with increasing frequency due to their capability for solving complex
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problems in which equation (I) can be generalized to non homogeneous and/or
anisotropic materials (Lam et aI. 1987; Auvinet and L6pez-Acosta 2010). In this
study the FEM, using the Plaxflow algorithm (Delft University of Technology, 2007),
is applied to solve transient flow problems by means of the approximate solution of
equation (I) . This algorithm utilizes the previously mentioned Van Genuchten model
to represent flow in unsaturated soils and allows carrying out transient flow analyses
in two different ways : (a) Step-wise conditions and, (b) Time-dependent conditions.
This last situation is assumed in this paper. It explicitly considers the continuous time
variation of water surface level, which is represented by particular data of water level
introduced by tables. The Plaxflow algorithm provides hydraulic potential field, flow
velocity field, pore pressure, degree of saturation field, among others, as exposed
below.

APPLICATION TO A PROTECTION LEVEE
Problems of levees in Villa hermosa Tabasco, Mexico
The Grijalva basin in Tabasco State Mexico is constituted by a complex
system of rivers, which converge mostly in two rivers crossing Villahermosa City:
Carrizal and Grijalva (Auvinet et al. 2008). In order to protect this city and other
towns of the state from floods, two types oflevees or dikes have been constructed: (a)
Protection levees built on the margins of the rivers, and (b) Protection levees built
around exposed urban areas (Fig. 2). Flooding in the Grijalva watershed occurring in
2007, exhibited the vulnerability of these structures. In many instances, the problems
were classified as geotechnical, and they were related to rapid filling and drawdown
conditions due to the oscillations of river water levels and to the seepage forces
generated by rain infiltration at the crown of the levees. It has been observed (Auvinet
et al. 2008) that problems in banks of rivers commonly begin with erosion, which in
some parts (depending on the type of soil) is originated by piping and can result in
landslides (Fig. 3). These eroded sections are generally protected with levees of clay
material. Elements more resistant to erosive attack of water of river such as rockfill,
bolsacreto or colchacreto system (concrete bags), breakwaters, sheet pile walls, etc.
are also used. The banks of the river or the levees fail when the weight of these
structures exceeds the bearing capacity of soil (Fig. 3). Generally, failure occurs in
low shear strength strata, such as very compressible clays and peats which are
erratically found in the banks of Villahermosa Rivers. It has been also detected that
factors such as scour of the river bed, over-elevation of levees or overloading caused
by weight of additional protection such as bags of sand, cause instability of levees. In
addition, as said above, intense rainfalls in the region originate large and quick
variations of the water surface of rivers and lagoons of the area.
Marginal protection
Waterside

IMIIJ;.\.'1/IN lAW

Crown

Y::I

IIM/IM/INI

(a) Levee on a river bank
(b) Levee in urban areas
Figure 2. Types of protection levees constructed in Villahermosa, Mexico.
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Figure 3. Evidences of instability in river banks and protection levees induced by
rapid ItIling and drawdown.
Modeling of transient flow caused by rapid filling and drawdown
The transient flow caused by rapid filling and drawdown phenomena in a
typical protection levee in Villahermosa City is assessed. Analyses are performed by
means of the finite element method, using the Plaxflow algorithm (Delft University of
Technology 2007). Simplified geometry of studied domain including soil foundation
of levee is illustrated in Figure 4. The numbers of material layers are shown in the
same figure . Properties of these materials are given in Table 1 (Auvinet et al. 2008).
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Figure 4. Simplified geometry and material number of the studied domain.
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Hydraulic conductivity, k
N° Material
I
Clay sand (SC)
0.0864 mid (l x 10'0 mls)
Sandy clay of low plasticity
·6
2
0.0864 mid (l x 10 mls)
(CL)
Organic sandy-clay silt of
·7
3
0.00864 mid (l x lO mls)
high plasticity (OR)
4
Clay sand (SC)
0.0864 mid (l x 10'0 mls)
Silty sand (SM)
5
0.0864 mid (l x IO'" mls)
Organic clay of high
·7
6
0.00864 mid (1 x 10 m/s)
plasticity (OR)
1
7
Clay levee
0.00864 mid (l XIO' mls)

Void ratio, e
OA3
0.50
0.90

OA3
0.43
0.90
0.70

Data from the Gaviotas pluviometric station were taken into account for
analyses of transient flow corresponding to a period of intense rainfalls from October
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16 to November 29, 2007 (National Water Commission CONAGUA 2009). Based on
these data, boundary conditions assumed for analyses are as follows:
- For filling: water surface ascends from initial level of 13.7m up to maximum level
of 16Am, in a period of 17 days (variation is illustrated in Figure 5a).
- For drawdown : water surface descends from maximum level of 16Am up to final
level of 11.3m, in a period of27 days (variation is shown in Figure 5b).
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Figure 5. Boundary conditions assumed for analyses.

Results of analyses

Initial steady-state condition
An initial steady-state flow condition with the water level as indicated in
Figure 5a is assumed. Results obtained in this case are shown in Figures 6a-d,
concerning to pore pressure, hydraulic potential, hydraulic gradient and flow
velocities, respectively. The two last figures reveal that highest values of gradient
(ima.;::: l) and velocity (V,nax=1.2 x 10-2 mid) occur at the toe of downstream slope of
levee. This hydraulic gradient is practically equal to the so-called critical hydraulic
gradient, icc> which refers to effective stresses being zero (no contact stress between
soil particles), causing in the soil the phenomenon known as piping. The critical
hydraulic gradient varies between 0.9 and 1.1 , with an average close to 1 for most
sandy soils (Braja 2004). The prior result shows that the levees built without internal
drainage (e.g. lack of a toe drainage blanket) can be affected by erosion due to piping
in their normal operating conditions.
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Figure 6. Results for initial steady-state flow condition.

Transient conditions
Figures 7a y b represent degree of saturation in the studied domain for two
typical times during rapid filling and drawdown (17 and 44 days, respectively). In
these figures can also be observed how the position of the water surface changes
within the levee during rapid filling and drawdown. These free surface lines which
separate unsaturated material (upper part) from saturated material are named
saturation lines (for filling) and desaturation lines (for drawdown). Other authors
prefer to call them phreatic lines (Lam and Fredlund 1984; Lam et al. 1987; Huang
and Jia 2009). Some of these lines obtained at several times during both rapid filling
and drawdown phenomena are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. These lines
exhibit the following characteristics:
- They are at atmospheric pressure.
- They are neither flow lines nor equipotential lines.
- At those points where they are intersected by equipotential lines, they satisfy the
property: h=z (hydraulic head=position).

70

(b) Day 44 of drawdown

Figure 7. Degree of saturation (%) at different times during the transient flow.
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Figure 9. Desaturation lines during drawdown (day 20 to 44, see Fig. Sb).
In the same way, it is interesting to note that during transient flow certain
regi ons of higher hydraulic gradients and flow velocities are generated, as appreciated
in Figures 10 and II, respectively. Predominantly the highest values of hydraulic
gradients and velocities take place at the toe of downstream slope of levee.
Specifically, the gradient values of those areas greater than the so-called critical
gradient (> I) could facilitate global piping through the body of levee or through the
foundation soil (Figure 10). These above mentioned highest values occur when
maximum level of water surface is achieved. Additionally, Figure Iia shows that
during rapid filling velocity vectors are directed towards downstream and during
rapid drawdown the direction of some of these vectors changes towards upstream
(Figure lib). Particularly, during rapid drawdown it can be observed that velocities
and gradients generated near the upstream slope as water level descends are not
negligible; in extreme conditions they could facilitate local erosion of material in
those zones. It should be again pointed out that the desaturation line is not rigorously
aflow line since velocity vectors cross it (Figure lib). Finally, from Figures 10 and
11 , it can also be observed that in general the highest values of flow velocity occur in
the more pervious materials of the studied domain. In contrast, the highest values of
hydraulic gradient arise in the less pervious materials of this domain. This is a
suggestion that instability problems of levees could not be solved by constructing
them with more impervious material , but rather building them with more pervious
material or even placing drains in strategic areas of the body of levees. Some authors
have indeed concluded that soils with a low permeability such as clayey and silty
soils are more prone to slope failure than granular materials (Pradel and Raad 1993).
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In addition, parametric calculations were carried out varying filling and
drawdown rate of original data from the Gaviotas pluviometric station (National
Water Commission CONAGUA 2009). The summary of these results is provided in
Figures 12 and 13 . These figures lead to the following comments : (a) for higher
filling rate, the maximum values of flow velocities occur at the toe of upstream slope
of levee (Fig. 12); (b) in contrast, for lower filling rate, the maximum values of flow
velocities occur at the toe of downstream slope of levee (Fig. 13).
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Figure 12. Flow velocity as a function of time for different filling and drawdown
rates (at the toe of upstream slope of levee).
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Figure 13. Flow velocity as a function of time for different filling and drawdown
rates (at the toe of downstream slope of levee).
CONCLUSIONS
The transient flow caused by rapid filling and drawdown in typical levees of
Villahermosa City in Tabasco Mexico, constructed to protect the population against
flooding, was studied. Analyses were performed by numerical modeling using finite
element method. Data from intense rainfalls occurred at the end of 2007 were
considered in calculations. From results of analyses, some general conclusions can be
drawn: (a) in both rapid filling and drawdown conditions, the highest values of flow
velocities and hydraulic gradients occur at the toe of downstream slope of levee. The
hydraulic gradient values of those areas greater than the so-called critical gradient
could facilitate global piping through the body of levee or through the foundation
soil; (b) during drawdown the flow velocities and hydraulic gradients generated near
the upstream slope as water level descends are not negligible; in extreme conditions
(e.g. steady intense rain for some time), they could facilitate local erosion of material
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in those areas and jeopardize slope stability. Currently, stability of slopes in this type
of levees subjected to unsaturated transient flow considering the suggestions of recent
researches (Griffiths 1994; Huang and Jia 2009) is also being assessed.
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ABSTRACT : This paper studies rill and gully initiation and propagation on levees,
dams, and general earth embankments. It specifically studies where these erosion
features occur, and how long a particular embankment can sustain overtopping before
breaching and catastrophic failure. This contrasts to previous levee erosion analysis,
which has primarily concerned the final effects of erosion, such as soil loss, depth of
scour and breach width. This paper describes the construction of scaled-down
physical models of levees composed of different homogeneous sands, as well as sandclay mixtures, and their laboratory testing. A 3-D laser range scanner captured the
surface features of the physical model , before and after erosion. The resulting data is
utilized in developing digital simulations of the rill erosion process. Those
simulations combine 3-D Navier-Stokes fluid simulations and a segmented height
field data structure to produce an accurate portrayal of the erosive processes, which
will be validated by physical modeling.
INTRODUCTION

Levee failures that have occurred as a result of storm surges and flooding
events have been primarily due to overtopping, although failure from seepage is also
a possible failure mechanism. In either instance, the erosive processes can eventually
lead to breaching of the levee and catastrophic damage on the adjacent floodplain.
There have been many cases of earth embankment fai lures, for example, Hurricane
Katrina in 2005 , where breaching occurred and devastated the surrounding
population. Levee failures are preventable, and a better understanding of the ways in
which these embankments are designed and fail, so as protect against future failures,
is a goal of this research.
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The erosion processes described in this paper refer to hydraulic erosion.
Small-scale erosion on earthen embankments is being studied, modeled and
eventually simulated, with respect to the formation of rills and gullies. Validation of
the simulation is a primary focus in this research, so scaled-down model levees are
used to perform erosion experiments at I g and later at higher levels of g in a
geotechnical centrifuge.
The results of experiments to date, are presented in this paper. Completed
testing has been performed at I g using a homogeneous laboratory sand and Nevada
sand - kaolin clay mixes. The physical models serve as the basis for developing
accurate, digital simulations of the embankment erosion processes. Eventually,
different types of soils and soil mixtures will be tested and complex geometries and
boundary conditions utilized to quantitatively assess the effects of differing
conditions.
RELATED RESEARCH

There is a considerable amount of information pertaining to erosion on earth
structures such as levees, dams and embankments both from a civil engineering as
well as a computer graphics perspective. Current research on the topic of erosion in
the field of civil engineering is primarily associated with developing models that
predict final erosive measures (i.e. scour depth, final breach width, total soil loss,
etc.) . In the computer graphics field, multiple attempts have been made to simulate
hydraulic erosion, chiefly to generate realistic-looking terrain and surface
deformation animations as a result of fluid flow . While the research in both fields is
beneficial and relevant, neither model the erosion, sediment transport or deposition
processes with real physical accuracy capable of predicting the extent of erosion or
possible water inundation as a result of breaching.
Erodibility
The erodibility of a soil relates the velocity of the water flowing over the soil
to the corresponding erosion rate experienced by the soil. A soil's erodibility was
defined as a way to describe the behavior of a soil under erosion conditions. Wan and
Fell (2004) describe the development of two erosion rate tests, the Hole Erosion Test
(HET) and Soil Erosion Test (SET), which measure a soil's erodibility. Using an
Erosion Function Apparatus (EF A), Briaud and his colleagues investigated the
erodibility of several different types of soil. The soils were classified into different
categories of erodibility based on degree of compaction, erosion rate, water velocity
and hydraulic shear stress (Briaud, et al. 2008) . Xu and Zhang (2009) found that in
addition to soil type, the degree of compaction plays an important role in erodibility
on embankments. The erosion resistance increases with compaction effort,
particularly with fine soils.
Briaud et al. (2008) deviate slightly from the broad definition of soil
erodibility in order to produce a more technically correct definition of the parameter.
Since the velocity of the water at the soil-water interface is zero, yet soil is still
eroded, soil erodibility is actually based on the hydraulic shear stress. The shear stress
changes with water velocity so that it can be defined along the soil-water boundary,
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incorporating the soil features as well as the water properties along the flow field.
This model is ideal for small scale erosion simulation, as it allows for a parameter to
be applied to the soil as a field over the entire embankment.

Rill Initiation
Multiple factors influence erosion on an embankment including embankment
configuration, flow velocity, slope discontinuities, presence of tailwater, and flow
concentration at low points (Pow ledge, et al. 1989). These factors, if present, can
impact the formation of rills and gullies on a slope, as well as the shape and speed in
which the rill or gully propagates. On a slope, the overland flow first arrives as
"sheet" erosion, then causes rill erosion with increasing flux (An and Liu 2009).
Bryan and Rockwell (1998) studied agricultural sites near Toronto, Canada and found
that significant rill incision typically occurred in early spring, immediately following
snowmelt. This relates to the study of levees or earth dams that are adjacent to water
bodies. They are saturated or can become nearly saturated rapidly, thereby creating
rill initiation conditions.
Rills and gullies will fonn in areas of depression, or in areas where the soil
does not have enough cohesion or shear strength to resist the hydraulic stresses from
the flowing water. Factors affecting rill characteristics include the stress caused by
the flow, roughness of the soil surface, slope gradient and soil erodibility (Mancilla,
et al 2005). It was concluded that the most critical determinant of rill development is
not threshold hydraulic conditions associated with intense runoff on steep slopes, or
areas of depression, but impermeable subsoils that allow surface soils to become
saturated (Bryan and Rockwell 1998).
Rill Propagation
After a rill has been initiated in an embankment slope, the initial rill will
transport the majority of water and sediment. Occasional tributary rills may form
temporarily that supply the main rill with water and sediment, but will taper off as the
erosion process continues in the initial main rill (Mancilla, et al 2005). Erodibility
within a rill may vary with depth, which can decrease the erosion process in granular
soils, as a result of a reduced slope gradient. If a more erodible soil underlies the
surface soil, however, the erosion rate in a rill or gully will actually be accelerated
(Govers, et al. 2007) .
Briaud et al. (2008) performed several tests that indicated that the rill erosion
occurs first on the land side of the overtopped levee and progressively recedes,
leading to eventual breaching. The quantity of soil eroded rapidly increases with the
slope gradient, then decreases suggesting a critical slope gradient. If the slope of an
embankment has not exceeded the critical gradient, interrill erosion occurs and
transports sediment between rills or gullies. The majority of sediment carried by
interrill erosion concentrates around rill heads, leading to an increased erosion rate
and wider rill width in that area of the rill. Although the incidence of interrill erosion
is larger than that of rill erosion, rill erosion is the dominant process on embankment
slopes because it is significantly more intense (An and Liu 2009).
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Performance Differences Amongst Various Soils
Post Hurricane Katrina field surveys showed that in general, rolled compacted
clay fill levees performed well with minor erosion occurring when overtopped,
whereas hydraulic filled levees with significant amounts of silt and sand performed
poorly. Using good clayey material often required long haul distances that slowed
construction progress. So nearby granular material was used instead (Sills, et al.
2008). In cohesive embankments, breaching occurs as a result of headcutting,
whereas in granular embankments, surface slips occur rapidly due to seepage on the
downstream slope (Xu and Zhang 2009).
Threshold hydraulic stress values tend to be higher on freely drained material.
After formation of the water table, however, this value drops, thereby making freely
draining granular soil much more erodible (Bryan and Rockwell 1998). Dealing with
waste embankments, research by Thornton and Abt (2009) showed that lower clay
contents correlated with greater potential susceptibility to the gully erosive process.
Cohesive soils are more resistant to erosion due to high clay content.
However, care must be taken when specifying and inspecting the type of clay used.
Dispersive clays are an exception because the clay particles spontaneously detach
from one another under saturated conditions (Torres 2008). Rockfill and clay
embankments are considered to have medium to low erodibility, while silt and sand
are considered to have high to medium erodibility according to Briaud' s erodibility
classification (Xu and Zhang 2009).
Physically-Based Erosion Simulation
Hydraulic erosion has been accepted as the single most important process in
the shaping and development of terrain . Because of this, hydraulic erosion research in
computer graphics has focused mainly on terrain generation and animation. The
height field erosion simulation performed by Musgrave et al. (1989) and the
sedimentation process in the work by Chiba et al. (1998) are examples of terrain
generation in computer graphics. In each example, an erosion process is simulated on
a terrain to morph and mold it to be more realistic-looking.
Erosion simulations require efficient algorithms that can be run on dynamic
data structures in order to capture the small-scale complexity of the process. There are
three primary data structures that are often used for erosion simulation: height fields,
voxel grids, and layered height fields. Stuetzle, et al. (2010) presented an extension to
the layered height field, called a Segmented Height Field (SHF).
Although much work has been done to simulate erosion, very little of it has
presented validation of results. Validation of our computer simulation by laboratory
experimentation is a primary objective of this research. To our knowledge, validation
of computer simulations has not yet been accomplished, though it has been attempted
with some success by the Soil Degradation Assessment (SoDA) project (Valette et al.
2006).
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PROCEDURES
Physical Modeling
Initial overtopping tests were conducted on a half-levee model within an open
aluminum box of dimensions 0.356m x 0.61 m x 0.9l4m (14" x 24" x 36"). A piece of
plywood, O.013m (W' ) in thickness, was cut to the dimensions 0.152m x 0.61 m (6" x
24") and sealed in the aluminum box using silicone, which partitioned the space
within the box into two distinct zones. The smaller zone measured 0.152m x 0.61 m x
0.216m (6" x 24" x 8 Y2") and was used as a reservoir for the water to rise in and
eventually overtop the model levee, which was constructed in the second, larger zone
using a moist, medium-well graded laboratory sand having a dry unit weight of 100
pcf and an internal friction angle, <p = 39.6°.
Constructed in lifts and compacted using a 0.102m x 0.102m (4" x 4")
wooden hand tamp, a level base layer 0.076m (3") thick was placed first, followed by
the half-levee with a 0.127m (5") wide crown and 5H: 1V slope. This slope inclination
as per the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Levee Design Manual to prevent
damage from seepage exiting the slope on the land side for sand levees (USACE
2000). The elevation of the crown was 0.152m (6"), the same as the elevation of the
plywood partition. The final configuration of the model levee in the box left a 0.127m
x 0.61m (5" x 24") area, in plan, at the toe of the levee slope that acted as a
floodplain. Figure I shows the physical experiment setup. A small aquarium pump
was placed 0.0 13m (W') above the floodplain at the farthest point downstream in the
box to pump out flood water and allow the overtopping to continue for a longer
duration. In both (a) and (b), the water source is located on the left side of the box,
and the pump to remove excess flood water is represented as the black object on the
right side of the box.
Overtopping tests were also conducted on a full -levee model in the same
aluminum box described above, using the same laboratory sand as well as sand-clay
mixes. The sand-clay mixes had a dry unit weight of96 pef. The 0.152m x 0.61m (6"
x 24") plywood was replaced with a 0.076m x 0.61 m (3" x 24") piece of plywood that
was sealed in the box with silicone, partitioning the box into halves for the laboratory
sand testing only. A core was not used during the sand-clay mixture tests, as the levee
slopes were flat enough and the soil had sufficient cohesion to prevent seepage
failures. The role of the plywood in this setup was to serve as a low-permeability core
for the levee. A base layer 0.038m (1 Y2") thick was constructed in lifts and
compacted with the hand tamp on each side of the partition. The full-levee was
constructed with a 0.203 m (8") wide crown and 5H: I V slopes, so that the elevation
of the crown was O.013m (W' ) above the elevation of the plywood core, allowing for
some breaching to occur. The pump was placed at the most downstream point,
0.013m ( W') above the floodplain, and water was allowed to overtop the levee for
tests with flow rates
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Figure 1. Schematic view of both the initial (a) and current (b) experimental test
setup. The upper images are section views, while the lower images are the setup
in plan.
ranging from 0.0063 Llsec to tests with flow rates of 0.040 Llsec. The majority of
tests conducted have used a constant flow rate between 0.0 I 0 Llsec and 0.015 Llsec,
however, more extreme cases (very slow flow rate and very rapid flow rate) were
investigated to observe the influence of flow rate. In each test, evidence of rill erosion
was carefully monitored.

Data Collection
3-D scans were taken before erosion simulation began and immediately
following erosion of the levee model. Each scan represented a different terrain
elevation of the levee. The scans were taken using a 3-D laser range scanner (Fig. 2a),
which provided a point cloud (Fig. 3c and 3d) with color information for each data
point. This data was then processed to ready it for adaptation to the Segmented
Height Field (SHF) . To minimize holes in the data from occlusion, two scans were
made of each elevation and registered using keypoints on the rigid aluminum box
(Smith, et al. 2008). Once each scan for a single elevation was aligned to the same
coordinate system, points were then discretized by superimposing a 2-D horizontal
grid over the point cloud and snapping each point to its nearest grid space. The data in
each grid space was then averaged to create a single height value per grid space,
creating a height field. Grid cells not assigned a height value from the scan are
interpolated using ODETLAP (Stookey, et al. 2008). This procedure was repeated for
each layer, and used to create a single SHF from the layers of height fields, shown in
Figure 2.
The renderings in Figures 2b, 3c and 3d were created using the program
Mathematica and are colored according to elevation. The relatively equal spacing of
the elevation contours in Figure 3c compared to the displaced and irregular elevation
contours in Figure 3d illustrate the movement of sediment and the presence of a rill
on the slope after water had overtopped the model levee. A slight curve in the
elevation contours in Figure 3c is seen on the lands ide slope. The rill formed in that
area where the elevation changed slightly, as expected according to previously
published findings . Figures 2b and 3d show the rill regression on the levee crown
stopping half way across the crown. The receding channel stops at this location
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because the plywood core had been reached from displacement of sediment and
illustrates the effectiveness of a core in at least slowing down the process of a full
breach occurring.
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(b)

Figure 2. (a) 3-D laser range scanner (b) 3-D rendering of a post-erosion
simulation using laboratory sand scan data.
Interpolation and Visualization
In order to perform an erosion simulation, a surface must be extracted from
the data structure. To do this, the data is converted into a tetrahedral mesh, allowing
surface information to be extracted, such as slope, as well as generate surface normals
for visualization. These not only improve the quality of the resulting visualization, but
also yield more accurate physical simulations by allowing water to flow smoothly
down the levee's slopes and through channels cut within the soil.
RESULTS
Half-Levee Setup
Water began to overtop the reservoir and flow through the soil (groundwater,
seepage, etc.), thereby saturating the soil, and slowly flowed over the crown of the
embankment on the surface. Surface tension was evi dent, as the water on the surface
of the crown had boundaries (i.e. the water did not come over the top in one big sheet
of water). Once the water had crossed the crown on the surface, rill initiation at the
top of the embankment was observed, beginning at the crest of the slope (the
intersection of the crown edge and edge of the slope) and eroding its way to the toe of
the slope. This formed the primary rill on the slope and the time required for this rill
to form was defined as "Trill". Secondary, or tributary, rills formed and contributed to
the main rill, but the water tended to continue to erode the initial rill, rather than form
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a new main rilL Once rilling had begun on the slope, the water began eroding a
channel that receded across the crown from the crest of the slope towards the
plywood. The rill on the slope went one direction and the channel on the crown went
in the opposite direction, but in line with the rill on the embankment slope.
Recorded times for rill initiation to occur on the levee slope for this setup are
shown in Table I. For this setup, the levee slope was 0.389m (15.3") in length. The
data for this setup yielded unique results. It was the expectation that a high flow rate
would erode the slope more rapidly. This relationship may be true for embankments
that are already saturated, however, in this setup the plywood divider prevented the
model from becoming saturated until overtopping began. So, as water was flowing on
the surface, the model was also in the process of becoming saturated. The water at
higher flow rates moved more rapidly over the surface of the soil than through the
soil, essentially eroding less erodible unsaturated sand and producing larger values of
Trill. Because the water at lower flow rates did not move significantly faster over the
soil surface compared to flowing through the soil, the model was able to become
saturated and more erodible before the rilling process began and yielded smaller
values of Trill.
Table 1. Rill initiation times for the half-levee model.
Test No.
Flow Rate, Q, (mL/sec)
HL- 01
25
HL-02
12.5
HL-03
ILl

Trill (sec)
55
12

16

Full-Levee Setup - Laboratory Sand
In addition to water eroding a channel on the slope, the rill process also
involves the location of a specific area on the slope due to geometric or compositional
variations, unique to each embankment. To ensure the experiments accurately
simulated rill erosion processes, a full-levee model was constructed with a plywood
core, so that the geometry of the wood would not be the determinant in the location of
rill formation. The results of this setup are shown in Figure 3.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Laboratory testing: (a) current experimental setup (b) primary rill and
tributary rills (c) visualization of the experimental setup using 3-D point cloud
data (d) visualization of the setup post-erosion simulation using 3-D point cloud
data.
Water was supplied to one side of the levee and the water level was allowed to
slowly rise until overtopping began . The full-levee model also offered the benefit of
more realistic saturation conditions, as the water could flow through the sand to the
floodplain side of the levee. Once the water had crossed the levee crown, rill initiation
began, at a location influenced by the levee itself, and a channel was eroded on the
slope, as well as across the levee crown. Additionally, the use of a full -levee model
allowed for a more complete rilling process, as the channel that receded across the
levee crown had the opportunity to reach the water-side slope, thereby breaching the
levee.
Recorded times for rill initiation and times for the water to cross the 0.203m
(8") levee crown, as well as initial (Wi) and final (wr) moisture contents of the levee
soil are provided in Table 2. For this setup, each levee slope was 0.259m (10.2") in
length.
Table 2. Rill initiation times for full-levee model.
Flow Rate,
T cross crown
Test No.
Trill (sec)
Q, (mLlsec)
(sec)
44
FL - Ol
12
15
14
FL-02
7.41
69
6.25
21
86
FL-03
14.29
40
38
FL-04
FL-05
1l.l
12
16
FL-06
40
40
22
154
27
FL-07
9.1
114
29
FL-08
1l.l

Wi(%)

wr(%)

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

8.01
9.13
9.78
14.58
10.45

24.79
23.62
23.33
23.66
22.60

7.72
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Full-Levee Setup - Nevada Sand - Kaolin Clay Mix
The full-levee testing of the sand-clay mix followed the same procedure as the
full -levee testing with the laboratory sand. However, the preparation of the model
varied slightly. The sand-clay levee model did not incorporate a low-permeability
core of any kind during the testing. The Nevada sand and kaolin clay also were
carefully measured in predetermined proportions based on the sand versus clay
content (100-0, 90-10, 85-15) for the particular experiment. Specific volumes of
water were measured in order to be mixed thoroughly in the mixer at the desired
initial moisture content of 7.5%.
The observed macroscopic erosion processes in the sand-clay mixes were very
similar to the erosion process·es observed in the laboratory sand experiments. The
water began to saturate the soil while the water level rose on the waterside of the
levee, then progressed over the crown of the levee and eventually formed a rill on the
lands ide slope and began to recede across the crown, as in the sand experiments. The
microscopic erosion processes showed larger clumps of soil (approximately 1.59mm
(1 /16") to 3.18mm (I /S") in diameter) being removed from the levee crown and a type
of undercutting taking place, resulting in a faster breach time. The breach time was
defined as the time from the beginning of the rill initiation to the time when a channel
had completely receded length of the levee's crown. Figure 4 shows the time required
for the initial rill ("T_rill") to form on the landside slope of the levee and for full
breaching ("T_breach") to occur as a function of kaolin clay content.
450
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~ 250
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E 200

. T_rill

i=

150
100
50
0
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•
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III T_breach
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12

14

16

Kaolin Clay Content (%)

Figure 4. Time required for the initial rill and for full breaching to occur in
sand-clay levees.

As depicted in Figure 4, the faster breach times occur with increasing clay
content of the levee and increased size of sediment being eroded from the levee's
crown. Conceptually, the data shown in Figure 4 seem counterintuitive as
increasingly cohesive levees should require more time for erosion to occur, due to the
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lower permeability of the material. Physically, the data shown are reasonable if the
sediment clumping is considered. Larger and therefore heavier particles were
removed from the levee when the rilling process commenced. The flowing water
could not carry the mass and deposited the clump of soil farther up on the levee slope,
so the clumps of soil accumulated at the leading end of the rill thereby creating a
large amount of soil to be eroded down the slope and resulting in longer initial rill
formation times. As the channel receded across the levee crown, large clumps of soil
were eroded and carried a short distance while suspended in the water before reaching
the bottom of the channel when rolling could occur. Because the direction of the
erosion occurring on the levee ' s crown is opposite the direction of flow, deposition of
sediment did not impede the erosion process, resulting in more rapid breach times as
clay content, and clump size, increased Also, because the water travels at a greater
velocity on the surface than through the clayey levee, more surface erosion is
observed in a shorter period of time. Further testing is required to determine if this
trend will continue as the levee becomes dominated by clayey soils.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
The model levees eroded more rapidly when fully or nearly fully saturated. A
low-permeability core in the center of a levee prevented failure from seepage, and
extended the time required for a full breach of the model to occur. A critical clay
content in the levees composed of sand-clay mixtures existed at approximately 1520% kaolin clay content. A requirement for a core at the center of the levee could be
imposed for soils of this composition.
The physical modeling capabilities allow for layered models, such as the
inclusion of soil cores, and complex geometries with different crown widths and
slope inclinations . Using a geotechnical centrifuge, erosion tests will be performed
that will allow simulation and understanding of structures that will be subjected to
stresses and forces encountered in earth embankments in the field. Measurement of
flow velocity and hydraulic shear stress will be incorporated in future testing. Change
detection software will be utilized to gather and process data for multiple layers of
soil, allowing for simulation of more complex soil models in the software.
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ABSTRACT: The Great Wenchuan Earthquake of Ms 8.0 in Richter scale on 12
May 2008 caused the formation of 34 large and numerous smaller landslide dams.
Hongshihe Landslide Dam is one of the large-scale dams. The erodibility of fresh
landslide deposits plays an important role in evaluating the breaching process of such
landslide dams due to overtopping. A landslide dam typically comprises freshly
deposited mass of heterogeneous, unconsolidated or poorly consolidated earth
materials and is vulnerable to overtopping failure. The landslide deposits are usually
broadly graded with particle sizes ranging from clay to boulders. Moreover, their
grain size distributions are highly heterogeneous along depth and along the run-out
direction of landslide debris. Due to the variation of soil properties, the soil
erodibility also varies significantly along the run-out direction and depth. This paper
describes a series of field jet index tests conducted at two landslide dams shortly
after the earthquake to investigate the erodibility of freshly deposited landslide soils.
The basic soil parameters (i.e., grain-size distribution, bulk density, water content,
and Atterberg limits), as well as the coefficient of erodibility and critical erosive
shear stress at different locations were also measured to examine the variation of soil
erodibility of Hongshihe Landslide Dam along the run-out direction, depth, and the
water-flow direction. The results show that the coefficient of erodibility increases
significantly along the run-out direction but decreases slightly with depth and along
the water-flow direction, whereas the changes in critical erosive shear stress are
limited along the run-out direction, depth, and the water-flow direction.
INTRODUCTION
On 12 May 2008, a strong earthquake of magnitude 8 in Richter scale
occurred in Sichuan Province, China. Approximately 30,000 landslides were
triggered by the earthquake. Some of these landslides blocked rivers and formed 34
large and numerous smaller landslide dams (Cui et al. 2009; Zhang 2009).
Hongshihe Landslide Dam is one of the large-scale dams. All the 34 large-scale
landslide dams failed by overtopping, with the assistance of blasting or division
channels in some cases. The erodibility of fresh landslide deposits plays an important
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role in evaluating the overtopping failure of such landslide dams. The landslide
deposits are usually broadly graded with particle sizes ranging from clay to gravels
or even boulders (Costa and Schuster 1988; Casagli et a1. 2003). Moreover, the
grain-size distributions are highly heterogeneous along depth and along the run-out
direction of landslide debris (Dunning 2006; Crosta et a1. 2007; Chang et a1. 2009a).
A landslide dam comprising freshly deposited mass of heterogeneous,
unconsolidated or poorly consolidated earth materials is vulnerable to breaching due
to overtopping. Because of the variations of soil properties, the soil erodibility varies
significantly along depth and the run -out direction. It has been highlighted the
breaching process of a landslide dam is influenced by the variations in soil erodibility
along depth, especially for the breach initiation time (Chang and Zhang 2010).
Moreover, the evolution of breach width during the overtopping process can be
affected by the variations in soil erodibility along the run-out direction. It is therefore
important to quantitatively study the erosion resistance of such landslide dams in
different directions.
The objective of this paper is to study the variations in the soil erodibility at
Hongshihe Landslide Dam along the run-out direction, depth and the water-flow
direction based on results of field erodibility tests and measured basic soil parameters.
In this work, jet index field tests were carried out on two landslide dams triggered by
the Wenchuan earthquake. The basic soil parameters (i.e., grain-size distribution,
bulk density, and water content) along the run-out direction and on the breach side
slope were also measured. The variations in the erosion resistance of the landslide
deposits along the run-out direction, depth, and the water-flow direction are
analyzed.
FIELD TESTING OF ERODIBILITY USING JET INDEX METHOD
The erosion resistance of soils can be represented by the coefficient of
erodibility, Kd, and the critical erosive shear stress, Tc through the following equation:
(I)

where E is the erosion rate; Te is the effective stress at the soil/water interface. Kd
reflects how fast the soil erodes; while Tc reflects the ease of initiation of erosion in
the soil. To investigate the erodibility of freshly deposited landslide dams, field soil
erodibility tests were conducted on two landslide dams (Hongshihe Landslide Dam
and Libaisi Landslide Dam) triggered by the 12 May 2008 Wenchuan earthquake.
The jet index method was used, which was developed by Hanson (1991) and is
adopted as ASTM standard D5852-00 (ASTM 2000). The tests were carried out
under natural compaction conditions with relative compactions ranging from 0.69 to
0.89 and under different controlled compaction conditions with relative compactions
ranging from 0.59 to 0.97. It is found that the critical erosive shear stress varies in a
relatively narrow range from 0.4 Pa to 6.8 Pa, whereas the coefficient of erodibility
differs by two orders of magnitude as shown in Table 1. The basic soil parameters
(i.e., bulk density, water content, grain-size distribution, Atterberg limits, and specific
gravity) at each location were also measured. A multi-variable nonlinear regression
analysis is performed based on the field test results and the basic soil properties. It is
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found that the void ratio, e, and the coefficient of uniformity, C" have strong
correlations with Kd and that the fines content « 0.063mm), P, the plasticity index,
PI, and the voi d ratio, e, have strong correlations with
Finally, two empirical
equations are obtained through regression analysis to quantitatively describe the soil
erodibility parameters (Chang et al. 2009b) :

'c.

Kd = 20075e 4 .77 C ,, - O.76
" =

6.S(pI)1.68

(2)

e

(3)

p- 1.73 -<J·97

VARIATIONS IN ERODIBILITY OF HONGSHIHE LANDSLIDE DAM
Due to the 200S Wenchuan earthquake, a large landslide, i.e. the Donghekou
landslide, blocked Hongshihe River and formed the Hongshihe landslide dam. The
location of the lands lide dam is shown in Figure 1. The Hongshihe landslide dam
was approximately 50 m in height, 250 m in length across the river, 500 m in length
along the river, and 4 x I 06 m 3 in reservoir volume (Ren and Dang 200S). With the
rising of the lake water level, water started to overtop the lowest crest on 16 May
2008 and a breach finally formed by overtopping.
Table 1. Field measured erodibility parameters for landslide deposits on two
landslide dams under different soil conditions
Locations HI

H2

H3

H4

H5 H6 H7

Kd
37
(mm 31N-s)

35

44

52

44

40

H8 H9

HIO Hll HI2 HI3 HI4

100 126 30

3

7

192

3

8
1.5

'c(Pa)

6.8

6.5

6.3

6.0

5.9 6.3

5.4

2.8

1.5

3.7

2.5

5.6

4.4

Soil
conditions

IC

IC

IC

IC

IC

IC

IC

IC

CC CC

IC

CC CC

L7

Locations
3

IC

H I5 HI6 HI7 HIS HI9 L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

6

54

28

S

65

4

861 1085 76

2.2

1.2

0.6

1.9

2.4

1.5

0.4

Kd (mm 1N-s)

5

'c(Pa)

3.1

11 2 147 82S
3.2

2.2

2.2

1.0

LS

2.1

Soil
IC
IC IC LC IC IC IC CC IC CC LC LC CC
conditions
Note : IC = In-situ condition; CC = Compacted condition; LC = Loosened condition;
H = Hongshihe Landslide Dam; and L = Libaisi Landslide Dam.
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Figure 1. Location of the Hongshihe landslide dam

To investigate the variations in the erodibility of the landslide deposits of
Hongshihe Landslide Dam along the run-out direction, depth, and the water-flow
direction, totally 8 soil samples along the run-out direction and 5 soil samples along
the side slope of the breach were taken as shown in Figure 2. The basic soil
parameters (i.e., bulk density, water content, grain size distribution, Atterberg limits,
and specific gravity) were measured in-situ and in the laboratory for each sample.
The grain-size distributions for the deposits at the erosion testing locations are shown
in Figure 3. It shows that the landslide deposits are broadly-graded ranging from clay
to stone [clay ( < 0.002 mm), silt (0.002 mm- 0.075 mrn), sand (0.075 mrn- 2 mrn),
gravel (2 mrn-75 mrn), stone (75 mrn- 2000 mrn) , rock ( > 2000 mrn)] , and the fines
content ranges from 9.4% to 36%. The definitions of particle sizes follow Kulhawy
and Chen (2009). Other soil parameters are summarized in Table 2.
Variations in erodibility along the run-out direction
The sampling distance was 25 m for most soil samples along the run-out
direction, other than the distances between H23 and H24 and between H24 and H25 ,
which were 5 m and 45 m respectively as shown in Figure 2. Figure 4(a) shows the
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variations in the mean particle size, d 50 , along the run-out direction. The values of d 50
are in the range of 3-20 rom and exhibit a weakly increasing trend in the run-out
direction. This coincides with the conventional observation that large particles move
to the front in a landslide (Crosta et al. 2001). The fluctuations of d50 become
progressively smaller in the run-out direction. The variations in soil dry density, Pd,
along the run -out direction are shown in Figure 4(b) . Pd ranges from 1239 to 1839
kg/m3 . There is a clear trend of decreas ing dry density along the run-out direction.
This is because the fines (clay and silt) and sand contents decrease along the run-out
direction, which cannot fully fill the pores formed by gravel and stones, causing the
void ratio to increase along the run-out direction. Another reason may be that the
deposits in the front of the landslide have less chance to be compacted during the
landslide process.
The coefficient of erodibility, K d , and the critical erosive shear stress, 'cof the
landslide deposits along the run-out direction can be obtained using Eqs. (2) and (3)
according to the measured basic soil parameters. Figure 4(c) shows the variations in
the coefficient of erodibility along the run-out direction. Kd increases along the
run-out direction ranging from nearly 1 to 750 rom 31N-s. This is mainly due to the
increase of void ratio and decrease of coefficient of uniformity along the run-out
direction. Both factors make it more difficult for the deposits to form a stable
structure. Note that a stable structure means that the pores formed by the coarse
particles are nearly completely filled by the fine particles.

Figure 2. Sampling locations at Hongshihe Landslide Dam along the run-out
direction and the side slope of the breach
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Table 2. Summary of soil properties at 13 locations along the run-out direction
and the side slo~e of the breach
Locations Dry density Void ratio d5G
PI Fines content Specific
ell
e
(rnm)
(%)
P(%)
gravity Gs
2.d (kg/m3)
H2O

1839

0.46

4.1

3200

20

24.5

2.69

H21

1790

0.50

3.0

4375

22

28.7

2.70

H22

1809

0.48

19.2

4267

15

19.4

2.67

H23

1553

0.73

12.5

120

8

9.4

2.68

H24

1352

0.98

5.0

1620

12

18.8

2.68

H25

1445

0.85

13.0

211

13

9.6

2.67

H26

1338

1.00

11.0

1133

16

13.0

2.67

H27

1239

1.16

13.5

195

12

9.8

2.68

H28

1478

0.81

8.5

2233

12

17.6

2.68

H29

1290

1.08

2.5

3250

20

28 .1

2.68

H30

1443

0.86

1.5

5000

22

35.1

2.69

H31

1340

1.00

0.9

3400

22

35 .9

2.68

H32

1485

0.81

1.2

4500

22

36.0

2.70
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The variations in the critical erosive shear, Te, along the run-out direction are
shown in Figure 4(d) . The values of Te are mostly in the range of 3 to 12 Pa and
exhibit a weakly increasing trend along the run-out direction. One reason is due to
the decrease of the fines content along the run-out direction. Thoman and Niezgoda
(2008) found similar results from field tests that the critical erosive shear stress
increases with decreasing fines content for cohesive soils. According to Hanson and
Simon's classification (Hanson and Simon 2001), the erodibility of the deposits
along the run-out direction falls into the moderately resistant or resistant category. It
can be observed that the initiation of erosion becomes slightly harder but the erosion
rate becomes larger along the run-out direction under the same flow conditions once
erosion is initiated. The erosion resistance of the landslide deposits in general
becomes weakened along the run-out direction.
Variations in erodibility along depth
Soil samples were taken at three different profiles at a 25-m sampling
distance. Two locations were chosen along depth at each profile as shown in Figure 2.
The sampling distances between H29 and H30, H24 and H28, H31 and H32 were 4,
7, and 6 m, respectively. Kd and Te can be calculated based on the measured basic soil
parameters using Eqs. (2) and (3).
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Figure 4_ Variations in soil properties along the run-out direction at Hongshihe
Landslide Dam: (a) mean particle size; (b) dry density; (c) coefficient of
erodibility; and (d) critical erosive shear stress
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Figure 5 shows the variations in soil erodibility, dry density and mean particle
size along depth in each profile. The values of Kd are in the range of 10 to 80
mm3!N-s and exhibit a decreasing trend along depth, whereas the values of LC are in a
narrow range of2 to 4 Pa and show a slightly increasing trend along depth. A general
observation is the erosion resistance of the deposits increases along depth. This is
mainly due to that the deposits at greater depths were compacted more by the
self-weight of the falling materials during the process of landslide. The increment of
dry density over a depth difference of 5 m is approximately 10% as shown in Figure
5. The variations in mean particle size with depth are not conclusive in Figure 5. In
an ideal landslide slide, small particles usually accumulate at the bottom layer
(Crosta et al. 200 I).
Variations in erodibility along the water-flow direction
Sampling locations H29, H24, H31, and H30, H28, H32 were located at the
top and bottom of the breach side slope and arrayed along the water-flow direction as
shown in Figure 2. Figure 6 shows the variations in soil erodibility along the
water-flow direction. Both the coefficient of erodibility and the critical erosive shear
stress are in a narrow range along the water-flow direction. Thus, the erosion
resistance could be treated as the same along the water-flow direction when
simulating the erosion process of such landslide dams. The total length of the dam
along the water-flow direction was about 500 m, while only three profiles along the
water-flow direction were studied in this paper. Therefore, the trend of the variations
in erodibility along the water-flow direction needs to be further investigated.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Field jet index tests were conducted at two landslide dams induced by the 12
May 200S Wenchuan earthquake to investigate the erodibility of landslide dams. The
basic soil parameters of the landslide deposit along the run-out direction, depth and
water-flow direction were measured in-situ and in the laboratory. The landslide
deposits show broadly-graded and highly heterogeneous features and fall into
moderately resistant to resistant category according to Hanson and Simon 's
erodibility classification.
The variations in the soil erodibility of Hongshihe Landslide Dam along the
run-out direction, depth, and water-flow direction are studied based on the basic soil
parameters using the empirical equations. The coefficient of erodibility decreases
slightly with depth and along the water-flow direction but increases by nearly two
orders of magnitude along the run-out direction. The changes in the critical erosive
shear stress are limited along the run-out direction, depth, and the water-flow
direction. Hence the scour rate in the deposits may decrease as overtopping erosion
proceeds to larger depths under the same water depth. Moreover, the breach could
enlarge more easily in the frontal part of the landslide since the coefficient of
erodibility is high in the frontal area. The findings obtained in this paper are mainly
applicable to large landslides with long sliding distances. For small landslides, the
soil erodibility along the depth may also show the similar trend as that of a large
landslide. However, the soil erodibility may not show clear trend along the run-out
direction.
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Earth Dam Failure by Erosion, A Case History
Scott Newhouse" P.E., M.ASCE
iSenior Engineer; Bechtel Power Corporation, 5275 Westview Drive, Frederick, MD
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ABSTRACT
In January, 1998 the Archusa Creek Dam failed by breaching through its
emergency spillway. The dam is a low earth dam, 7.6 m (25 ft) tall, and 1370 m
(4,500 ft) crest length. It is located in southeast Mississippi, in Clarke County, near
the town of Quitman. At the time of its failure, the dam had a concrete ogee weir for
a principal spillway, and a vegetated earth emergency spillway.
(Spillway
configuration has been modified since the failure.) The impounded lake is a stateowned water park, used solely for recreation. Fortunately, the dam is a low hazard
structure. The Chickasawhay River is less than 0.4 km (V. mi) downstream of the
dam. The dam is in the flood plain of the river; accordingly, there is little
development downstream. Consequences of failure were mostly limited to the loss of
the water park.
The dam failed during a rain storm corresponding to approximately a 5 year
return period. The failure was triggered by intense rainfall of near 10.8 cm (4.25 in.)
falling in just a few hours over the watershed. The watershed is very large compared
to the size of the reservoir; the ratio of watershed area to lake surface area exceeds
50: I. Consequently, such a storm event results in very high inflow to the reservoir.
Runoff generated by the storm caused a rapid rise in lake level to elevation above the
flood pool, resulting in flow over both the principal and the emergency spillways. A
breach formed through the emergency spillway due to erosion. The failure
mechanism is an established, well known one, of progressive erosion and headcutting due to excessive water flow velocity.
By modern design standards, the dam should have sustained this storm event
without incident. Modifications to the dam made in 1994 set the stage for failure .
The paper evaluates these modifications, along with the dam's design and specific
features and factors that led to failure.
INTRODUCTION
Archusa Creek Dam was built in 1971 . Figure I illustrates the location of the
dam, near Quitman, Mississippi. A state agency owns the lake and dam; it is used
exclusively for recreation (operation of a water park). The lake is shallow, with
typical depth of about 1.2 m (4 ft), and generally ranging from 1.2 to 2.4 m (4 to 8 ft).
The lake is about 172 ha (425 ac). Size of the lake's watershed is about
15,800 ha (39,000 ac), resulting in significant in-flow to the lake during storm events.
There is little storage volume available in the lake compared to in-flow;
consequently, the dam must pass nearly all in-flow.
The lake is in the flood-plain of Chickasawhay River. A high river stage
produces tail-water below the dam that often exceeds the lake elevation.
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DAM DETAILS
The dam is built of compacted earth fill with a maximum height of 7.6 m (25
ft) and a length of about 1370 m (4,500 ft). The dam is homogenous, with no internal
seepage control and no foundation cut-off. Fill material for the dam is generally fine
silty sand, as this soil was locally available for construction.
In the 19805 the principal spillway was fitted with an inflatable gate; this
configuration was modified in 1994 due to ongoing problems with maintenance and
vandalism. In 1994 the spillway was modified with an ogee crest and series of sluice
gates through the ogee. The crest and the gate inlets were all fitted with fish retaining

Figure 1. Location map (source map USGS Quitman, Miss. Quadrangle, 1983).
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DETAILS OF DAM BREACH FAILURE
The breach fonned by erosion of soil within the vegetated earth emergency
spillway due to high discharge velocity which the spillway surface could not sustain.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the position of the breach within the dam. The stonn
causing the failure was an event corresponding to a 5 year return period. Rainfall
from this stonn was nearly 16.5 cm (6.5 in.) in a 3 day period. However, the dam's
failure was preceded by intense rainfall of 10.8 cm (4.25 in.) over a period of only a
few hours.

Figure 2. Breach through emergency spillway.
Archusa Creek Dam.

Figure 3. Close-up view of breach.
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Figure 4. Breach through emergency spillway showing grass surface.

Figure 5. Photo illustrating principal spillway and typical depth of lake.
Emergency Spillway Operation
Analysis shows that the emergency spillway would activate with a storm
corresponding to a 2 year return period. Consequently, the emergency spillway was
subjected to frequent flow . Hydraulic analysis indicates that flow in the emergency
spillway in the 1998 failure storm was 200 m 3/s (7,000 cu fil s) , with a velocity
exceeding 1.5 mls (5 ftls) .
Erosion Mechanism
NRCS and USACE design references establish a range of velocity that a
vegetated earth spillway can sustain. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) (2003) tabulates sustainable velocity listed in applicable NRCS and USACE
design guide documents, as excerpted below, in Figure 6. The NRCS document
establishes a typical sustainable velocity in the range of 0.6 to 1.5 mls (2 to 5 ftls),
depending on the base soil and the grass type. Maximum sustainable velocity
(atypical) is about 2.4 mls (8 fil s) for a non-erodible soil and specific Bermuda
species of grass.
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Figure 6. Range of sustainable Velocity on Vegetated Earth Surface (from FERC
(2003».
The fine silty sand soil used as fill in the emergency spillway has a low
resistance to erosion. According to the criteria in Figure 6, maximum sustainable
velocity on the Archusa Creek Dam's emergency spillway is 0.8 mls (2.5 ftls) . Based
on calculated velocity during the 1998 failure storm near 1.5 mls (5 ftls) , erosion
through the spillway material would have been expected. The calculated velocity is
based on the broad flat spillway; the ditch excavated into the emergency spillway
would have resulted in velocity exceeding 1.5 mls (5 ftls).
The specific erosion mechanism is illustrated and explained by Seed et al
(2006) . This group extensively studied the soil erosion process in levee over-topping
after the Hurricane Katrina disaster in New Orleans. The work by Seed et al is not
specifically applicable to vegetated earth spillways. But the erosion principle for
soils is the same in the levee study and in the case of the dam spillway. Results of the
New Orleans levee study match with the specific events on the dam spillway, the
erosion of a fine sand soil. The levee study parameters for velocity and critical shear
stress apply to a bare soil without vegetation. For the dam spillway, once the
vegetation was lost during the breach event, the resulting bare soil was then simi lar to
the study condition .
Figure 7 illustrates that fine silty sand soil within the dam's emergency
spillway is generally the most easily eroded soil category, and that erosion will result
in this soil at a shear stress of about 0.1 N/m2, the minimum for all soil types.
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Figure 8 shows that for shear stress above the threshold value for fine sand,
0.1 N /m2, a significant scour rate results. For the water velocity imparted to the
spillway during the fa ilure storm, exceeding 1.0 mis, Figure 8 indicates that fine sand
in the spillway would erode at a rate exceeding 1000 mmIhr. These values apply to a
bare soil not protected by vegetation. Accordingly, the values do not establish
specific parameters for velocity and erosion rate applicable to the dam spillway.
However, Figure 8 does provide a quantifiable indication that erosion would take
place within the dam spillway during the breach storm event.
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With the expected scour rate over 1000 mmlhr, and velocity imparted to the
spillway exceeding I mis, Figure 9 illustrates that the spillway would be highly
erodible and prone to failure by overtopping. The levee study results depicted in
Figures 7 through 9, combined with the sustainable velocity range portrayed in Figure
6, explain why erosion resulted in the spillway during the breach stonn event.
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Figure 9. Proposed guidelines for levee overtopping (from Seed et. aI. (2006» .
Overtopping is essentially the same erosion process that takes place in a
vegetated earth spillway. This conclusion is especially true for the Archusa Creek
Dam, as addressed in the DISCUSSION portion of the paper.
NRCS (1997) defines the specific process of erosion in dam earthen spillways.
They describe a 3 phase process:
•
•

•

The failure of the vegetal cover protection (if any) and the development of
concentrated flow
The downward and downstream erosion associated with the concentrated flow
that leads to formation of a vertical or near-vertical head-cut in the vicinity of
initial failure
The upstream advance and deepening of the head-cut resulting from flow over
the vertical or near vertical face

Figure 10 ill ustrates the process of over-topping failure in earth dams. The
figure illustrates the 3 phase mechanism NRCS describes. Failure is initiated by
erosion of the soil particles due to excess velocity. A near vertical face is formed,
which travels progressively toward the reservoir during the erosion process (headcutting). Finally the head-cutting process effects complete breach of the dam.
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Figure 10. Illustration of dam breach by overtopping- embankment breach test
of a homogeneous non-plastic sandy soil conducted at the ARS Hydraulic
Laboratory, Stillwater, OK (from FEMA (2001».
DISCUSSION
Earth Spillway Design
Established design methods call for earth spillways to be located at abutments,
and founded in cut. The criterion to place the spillway in cut is to prevent erosion of
fill soil. The NRCS design guide has extensive guidance for location, alignment, and
grade for an emergency spillway so that erosion will not cause a breach failure,
summarized below. Figure 11 illustrates design guidance for these criteria.
• Location- The most important element of location is to place the spillway
where erosion and breach does not result in dam failure. As discussed above,
this criterion is met by locating the spillway at an abutment, cut into native
soil (alternatively the spillway can be cut through a saddle in terrain on the
lake perimeter). Preferred location for the spillway is where it can discharge
downstream without flow onto the toe of the dam. For sites where this
alignment is impractical, training dikes can be used to keep flow off of the
dam toe. But this configuration is not preferable.
• Alignment and grade- The spillway control section is designed to reduce
velocity over the spillway to a sustainable level. Alignment and slope on the
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spillway are set so that velocity stays within the sustainable range for the
length of the spillway.
Earthen emergency spillway design for the Archusa Creek Dam did not conform
to these criteria. The spillway was not located at an abutment in cut. Rather it is
located in the middle of the dam, with its bottom in fill. The spillway did not have a
control section sufficient to lower velocity to a sustainable level. Further, the
drainage ditch excavated into the spillway concentrated flow and increased velocity,
initiating erosion during the failure storm.

-

Fi gure 50.-.1

Spllh.\·ay gully rcsu.lllng in brc;)ch o f spjJJw~y

Figure I I. Diagram illustrating proper emergency spillway layout (From NRCS
(1997)).
With the emergency spillway not in conformance with these guidelines,
erosion was a threat to dam safety. The choice of an emergency spillway lining of
grass was inappropriate. Some armored lining, e.g. rip-rap would be required for the
emergency spillway geometry in order to prevent erosion that could result in dam
breach.

Hydraulic Design
NRCS design guides, and most state regulations, require reservoir storage and
principal spillway capacity such that flow over an emergency spillway commences at
a storm return period of 100 years. The 1998 configuration of the Archusa Creek
Dam emergency spillway resulted in flow on near 2 year frequency.
CONCLUSIONS
For the 1998 dam configuration, the earth emergency spillway had an
activation frequency of every 2 years, where this frequency by current design
standards should be near 100 years. Consequently the emergency spillway was used
frequently, as opposed to use on an emergency basis . For this frequency of use, the
spillway should have been an armored auxiliary spillway. The Archusa Creek Dam
was repaired by building a new auxiliary spillway. The main repair component was a
concrete labyrinth weir spillway built within the breached area. This new concrete
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spillway is used as an auxiliary one, solving the problem of flow over an earthen
emergency spillway at a 2 year frequency.
The dam breach was actually an over-topping failure . Because the earth
emergency spillway is located in the interior of the dam (versus at an abutment), and
built on fill (versus in cut), water flowing over this surface is essentially the same as
flowing over the dam.
The case shows the merit of the NRCS design guidance for earth emergency
spillways. The features identified that do not conform to the NRCS design guide
were the major factors leading to failure:
•

Location on the dam- not positioned at the abutment cut into native soil. The
spillway was located near the center of the dam, in a position where erosion
led to breach through the dam.

•

Spillway surface- in fill versus cut into native soil. The use of erodible fill
soil in the spillway established the speed limit for water flowing over it,
roughly 0.8 rnIs (2.5 ftls). The 1998 storm produced flow with velocity much
greater than this limit.

•

Lack of control section- no means to control velocity at the spillway entrance.

•

Unsuitable lining- grass would not sustain the discharge velocity and
frequency

The final conclusion pertains to addition of fish retaining grates over the principal
spillway crest and sluice gate openings. Generally these grates are put over dam
outlet controls to keep fish from travelling out of the lake. During the failure storm
these grates clogged with debris, restricting flow through the principal spillway. The
capacity lost to grates clogged with flood debris may have never been considered in
the dam 's operation. Use of fish retaining grates has been implicated in failures and
near failures of small dams, due to diminished spillway capacity. However, any
demonstrable benefit of the grates is not clearly established.
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ABSTRACT
The collapse of river banks around the world has caused widespread damages
to land and property. In many instances, human lives are lost as a result of such
failures. A better understanding of the mechanism leading to river bank failure is
necessary before engineers can arrive at a cost-effective countermeasure to prevent
such a disaster. To this end, an experimental study was conducted in a laboratory
flume to investigate the correlation between river bank stability and seepage under a
unidirectional current. The study examined the collapse of a bank slope consisting of
non-cohesive sediment with the channel and ground water flow as the only variables.
The experiments were carried out on two bank slopes = 27 and 20 degrees with the
horizontal.
While most studies hitherto have focused on the two variables
independently (i.e., seepage and current effects separately), this study investigated
their combined effect on failure of the bank slope. The dimensionless Reynolds
number, which is a measure of shear stresses, is used as an indicator of erosion due to
the main channel flow, while the critical hydraulic gradient is used to account for the
onset of collapse. Moreover, the critical hydraulic gradient is also plotted as a
function of the dimensionless seepage rate, which is the ratio of the applied shear
velocity and the rate of drawdown, u./(dh/dt). The results show that an increased in
channel flow velocity (hence an increase in bed shear stresses) enhances slope failure,
thereby causing it to collapse at a lower hydraulic gradient than that in a quiescent
condition or with very low flow velocity. Additionally, the bank slope at 20 degrees
requires a higher hydraulic gradient to initiatiate collapse as compared to its 27degree counterpart with the same channel flow velocity. The study provides an
improved understanding on slope failure in river channels, particularly for cases when
there is a rapid drawdown of the flow stage during the recession period of the flood
hydro graph.
INTRODUCTION
The collapse of river banks can cause widespread damages to land and
property. This is particularly relevant to agrarian societies such as China and India.
Figure lea) shows the collapse of a 6-m high bank along the Han River in China.
Figure I (b) shows the collapse of a bank along Yangtze River in Hubei Province
(Xinhua News Agency, 2008), China while Fig. l(c) shows how houses fell into the
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river as a result of failure of a bank along the Mekong River in Vietnam. All these
examples reveal the importance in providing cost-effective engineering solutions to
prevent a loss of lives and properties associated with river bank failures .

Figure I(a) : Collapse of a
6-m high river bank along
Han River. Area affected
> 100 m x 20 m

Figure l(b): Collapse ofa
river bank along Yangtse
River, China, 2008.

Figure I(c): Collapse ofa
river bank along Mekong
River, Vietnam

The movement of groundwater through porous river banks makes it an
important parameter when analysing the stability of a channel. While groundwater
flow alone sometimes may not significantly contribute to the displacement of
sediments under certain conditions, it could become important when combined with
flows in the river. To this end, experiments are performed to examine how the
governing variables e.g., velocity of flow, hydraulic gradient etc. would affect river
bank stability.
While fluvial erosion under seepage has been the subject of some studies, e.g. ,
Cheng and Chiew (1999), Rao and Nagraj (1999), etc., few studies have been devoted
to the study of river banks failure with seepage under a unidirectional flow. The bulk
of available research focuses on the incipient motion or entrainment of sediments
rather than the collapse of the entire bank. Geotechnical papers on slope stability,
e.g. , Hight et al. (1999), Hunt (2007), and Michalowski & Viratjandr (2006), do not
account for channel flow hence fluvial erosion is neglected in these studies. In view
of this limitation, the objective of this paper aims to investigate the combined effect
of seepage and main flow velocity on river bank stability in order to provide an
improved understanding on this topic.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY
The experiments were conducted in a laboratory flume that was 7 m long, 1.6
m wide and 0.6m deep. The flume, which is shown in Fig. 2, had been modified to
accommodate the river bank and the accompanied seepage unit to effect groundwater
flow. The plan view of the modified flume together with the dimensions is shown in
Fig. 2(a), while the test section is shown in Fig. 2(b). Water enters the flume through
a perforated barrier so as to smoothen the flow in the channel. The flow depth is
controlled by using a tail gate at the downstream end of the flume.
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The length of the test section is I m, in which uniformly distributed sand with
a median grain size, dso = 0.2 mm was placed. Two different bank slopes = 20 0 and
27 0 were tested in the study. The test section is located about 3 meters from the
entrance to the flume. This is to allow for stabilisation before the flow reaches the
test section. The portion of the flume upstream and downstream of the test section is
lined with gravel so as to minimise disturbances often encountered when flowing
water moves from one surface to another. Another transitional surface was
introduced upstream of the sand bed. This consisted of a Perspex sheet with the same
sand grains glued on its top (see Fig. 2a). The seepage section comprises a I-m long
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perforated Perspex sheet with 2-cm diameter holes at 5 cm intervals throughout its
length and up to a height of 30 cm. This sheet is covered with a cloth so as to ensure
uniform seepage.

Experimental Procedure
Preliminary tests were conducted with the intention of getting certain basic
properties of the bed sediment used in the study. This includes a constant head
permeability test and sieve analysis to determine the coefficient of permeability and
grain size distribution of the bed sediment, respectively. Moreover, the angle of
repose of the sediment also was determined using the standard test whereby loose dry
sand was dropped from a height of 20 cm. The resulting slump angle was calculated
using simple trigonometric ratios from the measured dimensions of the sediment
heap. Table 1 summarizes the basic properties of the bed sediment used in the study.
The results so-obtained show that the bed sediment is a poorly-graded fine sand, with
a median grain size of 0.2 mIll.
Table 1. Property of sediment used in study
Median grain
size, dso (mm)

Uniformity
Coefficient

0.2

1.29

Coefficient of
Angle of
repose
Permeability(mJs)
29.7

5.47 x 10-4

The following tests procedure was adopted for all the tests in the study:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Water is slowly pumped into the flume and the groundwater reservoir using
2 different hydraulic machines until the pre-determined steady state is
reached, which is identified as the condition where the water levels in the
main channel and groundwater reservoir are the same.
Additional water is pumped into the groundwater reservoir at different rates
to introduce a head difference, causing seepage through the test slope.
The rate of increase of water level in the groundwater reservoir is quantified
as dh/dt.
The groundwater level is carefully monitored throughout the experiment,
particularly to record the time taken for the river bank just to collapse. This
constitutes the onset of critical failure of the slope.
The experiment is repeated with different flow velocities in the main
channel. For each undisturbed mean velocity, Uo, the experiment is repeated
5 times with the same dh Idt in order to ensure consistency.
The hydraulic gradient at the onset of collapse is calculated using the flow
net diagram as described in Harr (1962). This is the measured critical
hydraulic gradient, ic.
Using the measured data, a correlation between the critical hydraulic
gradient, ic and the particle Reynolds number, Reo (= uodso/v) is prepared.
The critical hydraulic gradient is also plotted against a dimensionless
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seepage rate, u./ {dhldt} in order to examine the effect of drawdown on the
stability of the slope.
The bed shear velocities of the tests were determined using the velocity
profile obtained by measuring the flow velocities at various depths. The
values for the shear velocity, u. were calculate using the mean velocity
equation for a rough bed.
UO=5.7510g Yo +6
u.
k,

where Uo = undisturbed mean velocity in the main channel;
flow depth; and ks = bed roughness height.

(I)
U· =

shear velocity;

Yo =

BANK SLOPE FAILURE MECHANISM
In order to examine how the threshold of bank slope failure is related to the
applied shear stresses in the main channel and seepage flow through the bank, one
needs to have a precise definition of what this constitutes. In general, bank slope
failure is identified by the appearance of deformation on the surface of the test
section . To this end, the entire failure process, which is documented in a series of
photographs in Fig. 3, can be classified into three different stages. The first stage,
which is the critical failure stage, constitutes the onset of collapse and the
accompanying localized downward movement of the sand particles on the slope (Fig.
3b). Advanced failure, which leads to a larger mass of sand movement and a "slurry"
of debris flow is shown in Figs. 3(c), (d) and (e). At this (second) stage, failure
cracks begin to propagate sideways along the bank. With time, the cracks slowly
propagate upward along the slope, causing further instability. The complete collapse
of the slope is shown in Fig. 3(t). At this final stage no further observable movement
of the slope occurs; the water levels in the groundwater reservoir and main channel
are the same again.
Figure 4 shows the total collapsed bank slope after water is completely
drained from both the main channel and groundwater reservoir. It also shows an
enlarged view of a particular section of the failed slope. Moreover, a ruler is
superimposed in the figure to provide the magnitude of the extent of the collapsed
slope. While the onset of bank slope failure (Fig. 3b) could be sudden, the transition
from the first to the third stage is gradual and uncertain.

In order to avoid ambiguity, the critical failure shown in Fig. 3(b) is used as
the benchmark for all experiments for further analyses. This failure type is a flow
slide which is typical of submerged sandy slopes and is similar to what has been
described in Hight et al (1999).
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Enlarged view of failed section
Figure 4 Collapsed portions of bank slope
RESULTS ANDS DISCUSSION

Figure 5 shows the plot of the measured critical hydraulic gradient, ic as a
function of the particle Reynolds number, Re. . It reveals a marked difference in the
critical hydraulic gradient for the onset of collapse of the two different bank slopes.
While the 27-degree slope fails at a critical hydraulic gradient of 0.331 at Uo = 0, the
20-degree slope does so at a significantly higher value of 0.463. This can be
attributed to the proximity to the angle of repose of the 1:2 slope (27 degrees), which
causes the slope to become unstable, even at low hydraulic gradients.
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At higher main channel flow velocities, the data show a small reduction in the
hydraulic gradients required for the onset of collapse. This is due to the increased
channel flow velocity that causes the sand on the surface of the slope to be eroded,
thus facilitating the collapse. The fact that sediment particles on the bank is already
in motion is supported by the computed bed shear velocity in that location, which is
found to be well above the critical shear stress required for the initiation of motion
calculated using the Shields diagram (Shields, 1936). Moreover, small sand dunes
were observed at the base of the slope indicating that the sediment particles are
already in motion.
An additional parameter, namely, the seepage rate, dhldt is known to have an
important effect on the pore water pressure distributions and thus hydraulic gradients
in the soil in the slope. When dh/dt is higher, the pore water pressure builds up in the
soil because of its inability to dissipate the pore pressure quickly enough. To examine
how this may affect bank slope stability, a dimensionless seepage rate is proposed as a
first approximation, and the measured data fitted to examine its effect on the critical
hydraulic gradient, ie . To this end, the plot of the measured critical hydraulic gradient
as a function of the dimensionless seepage rate, u./ {dhldt} is plotted in Fig. 6. Here,
the dimensionless seepage parameter is used to quantify the relative magnitude of the
applied shear stress on the bed and the rate at which pore water pressure is dissipated.
The experimental data show that a higher dimensionless seepage rate leads to lower
critical hydraulic gradient, i.e., that it is easier for a slope to fail for a higher
u./ {dh/dt} , even though the effect does not appear to be large. One may infer from
the data to mean that an increased bed shear stress or a reduction in dh/dt will lead to
a reduced critical hydraulic gradient. The results in this series of test support those
summarized in Fig. 5 that the undisturbed applied shear stress on the main channel
has an effect on the overall stability of the river bank.

As observed in the experiments and other case histories (Hight et al. 1999),
slopes fail in a series of slides. It normally initiates from the toe and then propagates
upward. Another effect of the river flow is the removal of debris of the first slide at
the toe in the form of a scour. The debris plays a stabilizing effect on the slope. Once
it is removed, it will cause the slope to be less stability and lead to the occurrence of
subsequent slides, as demonstrated by Leong et al (2001), and to a certain extent,
illustrated in Fig. 3. It may be surmised that the faster the river flow, the greater the
ability for the debris to be removed and the faster the rate of removal. Therefore, the
flow rate of the river and its turbulence will also affect the stability of slope.
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CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn based on the experiments of a 27- and
20-degree bank slope consisting of non-cohesive sediment with a uniform grain size
distribution and median diameter of O.2mm
L

2,
3.
4.

The 27-degree bank slope undergoes failure at a significantly lower hydraulic
gradient as compared to the 20-degree bank slope for the same undisturbed
main flow velocities,
The hydraulic gradient needed to just initiate bank failure is not only related to
the seepage flow through the bank, but also the particle Reynolds number.
The critical hydraulic gradient for a given bank slope is lower for a higher
particle Reynolds number.
The critical hydraulic gradient for a given bank slope is lower for a higher
dimensionless seepage rate_
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ABSTRACT
Internal erosion has long been a major problem associated with earth
structures. Laboratory experiments provide a potential insight into the processes
involved. The design of dam embankments is usually based on hydraulic criteria.
Some of the hydraulic criteria are based on sediment transport theory where the
critical velocities are derived from the different approaches comparing the drag force
of the particles and the hydraulic load. Many hydraulic criteria for suffusion are
based on tests with consistent soil samples or on analytical descriptions of the
particle and pore geometry derived from characteristic parameters. An experimental
study of soil suffusion is performed on a laboratory column subjected to different
flow conditions and soil parameters. The permeability variation along the soil
column is controlled. The initiation and the kinetics of soil suffusion are investigated
using a laboratory fine grained soil (mixed sand and clay) and a natural soil.
Attempts are also made to assess the influence of the clay content and the type of
fine particles. The results demonstrate that low hydraulic gradients can cause
suffusion. The critical shear stresses for various soil tested differ slightly when the
nature of grains and fines are varied. The hydraulic gradient affects the cumulative
eroded mass upon a certain threshold value.

INTRODUCTION
Internal erosion takes place when water that seeps through the soil carries
fines particles away from the embankment or foundation of dams. Internal erosion of
soil particles is one of the most common causes for failure of the structures. This
phenomenon is dangerous because it may not show external evidence that it is taking
place. Natural clay in a dispersive state has been known as one of the fundamental
factors that contribute to piping in earth dam and erosion of compacted soil of
landfill clay liner. Internal erosion failures are often associated with penetrations of
dams as outlet pipes buried in the embankment and concrete spillways that cross the
embankment. Because of the embankment dams are constructed in zones of different
materials, the deformations might also lead to cracks where internal erosion can be
initiated. In the incidents of internal erosion, increased leakage was an evident
problem. In several cases, sinkholes have formed in dams as a result of piping of
well-graded core soils. These broadly-graded cores were glacial in origin with nearly
linear gradations (Sherard, 1979). Filters have two basic functions , namely to prevent
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erosion and allow drainage of seepage water. The filtration of the silt-sized fraction
is critical when soils are used for dam cores. In order to assess the stability of the
broadly-graded soils, Sherard (1979) suggests splitting the gradation curve at the 1.0
mm particle size and analyzing it as two separate gradations. Vaughan and Soares
(1982) suggest that permeability of the filter material should be the main measure for
filter design. Kenney et al (1985) have carried out further investigations on pore size
distribution of granular filters using either a theoretical or experimental approach.
Sherard et al (1984) also carried out a series of experiments to evaluate the pore size
of sand and gravel filters and concluded that pore sizes can be related to 0'5 size.
Many studies regarding the design of filters have been done and currently Sherard
and Dunnigan ' s (1989) results are widely used.
Before dispersion, eroded particles are significantly larger than the primary particles
of the soil. This indicates that erosion occurs as aggregates of materials (Locke et aI.,
2000). The process of internal erosion is usually described by the initiation,
continuation and progression phases. The identification of pipe development and the
likely failure of the earth embankment lie in the understanding of the initiation
mechanism of internal erosion. Suffusion is the process where the fine particles of
the soil wash out or erode through the voids formed by coarser particles. As it takes
place mainly due to the coarser particles, it can be prevented if the soil has well
graded particle size distribution along with small voids. Lefebvre et a/. (1986)
investigated the influence of the natural structure of the undisturbed clay samples on
the rate of erosion. They showed that the undisturbed structured clay provided much
higher erosion resistance than the de-structured remoulded clay samples. Wan and
Fell (2004a) used slot erosion and hole erosion tests to investigate the erosion
resistance of the core material of fill dams. Both tests essentially adopted simi lar
concepts, except that the slot erosion test possessed a longer flow channel. 14
different core materials were tested and an 'erosion rate index' was introduced to
classify and grade the erosion resistance observed. A simplified approach was also
proposed to assess the likelihood of internal erosion and piping in embankment
dams. Wan and Fell (2004a, b) defined the variation of erosion rate assuming the
erosion curves (i.e. erosion rate vs. shear stress) were linear with constant slopes.
More recently, Wan and Fell (2004b) attempted multiple linear regressions to
estimate the ' erosion rate index' based on the results of the hole erosion test and the
slot erosion test. They proposed two equations for quantifying the rate of erosion,
one for coarse-grained and the other for fine-grained soils. Sterpi (2003) performed
laboratory tests and modelled the erosion and transport by combining the
conservation of mass of moving particles with a suitable law of erosion, coupled with
seepage equation. Gap grading in glacial deposits is a relatively common occurrence.
These types of materials often have been used as construction materials for earthfill
dams. Evidence between piping in dams and dykes and the presence of gap-graded
materials within the structures and foundations was established (Fannin & Moffat,
2006). The gap grading does not always occur within the finest fractions of the
gradation curves and is often found in the middle fractions. Often, the missing
materials are the medium to coarse sands. Recent experiences with piping incidences
in dams seem to correlate with the occurrence of gap-grading in glacially derived
soils.
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In this study we evaluate a criteria used for the soil stability against erosion. The
term "suffusion" will be used to describe the mass movement of the fine fraction
within the skeleton of potentially unstable soils. Suffusion tests were performed in
the laboratory on reconstituted samples and embankment soil in order to assess the
suitability of soil to erosion. Besides this experimental research, some attempts have
been made to model the particle erosion and transport in a porous medium on the
basis of numerical approach. A numerical model, based on advection-dispersion with
a release term, is used to adjust the experimental results of the outlet concentration of
removed fine particles.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The apparatus (figure 1) is typically a Plexiglas cylinder of 40 mm internal
diameter and 120 mm length. The specimen rests on a lower mesh screen (80 )lm
opening size), supported on a perforated base plate and a large size opening mesh
(1.2 mm) is used in the upper face. The specimen was reconstituted by mixing sand
and clay in various proportions and deposited in the cylinder using a spoon and
compacted (double compaction) at the fixed density of 1.53 g/cm 3 The fabric is
believed best controlled than a natural compacted fill. Wet mixtures of graded sand
and clay particles (kaolinite) in two proportions (3% and 5% by weight), whose
grading is presented on figure 2, were used. The moulding water content at which the
mixtures were prepared to achieve the fixed dry density was close to 6%. The
prorosity of reconstituted material was close to 0,42 and the initial hydraulic
conductivity was estimated from seepage tests k=2.10-4 mls for 5% mixture and
k=6.10- 4 mls for 3% mixture. The upward seepage flow is induced by the assigned
value of the hydraulic head, which depends on the difference in elevation between
the upper reservoir and the overflow valve (Fig. 3). The height of the soil sample was
maintained at 12 cm in all the experiments and the column is kept vertical. Suffusion
tests were performed where water height was applied rapidly in some experiments
(mixture 5%) and gradually in others (mixture 3%) to study the effect of time rate of
pressure application on particle mobilization. Hence, after the soil was saturated
under standing water, the water height was increased until and beyond erosion starts.
Upward flow through the sample is head-controlled using a laboratory supply of
distilled water at about 20°C, which can be moved up in order to increase the water
height. Differential pressure transducer mounted between the upstream and
downstream of the soil sample establish the difference of water head, and hence the
average hydraulic gradient along the specimen. Periodic measurement of volumetric
discharge rate determines the corresponding hydraulic conductivity. The critical
gradient obtained was 1,3 and 0,8 respectively for mixture 3% and 5%. Outlet
concentrations were determined by using a turbidity meter, whose readings were
correlated previously to clay concentrations in water. Particles that wash from the
specimen are collected in a tank. Upon completion of testing, one specimen was
extracted from the cylinder for grain size analysis (Multisizer Malvern). In order to
assess the suitability to suffusion of the side dam soils, an embankment sample soil
coming from an earthfill dam was tested in the same erosion apparatus. Three
processes are presumed to occur simultaneously during particle transport:
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Detachment of clay particles from the parent soil matrix; Transport of particles in
pore water by convective-dispersive processes; Deposition of clay particles which
may be trapped in some pores owing to local changes in pore flow velocities or
variations in pore geometry. The removal of particles from the soil matrix into pore
water suspension causes an increase in pore space, which in tum increases the
permeability of the medium. If the soil sample is subjected to a constant external
pressure gradient, then the flow velocity (both Darcian and seepage) increases, which
in tum causes more particles to be removed. One may be led to believe that this
process would continue indefinitely and wash out the sample entirely. However, the
soil matrix is held together rigidly and the applied stresses can not remove more than
a fraction of available fine particles.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Suffusion of laboratory mixed soil
In order to better understand the internal behaviour of gap-graded soils, tests
were performed with different mixtures of sand and clay. Suffusion process occurs if
fine particles are removed from the soil matrix and transported outlet the sample. The
main objective of the test was to determine the steady-state gradients required to
initiate fines migration in the soil. The erosion characteristics are typically described
the critical shear stress, which represents the minimum shear stress when erosion
starts. It is known (Wan and Fell, 2004) that coarse-grained, noncohesive soils erode
more rapidly and have lower critical shear stresses than fine-grained soils.
Knowledge of the erosion characteristics of the soil in the core of an embankment
dam must help in the assessment of the likelihood of dam failure due to piping
erosion.
The results of suffusion tests are analyzed using the outlet curves of measured
concentration. Figure 3 below shows the concentration-time curves obtained for two
mixtures (5% and 3%). The soil containing 3% of kaolinite presents earlier
significant suffusion and the curve reaches rapidly a peak concentration before
decreasing and then increasing to a second peak before falling to zero. The flow rate
being more important (six times) in mixture 3%, the drag forces are able to mobilize
in a second step more particles which remain attached in the mixture 5%. The
mixture with 5% kaolinite seems to let the particles to be removed from the soil less
rapidly but with more consistent duration of concentration effluent. The maximum
concentration reached is close to that of 3% mixture. More residual concentration is
observed over the time, showing a continuous suffusion even with a weak
magnitude. This result indicates the effect of particle content in the soil on the
susceptibility to suffusion and the cumulated particle removal. The 5% kaolinite curve
shows an earlier slight suffusion due to an easy removal of particles in the vicinity of the
outlet.
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Figure 3. Concentration-time curves of two tested soil mixtures
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The widely used process for determining internal instability of a soil against
suffusion is that described by Kenney and Lau (1985). This method assesses the
removal of the free fines under the velocity of flow. The free fines are considered here
to be the kaolinite particles. Kenney and Lau suggest a method for predicting the material
response based on the analysis of the "shape curve" of the material grading. This curve is
drawn by plotting, for each value of grain size D, the percentage of mass having grain sizes
between D and 4D (H value) versus the percentage of mass having a grain size smaller than
D (F value). A shape curve lying below the suggested boundary line (H=F) indicates
unstable grading. The Kenney-Lau plot of the soil with 5% of fines is shown on Figure 4.
The plot indicates that the soil of mixture 5% is well below the H=F line when F is below 5
percent (fines content), indicating that this material should be internally unstable against
movement of fines and vulnerable to suffusion. This material has a large gap in grain size
curve (Fig. 2), yielding a DJs/dss = 6 that is deemed unstable according to Sherard criteria.
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Figure 4. Plot of Kenney-Lau criteria for internal stability
Suffusion of embankment soil
In order to test a natural soil against suffusion, a sample embankment soil (a
silty sand) is subjected to water flow. The hydraulic gradient was increased until the
erosion was initiated (when the gradient was close to 7.5), and then the water head
was maintained at steady-state and outlet concentration measured (using turbidity
sensor device). Outlet flow samples are collected in order to analyse the size particles
distribution using a laser multi sizer (Malvern). Figure 5 shows the initial complete
gradation of the soil and the gradations of the fines «80 ~m) before and after
suffusion. The gradation curves of the fines show that the medium fraction of fines
(sizes between 0.5 and 50 ~m) was mainly removed from the soil.
The Kenney-Lau plot of the embankment soil is also presented on Figure 4. This
material provide a curve which is above the line H=F, indicating that this material is
internally stable against suffusion. This result is corroborated by the suffusion test
where the removal of particles was started at a relatively high hydraulic gradient (i =
7,5). However, the plot indicates also that the soil is well above the H=F line when F
is below 50 percent. This indicates that this material should be internally sometimes
unstable against suffusion.
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MODELLING OF EROSION
The transport of suspended particles in porous media under saturated flow
conditions is commonly described using the convection dispersion equation below:
a(w, (I , X)C(I, x)) _ a (

at

- ax

a(w, (I, X)C(I, X)) )

ax

D dl, x)

-

a( U(I, X)w, (I, X)C(I, xl)

ax

a(pp w, (I, x))

+

at

(1)

where We refers to the effective porosity, C the suspended particles concentration,
DL = U L U the hydrodynamic dispersion, (XL the longitudinal dispersivity, U the pore
flow velocity and Pp the bulk density of suspended particles. In order to take into
account the processes of particle deposition and release, a kinetic of the first order is
introduced:
a(pp w, (I , x))

at

= ppK " 1(w 0

-

w, (I, x)) - K dcp w, (I, X)C(I, x)

(2)

where Wo is the total porosity, K,el and KJep are the coefficients of release and
deposition kinetics, The initial and boundary conditions are given by:
CCI

= a,x) = a

and

ac (t, x) = a

ax

(3)
By introducing the new variables S=8(ppw e)/8t and C,.=weC, Eq,1 can be written as:
aCT (I, x)

at

=~ ( DdL x) aCT (t , X) ) _ a(U(I, X)C T (I, xl) + S(t, x)

ax

ax

(4)

ax
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The particle methods are well adapted to solve the problems dominated by the
advection process. By using the dispersion velocity method, the advection dispersion equation (Eq. 4) is rewritten on the form of an advection equation (Lions
el aI. , 2001) :
oCT(t ,X) + o((U( t, x)+Ud(t, x))·CT(t,x)) ;S(I, X)

ox

~

(5)

where Ud is the dispersion velocity, obtained by identifying the previous equation
with the equation (Eq. 1):
U (I x) ; -0 (I x)

d ,

L ,

arc T,
(t x)) / Ox
C T(t,x)

(6)

To solve the equation (5), it has to be written in a Lagrangian framework yielding the
discrete form:
dX i
dQi
;U(t,Xi)+Ud(t,x i ) and - ; fp"IS(I)ds
dt
dt
i'

(7)

As usual in the particle methods, the term CT is discretized in a set of moving
particles Pi defined by its location Xi and its weight Qi. The first equation (7) is an
evaluation of characteristic lines, performed by using the explicit Euler scheme and
the second equation (7) describes the temporal evolution of weight of particles,
estimated by means of a simple Euler scheme. The particle methods offe r the
advantage to verify automatically the initial condition (Eq. 3) and the boundary
conditions (Eq. 3) are satisfied by using the ghost particle method (Cleary el aI. ,
1999).
In suffusion, the processes of particle detachment, transport and deposition are
assumed to occur simultaneously. In order to uncouple detachment and transport
from deposition, the model is modified by making the deposition kinetics null in Eq.
2. In order to reduce the number of parameters to be adjusted, the present numerical
model is arranged to model only the suffusion (release of particles). Dedicated test
("clean" suffusion) was then carried out using a thin soil sample (mixture of sand
0,8-1 mm and 2% silt) placed at the extremity of the column before a sand filter,
making the flow rate homogeneous along the column. The suffusion tests with rapid
pressure application (gradient close to 7) were performed on the soil with primary
porosity close to 42%. The performance of the model by comparison with
experimental results is discussed. The concentration-time curves and the results of
cumulative mass removal are presented for model validation. The concentration-time
curves indicate that the amount of removed particles is influenced by fines content
significantly. Fig. 6(a) shows experimental and numerical results of concentrationtime curve and Fig. 6(b) shows the cumulative amount of particle removed as a
function of time. A good agreement is obtained, even if the numerical peak
concentration being slightly greater than the measured one. Both the experimental
and numerical curves (fig. 6a) show the initial steep rise in concentration resulting
from the imposed hydraulic gradient rate and the abrupt drop in concentration once
the pressure is maintained steady. Consequently, soil detachability is very high. The
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numerical and experimental curves of the cumulative particles removed from the soil
sample (fig. 6b) show a fast initial removal which slows down once the pressure
remains constant. The fast rise and fall of the concentration are well captured by the
numerical curve. The results indicate that the rate of particle removal reaches a
constant asymptotic value. The numerical cumulative particle removal overestimates
slightly the experimental concentration. These results indicate that the model
proposed shows promise for future development and application in particle transport
at the laboratory scale.
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Figure 6. Numerical and experimental concentration-time curves (a) and
cumulative particle removal (b) for coarser soil sample with initially 2% silt
subjected to rapid pressure application.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper dealt with the results of an experimental investigation of the
suffusion of gap-graded soils and the development of a numerical model simulating
particle removal in laboratory columns subjected to external gradients. This study
shows that gap-graded materials often suffer internal erosion at relatively low
hydraulic gradient. The process of suffusion can produce high gradient within
internally unstable materials. The potential for instability is governed by the shape of
the grain size distribution curve, which may be quantified using the split gradation
method according to Sherard (1979) and evaluated with the ratio D ls/d s,. The mixed
soil with this ratio close to 6 exhibited internal instability at relatively low gradient.
The analysis of outlet concentration-time curves for soil mixtures with different clay
content allows concluding about the influence of fines content on the erosion rate and
the initiation of the process. The sample subjected to a rapid pressure application
exhibited the initial steep rise in concentration and the abrupt drop, while the test
performed with gradual pressure application shows a steady-state concentration at
outlet before decreasing progressively.
Comparison of model and experimental results indicated a quite good agreement.
These results indicate that the model proposed shows promise for future development
and application in particle transport at the laboratory scale. However, this model is
applicable to homogeneous soils at the laboratory column scale.
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ABSTRACT

The mechanical characteristics of earth dams and levees, such as settlement,
permeability, and strength, can be affected by internal erosion in the forms of piping
and suffusion. This paper reports a preliminary experimental study on the changing
mechanical characteristics (permeability, consolidation) with the progression of
suffusion of a sandy soil. The internal erosion tests are conducted using a triaxial
apparatus. The pedestal of the triaxial cell is modified to allow seepage and eroded
soil particles to exit the specimen into an effluent tanle The seepage is induced in the
specimen by controlled constant hydraulic gradient. The eroded soils are collected in
the effluent tank so that the erosion rate and extent can be measured. Variations of the
specimen's permeability and volume during the erosion are recorded. With
approximately 5.5% fines in the sand, the test suggests that suffusion can occur and
cause soil settlement. Suffusion of finer particles may also clog the downstream soil
layer and results in permeability reduction. Suffusion and volume reduction gradually
diminish relatively quickly to an un-measurable level after 4hr of seepage through the
soil under a hydraulic gradient of approximately 20.

INTRODUCTION

Internal erosion can have devastating consequences to earthen, hydraulic
structures. A survey of 11 ,192 dams revealed that 136 dams showed signs of damage
and 46% of those damaged were related to internal erosion (Foster et aI. , 2000) .
During Hurricane Katrina, three levee breaches were possibly caused by underseepageinduced failure due to piping (Seed et aI., 2008a, 2008b; Sills et aI, 2008). Internal
erosion can be divided into two main forms: piping and suffusion (if neglecting
dispersion). Piping is a process of soil particles being mobilized and then transported
downstream along a flow path by flowing water. The eroded soils result in a tubular
pipe that progresses upstream in the soil matrix. The erosion could lead to the sudden
collapse of the structure and consequently massive flooding and devastation in the
downstream.
The other form of internal erosion is suffusion, which is the migration of fine
soil particles within a coarser soil matrix, or soil skeleton. Suffusion usually occurs
in soil matrices that are sufficiently coarse to permit the movement of fines in the
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constrictions formed between particle contact points. Wan and Fell (2008) reported
that more porous soil structures allow more readily for suffusion. Additionally, they
found that soils with plastic fmes require larger hydraulic gradients for erosion to
occur. The fines susceptible to transport are those entirely contained within the pores
of the coarser structure and may not support effective stress, as the coarse structure
carries external loads. In order for the coarse structure to behave as a load-supporting
skeleton, the fine particles must be scarce enough in quantity so they do not fill the
voids entirely within the coarse skeleton (Wan and Fell, 2008). Suffusion, though
less catastrophic in terms of potential failure mechanisms, can be chronically
destructive. Suffusion commonly results in the clogging of soil filters or drainage
layers and lead to the presence of excess pore water pressure. Suffusion may also
result in increased porosity, permeability, seepage, and accentuated consolidation of a
soil layer or earthen structure. Experimental research by Wan and Fell (2004) found
that " . .. 50% of the finer fraction as defined by the point of inflection of broadly
graded soils and the fine limit of the gap in gap-graded soils can be eroded" by
suffusion in internally unstable soils. Suffusion and the subsequent void ratio
increase could cause settlement. More research has been focused on when, where,
and why internal erosion can occur but less on the lasting mechanical effects of
internal erosion, particularly the effect of suffusion on the settlement potential of a
soil stratum due to the loss of fine particles within the soil skeleton.
To model the in-situ stress conditions, triaxial tests can be used to study
suffusion and piping. Sanchez et al. (1983) were the first researches to evaluate the
erosion potential of embankment core materials using triaxial erosion tests. The
recent experiments by Bendahmane et al. (2008) revealed the complex effects of
confining pressure on suffusion. The true triaxial tests by Richards and Reddy (2008)
preliminarily indicated the confining stress and pore pressure are critical to piping
initiation. This research employs the similar experimental design of triaxial erosion
tests and focuses on the effect of suffusion on the mechanical behaviors of a sandy
soil.

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

A poorly-graded sandy soil is tested. The sand was obtained from a local
aggregate mining company operating on the San Joaquin River in Fresno, California.
Kaolinite was added to, and evenly mixed in the sand at a ratio of 2.5% (by dry
mass), so that the fme particles may be subjected to suffusion. The gradation is
presented on Figure 1. The total fme content (passing U.S. #200 sieve) in the mixed
soil is approximately 5.5%. Modified proctor test (ASTM D-1557) performed on the
mixed sample found a maximum dry density of 1.867 g/cm 3 (or 116.5 Ib/ft 3) at an
optimum moisture content of 9.5%. Additional infonnation pertaining to the river
sand and the Kaolinite clay used in this experiment is contained in Table 1.
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Figure 1 - Grain size distribution of the sandy soil with 2.5% Kaolinite

Table 1- Soil properties
Soil Gradation
% Coarse Sand Fraction
% Medium Sand Fraction
% Fine Sand Fraction
% Silt
% Clay (Clay Sized)
D IO (mm)
D30 (mm)
D60(mm)
Coefficient of Uniformity, Cu
Coefficient of Gradation, Cc
Specific Gravity

Poorly Graded
Sand (SP)
12
55
30

Kao lin

I
2
0.21
0.39
0.77
3.7
0.94
2.69

24
76
-----

(eL)

----

--

2.61

The suffusion tests are conducted using a triaxial apparatus, which is modified
to allow effluent water and eroded soil particles to exit the cell and be captured in an
effluent tanJe The effluent tank can be pressurized to simulate any reasonable
downstream pressure. For this test the downstream pressure was maintained at
atmospheric pressure. During the suffusion process, the change in total specimen
volume is monitored by a Volume Change Transducer Unit (VCU) connected to the
cell water supply. Figure 2 provides a photo diagram of the test setup and Figure 3
illustrates the details of the modifications to the triaxial cell base pedestal. The base
pedestal is connected to the bottom of the triaxial cell and then to a large control
valve that is located on the bottom of the base, outside of the cell. The top portion of
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Triaxial Cell with
Modified Base

Pressure

Collection Tank

Figure 2 - Photo diagram of test setup

Inverted Cone
for Effluent
Collection

Pore Pressure
Ports

Depressed
Platform wi
In-set U.S. #4
Screen

Figure 3 - Details of modifications to triaxial base pedestal

the pedestal is bored out in the shape of an inverted cone and funnels into a large port
that connects to the control valve. A U.S. #4 screen (4.75mm) is set into a depressed
platform on the top of the pedestal to support the remolded specimen while
pennitting unrestricted drainage. The screen is intended to support the specimen
during the undrained compression test that follows the internal erosion test to
examine the strength reduction due to suffusion. Due to the page limit of this paper,
compression test results are not reported.
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A specimen of 5.11 cm (or 2 inch) in diameter and 10.22 cm (or 4 inch) in
height is remolded to 85% of the maximum dry density at the optimum moisture
content. The specimen is saturated with de-aired, deionized water under pressure
applied through a pneumatic bladder that pressurizes the de-aired water. The
specimen is maintained at an effective stress of 13.8 kN/m 2 (or 2 psi) during the
saturation process until a minimum "B" value of 0.95 is obtained. Bendahmane et al.
(2008) found that for clay-sand mixtures, there first exists a critical gradient at which
suffusion of the fine clay particles occurs and as the gradient is increased, there also
exists a second critical gradient at which the sand structure is eroded by piping
(backward erosion). Our previous tests found that at the critical gradient for piping,
the sandy specimen typically collapsed upon the initiation of piping. The goal of this
research sets out to quantify the sustained mechanical changes in soil due to
suffusion, so the testing is carried out at a gradient less than that required for the
initiation of piping of the sand matrix. After saturation is reached, the specimen is
subjected to a constant downward hydraulic gradient of approximately 20.8 . The
effluent is continuously collected during the erosion process at predetermined volume
intervals. The total volume change of the specimen is continuously monitored via the
YCu. Permeability of the specimen is frequently measured with the collected
effluent volume. The erosion is continued until the effluent water visually clears up.
From each collected effluent with eroded soils, the volume of effluent is recorded and
then the entire contents are oven dried and weighed to determine the mass of the
eroded material to the nearest one-thousandth of a gram.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The permeability, erosion behavior, and volumetric behavior of the specimen
are monitored during the entire erosion test, which runs for 250min. The results are
provided in the following sections.
Permeability Behavior

During the erosion test, the permeability of the specimen generally decreased
as the suffusion continued (Figure 4). Approximately one order of magnitude in
permeability reduction was observed. Several other researchers have reported similar
permeability reductions in the presence of suffusion. The permeability reduction is
due to the clogging of constrictions between soil solids by eroded fines. The
decreased diameters of the pore throats result in a decreased porosity (perhaps across
only a thin and limiting layer at the bottom of the specimen), reducing the overall
permeability of the entire specimen.
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Suffusion Behavior
The suffusion rate also decreased as the test progressed. In total, 1.510 gram
of soil solids were eroded during the testing. This is approximately 0.5% of the dry
mass of the specimen. Figure 5 shows the total mass of eroded soils with respect to
time and Figure 6 shows the concentration of the eroded solids in the effluent with
respect to the total volume of effluent. Since the fine solids that are contained loosely
within the pore structure of the coarse skeleton are more susceptible to suffusion, an
asymptotic trend (shown in Figure 5) is expected - as the fines are gradually washed
out, the coarse skeleton remains. Additionally, with decreasing size of pore throat
constrictions due to the likely particle clogging at the downstream section of the
specimen, suffusion gradually diminishes until no solids are washed out, as indicated
in both Figures 5 and 6.
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Volumetric Behavior

As internal erosion occurs, the specimen volume decreases_ Figures 7 and 8
show the total specimen volume reduction (in percentage of initial total specimen
volume) with time and effluent volume, respectively. Also presented in both figures
are the calculated specimen volume, which is based on the volume of the eroded
particles and the pore volume that the eroded particles may construct. In the
calculated volume prediction, it is assumed that the void ratio of the eroded fines
(when they construct pores) is the same as the average void ratio of the entire
specimen. Figures 7 and 8 both suggest that the extent of volume reduction appears to
be minor, which is comparable to the degree of suffusion that occurred in the
experiment - this test suffered only approximately 0.3% volume reduction due to an
approximately 0.5% eroded soil mass. The results show that the volume change
stabilizes in the early stage of the test while the suffusion continued throughout the
test. It could be because loose and unsupported large particles near the base of the
specimen eroded first, causing relatively large reduction in volume at the beginning
of the test. After that, suffusion of finer particles did not cause measurable volume
change. It is also learned from this exploratory tests that volume change due to
suffusion may also depends on percentage of fine contents. Apparently 5.5% fines «
0.075 mm) in the specimen caused little volume reduction as a result of the fines
suffusion . Our ongoing experiments using the same methodology employ a smaller
screen (U.S . # 10 sieve, instead of #4 sieve) at the bottom. The new tests showed the
volume reduction trend becomes shallower and volume reduction parallels the
suffusion throughout the test (Shwiyhat, 2010). The results found a similar volume
reduction (0.26%) with only 0.15% decrease in sample mass.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the findings of a preliminary experimental investigation
on the mechanical behaviors of a sandy soil that is subjected to suffusion. With
approximately 5.5% fines in the sand, the test suggests that suffusion can occur and
cause soil settlement. Suffusion of fine particles may also clog the downstream soil
layer and results in penneability reduction. In this experiment, suffusion and volume
reduction gradually diminish relatively quickly to an un-measurable level after 4
hours of seepage through the soil under a hydraulic gradient of approximately 20. A
systematic experimental program by the authors, following the same methodology
presented in this paper, continues to verify the preliminary findings through testing of
poorly graded and gap-graded soils with various fine contents.
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ABSTRACT
Contact erosion occurs at the interface of two different soil layers when
particles of the finer layer are removed by the flow and transported through the pores
of the coarser layer. Whenever this kind of internal erosion occurs in embankment
dams, dykes or in their foundations, severe consequences are likely. As contact
erosion may be seen as a type of surface erosion, river erosion models have been
used by previous authors to model this phenomenon, mainly for contact between
sand and gravel layers. Thanks to a specific experimental device, these results are
extended to finer soils, broadly-graded, made of clays, silts and sands. The available
data for contact erosion is sum-up and the adequate laws for different situations are
underlined. Then, the concept of erosion threshold, useful to evaluate dykes ' safety,
is discussed and linked with the erosion variability and evolution with time.
INTRODUCTION
At the interface between two different soil layers submitted to groundwater
seepage, contact erosion is likely. Particles of the finer layer may be destabilized by
the water flow and transported through the pores of the coarser layer. This requires
two conditions. First, the coarse layer has to be geometrically open to the other layer,
that is to say, to have pores sufficiently large so that fine particles can pass through
them. Previous authors have tried to quantify this condition in terms of ratio of the
grading of both soils and call it a filter criterion (Sherard et aI., 1984). Second, the
flow has to be sufficient to detach the particle but also to transport it. This is the
hydraulic condition for erosion. The construction of earth embankment in fluvial
valleys is a typical situation in which a coarse alluvial foundation can be in contact
with a finer soil which constitutes the core of an earth structure. Nowadays, the filter
criterion is normally fulfilled for the construction of new hydraulic structures, but the
length of dykes often obliges the use of in-situ material and sometimes this material
is not ideal. Moreover, many older dykes have been built without consideration of
the filter criterion and no one knows how they will behave.
Therefore, contact erosion may be an important safety risk for dykes. This
kind of erosion has been studied in the context of seaside dykes by various authors
from the Netherlands (Bezuijen et aI., 1987; Den Adel et aI., 1994) and by (Brauns,
1985; Worman et aI., 1992). They usually consider the case of sand erosion, in the
configuration of a coarse layer above a fine layer that will be called "Configuration
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1" in this paper. This does not correspond to the majority of river dykes, usually
made of a silt or clay core in contact with gravel layers, with the fine layer above the
coarse layer, called here "Configuration 2". In this context, the work done by
(Schmitz, 2007) provides measured flow velocities initiating erosion of a silt layer
above a gravel layer. Nevertheless, the phenomena implicated seem to not be
completely understood, and the model proposed by Schmitz only gives a tendency,
without explaining all the variability of its data. Extrapolation of these results has to
be done with caution.
To evaluate the safety of a dyke where interfaces without geometrical filter
criteria are identified, it is fundamental to determine what is the hydraulic loading
which will activate the erosion and what is the celerity of the process. Therefore, a
suitable experimental device has been set-up to generate contact erosion in the
laboratory, in order to identify the key phenomena involved, to quantify the process,
and to determine the parameters controlling the erosion. This study focus on the
layout of a horizontal interface separating two soil layers which do not verify the
geometrical filter criteria. The global water flow is horizontal and tangent to the
interface. Sand erosion was considered to compare the results to previous works, but
also silt, clay and mixtures closer to soils that can be found in dykes have been used.
Experimental device
The experimental device is similar to the apparatus used by (Brauns, 1985)
and (Schmitz, 2007). A granular interface is submitted to a control flow in order to
produce contact erosion (see Figure 1).
Connect to water pressure

head loss meter

Upper water tank

Rubber water bag

Figure 1. Experimental device set-up for Configuration 1 (the fine layer is above
the coarse layer for Configuration 2)
A sample constituted of a fine soil layer and a coarse soil layer is set up in a
steel cell of 300 x 700 x 265 mm. The fine soil is prepared at the Proctor optimum
water content and compacted to reach a density of 90% of the Proctor maximum
density. A rubber bag is put inside the cell, on the sample, and enables to apply a
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controlled static load. A constant hydraulic head is applied at the entry of the cell
which is connected to a hydraulic system by two openings 5 mm height along the
width of the cell. The sample is set-up so that the openings of the cell (inlet and
outlet) coincide with the coarse layer and so that the flow is tangent to the fine soil
surface. As the flow is considered to be influenced by boundary conditions at the
entry and the exit, two pieces of geotextile inhibit erosion in these areas. The head
loss in the sample is measured by a differential pressure sensor connected to the cell.
A flowmeter and a turbidimeter are set up at the exit of the cell. The turbidity
measurement is an estimation of the sediment concentration in the effluent, which
indicates the amount of fine particles eroded and transported by the flow. Samples of
the effluent were regularly taken in order to track the evolution of the grading of the
eroded soil. One side of the cell is made from window glass, so that the interface can
be observed during erosion process. However, this observation is limited to a small
zone close to the window, influenced by side effects.
The fine soils tested are a uniformly graded sand (dso=250Ilm, Cu= 1.7), a
broadly-graded silt (d so =56Ilm, Cu=6), Illite (d so =4Ilm, Cu=5.3), and gap-graded
mixtures of 10% and 20% Illite with sand, with CU=d60/d lO and d" the x%-percentile
of the soil grain-size. The coarse soils tested are 4 different uniformly graded gravels
(Cu < 2) with (Dso=3, 5.2, 9 and 17mm). Each gravel has been tested in combination
with each fine soil, with 8 repetitions of the tests with the silt and between 1 and 3
repetitions for the other [me soils.
State of the art and theoretical framework
During contact erosion, focusing on one pore of the coarse layer just above
the top of the fine layer (see Figure 2), we are confronted with a problem of surface
erosion of the fine particles by the flow which develops into the pore.
Fine
layer

Coarse
layer

Coa rse
layer

Fine
layer

Configuration 1

Configuration 2

Figure 2. Contact erosion as a particular surface erosion

(,g

is the gravity)

This phenomenon can be related to classical surface erosion in river context
for example, but with many specificities linked to the presence of a coarse layer. The
first difference is the characteristics of the flow, which can freely develop in a river
but have to follow the numerous changes in section and direction of a pore. Second,
a part of the fine layer surface is in direct contact with the coarse layer particles. This
area is not directly submitted to the flow but is subjected to the stresses transmitted
by the granular skeleton, mainly the weight of the soil column above the interface.
Then, the coarse particles are obstacles to the flow, and also obstacle to the transport
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of the fine particles, and a straining mechanism can develop, enhance by electrostatic
effects. Finally, contact erosion may appear with the fine layer above the coarse layer
(Configuration 2, see Figure 2). Consequently, as the fine soil is eroded from below,
the gravity is a destabilizing force for the fine particles and contributes to erosion at
the opposite of the classical surface erosion. The methodology used by previous
authors to model contact erosion is usually to adapt erosion law elaborated for
surface erosion to this particular configuration. For example, to estimate the
initiation of erosion, Bezuijen proposed an adaptation of classical (Shields, 1936)
criterion in a similar manner than Brauns (Bezuijen et a!. , 1987). To calculate the
shear stress on a particle, he considers that the shear velocity u* = r/ p is linearly
function of the pore velocity, e being the coefficient which link these velocities. He
obtains a critical bulk velocity for erosion initiation (equation 1).
u

cr

=!!"'JB
e

(p, - p,. jgd
Pw

50

(J)

With Ucr (m/s) the erosion initiation bulk velocity, n the porosity of the coarse layer,
e an empirical parameter, () the Shields parameter, ps (kg/m3) the specific mass of the
grains, p", (kg/m3) the specific mass of the fluid, dso (m) the 50% percentile of the
fine soil size distribution curve and g (m/s 2) gravity. Bezuijen 's proposal of using an
empirical parameter e illustrates that the main difficulty to adapt surface erosion law
to contact erosion is to evaluate the hydrodynamic loading on the particle of the fine
soil (Bezuijen et a!., 1987). Next, to quantify the erosion and the celerity of the
process, Worman, starting from the Shields criterion, proposed a power law
adjustment to model erosion transport (Worman et a!. , 1992). With the same
objective, Den Adel chose to use statistical distributions to model the hydraulic
loading and the particles stability (Den Adel et a!., 1994). All these studies have been
established and are valid for sand erosion when the coarse layer is above the fine
layer. If finer soils are considered as silt or clay, or if the fine soil is above the coarse
soil, many differences appear. First, the adhesive forces will play an important role
which is not taken into account in the previous models. In this case, it is proposed
(Guidoux et a!., 2010) to modify Brauns formula in order to extend the validity of
this law for silts by adding a term which considers these adhesive contributions
(equation 2).

u er =

0.7n (p,p-,..p", jgd (1+ J!.,j
d
H

(2)

H

With dH (m) the effective diameter proposed by (Kozeny, 1953), which conserves the
specific area of the grading, and fJ (m2) a coefficient function of the adhesive
properties of the particles considered. Moreover finer particles will be transported by
suspension in the coarse layer unlike sand which is transported by bedload. Bedload
transport implies a shielding effect which limits erosion as the amount of sand
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transported increase. After a given length, the quantity of sand transported will reach
equilibrium. For finer particles transported by suspension, this effect is very weak
and usually no equilibrium is reached until the exit of erosion zone. In consequence,
the transport model proposed by Worman and Den Adel cannot be applied for silt
and clay (Den Adel et at. , 1994; Worman et at. , 1992). Transport concentration in the
fluid is not enough high to reduce erosion. In this case, existing surface erosion
model can be adapted (Bonelli et at., 2006). This model is a threshold law expressed
in terms of shear stress applied to the eroded soil of the form:

si T > Tc
(3)
si TS,T c
ker (s/m) is the coefficient of erosion which characterizes the kinetic of the
phenomenon, T (Pa) is the shear stress applied by the flow on the interface, TC (Pa) is
the threshold shear stress of the fine soil and f: (kg/s/m2) is the erosion rate per unit
time and surface eroded. The shear stress is estimated by measuring the gradient i in
the coarse layer, and evaluating its specific area As thanks to the size distribution
curve and empirical formula, or deduced from permeability (equation 4).
& =0

(4)

This expression correlates well to data obtained with our apparatus (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Experimental data for one couple fine soil/coarse soil and application
of equation (3)
For the configuration 2, formula based on Shields criterion cannot be used.
As the gravity has an opposite contribution, the phenomena involved are different
and Schmitz proposed a model with two contributions: the mechanical shear
resistance of the soil and the equilibrium of the soil consider as a dense fluid over the
water (Schmitz, 2007). If the interface remain well define during the erosion process,
erosion law of type (3) could also be used. In both configurations, fine layer above or
below the coarse layer, the fine particles need to be transported trough the pores of
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the coarse layer after being detached. If not, the fine particles will accumulate until
blocking the coarse layers pores. Transport of fines in a porous medium is a complex
phenomenon which has been widely studied for many applications. It implies to take
into account the hydrodynamic loading on the particle which will move the particle
but also the possible trapping of the particle, geometrically in a small pore,
hydraulically in a slow velocity zone, or by adhesion to the coarse grains, especially
for clay with electrically charged particles .
- -Settling velOCIty (Valembois. 1983)
- Shields criterion
- - e quanon (11 (Bezuijen. 1987)
- - - equanon (2)(Guidoux. 2010)
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Figure 4. Critical bulk velocity for a coarse layer Dso around 20mm
As underlined, contact erosion is similar to classical surface erosion but also
a complex combination of various phenomena. The knowledge about the initiation of
contact erosion was summarized in Figure 4. Results are usually expressed in critical
bulk velocity initiating the process, bulk velocity being a parameter easy to measure
during experimentation and computable on the field if in-situ permeability is known.
The criterion that defines the start of erosion differs from author to author: the first
sediment observed visually in the effluent (Brauns, 1985), a chosen quantity
transported (Bezuijen et aI., 1987), a no null turbidity after 30 minutes for our
experiments (Guidoux et aI., 2010) and even no threshold (Worman et aI., 1992). As
it can be seen, the threshold velocities are not so different and lay between 0.01 and
0.1mls. These results are collected for data with a coarse layer of Dso close to 20
mm. If all the experimental data are plotted in function of the Dso regardless of the
fine soil, it can be seen that the grading of the coarse layer has a weak influence on
the critical velocity (see Figure 5). A tendency could be to a small increase of the
critical velocity with increasing Dso. In terms of flow regime in the coarse layer, the
limit of Darcy regime is always exceeded, and hence in a regime where inertial
contribution cannot be neglected. Temporal fluctuations and turbulence seem to not
be the criterion for initiation of erosion as sometimes evocated. These results seem to
show that for a bulk velocity inferior to 10 mrnIs no contact erosion is possible.
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Indeed, among all the experiments done, only one critical value inferior to 10rnm/s
has been measured by Schmitz and this was only in configuration 2 (Schmitz, 2007).
This have a great importance for dyke safety as it can provide a first order indication
of erosion initiation. Nevertheless, it has been noticed that the notion of threshold
depend on each author and two models, from Worman and Den Adel, consider that
there is no threshold but very small erosion rates for low velocity (Den Adel et ai.,
1994; Worman et ai., 1992). It means that for long duration as it is the case in-situ,
eroded mass may be very large. This reveals an important question that has not been
greatly considered concerning the evolution of the erosion with time.
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Figure 5. Critical bulk velocity for different fine soil in function of the Dso of the
coarse layer and limits of flow regime linked with particle Reynolds
number: Re = ud/v, with It (m/s) bulk velocity, v (m2/s) viscosity of the fluid
Evolution of erosion with time
The turbidimeter used in our experiment can follow the evolution in time of
erosion with a measurement each second of the concentration in sediment of the
effluent. Experiments done with various fine soils show a similar behavior. When
increasing the velocity to a chosen value, a peak of turbidity is first observed and
then a progressive decrease until reaching a null turbidity for low velocity or a, a
priori constant, erosion rate when exceeding the critical velocity (see Figure 6). This
means that even below the critical velocity a small amount of soil is eroded at the
beginning of the step.
This can be explained using the statistical model proposed by (Den Adel et
ai., 1994). In the coarse layer, the flow is spatially variable due to the numerous
changes in section and direction. This results in a variable hydraulic loading on the
surface of the fine soil. Den Adel chose to use a log-normal distribution for the
possibilities of destabilization of particles. Velocity measurements have been
performed inside a refractive index matching porous medium, made of glass beads
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and mineral oil. Particle Image Velocimetry has been used to obtain velocity fields of
the porous flow. Thanks to these results, shear-stresses could be estimated from
measured velocity gradients. This study has shown that velocities and shear-stress
are distributed following a log-normal law (see Figure 7). This distribution have a
large extend along the high values that means that even for a low bulk velocity, local
shear-stress can be quite important. This spreading of hydraulic loading exists for
classical surface erosion but this effect is largely more pronounced in a porous flow.
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Figure 7. Shear stress distribution calculated from PIV measurement in a
refractive index matching porous medium made of glass beads and mineral oil
Following the same argument, the stability of the fine particles can be
expressed as a distribution (Grass, 1970). Particles hidden by others or with stronger
adhesive links need a higher loading to be destabilized than others. The initial peak
can be associated to the erosion of the particles more sensible to erosion. The
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following decrease is linked to a hardening of the eroded surface. The particles
which have the stronger resistance are not eroded and stay in place, whereas the
weakest are eroded. After a while, the global resistance of the surface increases until
all the exposed particles cannot be eroded with the actual hydraulic loading. Soils
with a wide size distribution curve are likely to exhibit such behavior. Additionally
they may contain particles sufficiently big to be geometrically trapped in the pores of
the coarse layer. Only fine soil which does not validate the geometrical filter
criterion proposed by Sherard, based on the dS5 has been considered, but this does
not mean that all the particles can pass in the pores (Sherard et aI., 1984). During the
contact erosion process, if one coarser particle is trapped, it will start to clog the
coarse layer. Experiments done with natural silt at a constant velocity during various
hours have shown this phenomenon (see Figure 8). Grading measurement of the soil
before and after the experiment confirmed this selective erosion of the fines (see
Figure 9). This segregation is well known in surface erosion in river, and was noticed
by (Worman, 1996) for contact erosion. Worman studied this phenomenon for
different we ll-graded sand and proposed an expression of the evolution of the surface
clogged with time. The same behavior was observed for experiments in configuration
2, which are affected inversely by gravity. After several hours, the erosion stops.
This implies that even though a global classical geometrical criterion is not fulfilled,
if there exists some particles sufficiently big to clog the pores of the coarse layer,
erosion will stop after a certain amount of erosion. In terms of design of a hydraulic
structure, if this erodible amount is sufficiently small to not modify the performance
of the structure, it could be considered to not fulfill the geometrical criteria in this
specific situation.
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CONCLUSION
Contact erosion is a process similar to surface erosion but with many
specifics linked to the presence of the coarse layer. A synthesis of studies undertaken
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on contact erosion has been conducted and coherence was found in the results but
their field of validity is limited to sand. For finer soi ls, an adapted surface erosion
model based on hydraulic shear-stress has been proposed and agrees with our data. It
has also been noticed that no agreement exists in the literature on the existence of an
erosion threshold and it has been shown that this can be attributed to the porous
medium variability and the erosion evolution over time. Finally, it is experimentally
observed that the erosion rate decrease with time for broadly graded soils due to the
progressive clogging of the coarse soil. In consequence, for real structures, the entire
size distribution of the soil is important and may eventually allow relaxation of the
geometrical classical filter criteria.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, methods are presented that combine experimental and micro
tomographic information to derive parameters of the grain and pore structure of
wide-gradated soils. For this purpose, samples based on a model soil were prepared
for special experiments as well as for high-resolution CT imaging. Compacting and
column experiments were developed to determine specific parameters of the pore
and grain structure. Among others, the grain size and discharge quantity of
potentially mobile grains were identified as well as characteristics of the supporting
skeleton of the model.
The results of the compaction and column experiments provide suitable
geometric parameters of realistic grain and pore structures for analyzing suffosive
erosion phenomena, whereas the CT specimens support the description and
visualization of representative pore structures. The presented methods contribute to
a better understanding of the physical processes within the pore structure. As a part
of the joint project "Conditions of suffosive erosion phenomena in soils", the
results of this paper can be incorporated into pore-network models to verify and
simulate existing transport models.
INTRODUCTION
Recent extreme flood events suggest that the vulnerability of river basins
has increased over the past years as a consequence of climate change and
engineering projects . One of the negative results is that any change of flow
condition in the subground might trigger internal erosion processes. Any kind of
particle displacement represents an evident problem for the stability of retaining
constructions, embankment dams, dykes or tailing impontrnents. In case of unstable
structure seepage force can displace the fines within the grain skeleton during
groundwater flow. This process is called suffosion and characterizes the relocation
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and discharge of fine particles through the pore space. Soils with a relatively large
degree of nonuniformity as well as gap graded soils are particularly prone to
suffosion. Initially, the supporting granular skeleton will not be changed. The
porosity and permeability of the soil, however, increase. Proceeding suffosion and
additional external mechanical influences may cause instabilities of the supporting
granular structure and subsequently, other types deformation may occur.
There are some studies on internal erosion (Bonelli et al. 2006, Bums et al.
2006, Fell and Fry 2005, Lachouette et al. 2008, Mattsson et al. 2008, Sjo"dahl et
al. 2008, Vaughan 2000). However, gradated soils have not been included.
Furthermore, the combinations of CT analysis with experimental derivation of
geometric parameters on pore structures of gradated soils have not been considered.
Piping, as a type of internal erosion, was analyzed by (Bonelli et al. 2006, Bryan
and Jones 1997, Faulkner 2006, Khilar et al. 1985, Lachouette et al. 2008, Ojha et
al. 2001) taking into account only I D and 2D considerations and ignoring spatial
and realistic information on the pore space. Although the suffosion controlling
parts of the pore structure, characterized by their constriction distribution, is
essential to the explanation of suffosion processes (Witt 1986), only the grain size
distribution has been used for this purpose in the framework of risk estimation
regarding internal erosion.
In this study, spatial and realistic pore structures of gradated soils were
investigated. This comprises the preparation of model test material and the
generation of 3D CT data sets. Furthermore, experiments were developed in order
two determine descriptive parameters on the supporting structure and the mobile
fraction.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Wide-gradated soils are characterized as coarse grained soils that exhibit an
asymmetric grain size distribution. They are frequently prone to be suffosive,
especially if they feature a gap grading or a non steady distributed grain size curve.
Figure 1 illustrates the model grain size distribution (MGSD) of a suffosive
noncohesive soil with a gap grading between 0.63 and 2.8 mm that was chosen for
this study. This kind of distribution is typical for sedimentary soils in the medium
course of a large river and is considered as a soil with a high risk for suffosion
(Cistin 1967, Witt 1986, Ziems 1969). Model soil samples exhibiting this grain size
distribution were processed by sieving. For this purpose, material was taken from a
fluviatile soil of the Upper-Rhine river area.
Preparation of samples for CT analysis and column experiments
To investigate the spatial structure of gradated soils, samples based on the MGSD
were prepared for CT analysis as well as for column experiments. For both
approaches, the test samples have to fulfill the following two prerequisites: First,
the samples should represent the natural bedding and density of the suffosive
material as realistically as possible. Second, the sample volume should be
representative and stable. For the CT analysis, the samples were embedded in
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epoxy resin (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Grain size distribution of the investigated soil.
The individual preparation steps were :
1. Assembling the material: The grain fractions according to the MGSD were

merged yielding a mass of 6000 g and filled into the column. The diameter of
the column was 139 mm.
2. Compaction and homogenization: The sample was compacted and homogenized
by rotating the column and compressing the material at the same time. This is
necessary because the fine grain material has a high mobility in the
uncompacted sample. The compaction was achieved by applying a uniform
pressure of2 .5 N/cffi1. For the compression, a plunger was constructed with four
springs (Figure 2a-b).
3. Embedding the material: The sample was slowly embedded in epoxy resin from
bottom to top in order to avoid air bubbles within the resin and to avoid the
relocation of grains (Figure 2c) .
4. Cutting the sample: The hardened cylindrical sample was cut to a size of 110 mm
in diameter and 110 mm in height using water jet technique (Figure 2d), taking
into account the requirements on the specimen size for CT scans.
A second preparation process was carried out for the column experiments.
Step 1 and 2 are analog to the CT preparation steps. The further steps ensure that
the column material is permeable to water.
1. Assembling the material.
2. Compaction and homogenization.
3. Inserting a perforated plate: Up to now, a synthetic liner had closed the column
during the compaction and homogenization process. The column with the
unstressed plunger was rotated and the liner was replaced by a perforated plate
and funnel at the bottom of the column (Figure 3c). Both are needed for the
column experiment.
4. Inserting a filter layer: A further condition for the experiment is a filter layer
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upon the material. After rotating the column and replacing the plunger, the filter
layer was inserted (Figure 3e-f). The filter consists of a perforated plate and a
layer of glass spheres. The latter enables a laminar flow during the experiment.

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Preparation of specimens for the CT scan, a) detail of the plunger with the
compression springs, b) compaction and homogenization, c) embedding in epoxy resin, d)
cylindrical specimen.

CT Analysis
For analyzing and visualizing the spatial structure of the soil, specimens
were prepared for CT analysis. In a previous study (Homberg et al. 2008),
specimens of a height and a diameter of 6 cm each were used and acquired at a
resolution of 35 /lm for analyzing the grains structure. The results show that
specimens of 6 cm diameter cannot be used to determine a representative picture of
the geometric structure at the given resolution. Because there is a trade-off
between spatial resolution and size of specimen, a double-stage CT acquisition was
developed. In a first step, a cylindrical overview specimen of llxll cm was cut
out from the original specimen using water jet technique and acquired at a
resolution of 209 /lm (Figure 4a-b). This specimen was cut into 6 parts (Figure 4cd). The resulting parts had an edge length of 5.5 cm and were scanned at a
resolution of39 /lm.
Compaction experiments : Determining the structure-bearing grain fractions
The aim of this experiment is to determine the grain size fractions that fonn
the supporting skeleton. This experiment was performed assuming that the grain
fractions which do not belong to the supporting skeleton will not change the filling
height. The filling height h is the distance between the bottom and the plunger of
the column (Figure 5). For this purpose, grain fractions of a 6 kg sample were split
according to the MGSD. Then, the column was filled successively in top down
order:
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Figure 3: Workflow of column packing, a) homogen ization and compaction, b) turning the
column, c-d) replacing the synthetic liner by a perforated plate, e) turning the column, f)
replacing the plunger by a perforated plate and g) inserting a filter layer of glass spheres
and a cap with a water inlet.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Double-staged CT scan, a-b) the overview specimen scanned at a resolution of
209 flm, c-d) a part cut out from the overview specimen scanned at a resolution of 39 flm.

from the large fractions to the finer fractions . After each adding step, the material
in the column was homogenized and compacted as described in the CT sample
preparation. Subsequently, the filling height of the compacted material was
measured (Figure 5).
Column experiments: Identification of the mobile grain fractions
The objective of the experiment is to determine the mobile grain fractions
of the MGSD. The assumption is that there are potentially mobile grains within the
supporting skeleton and a possible discharge of these grains does not change the
supporting skeleton. This experiment was carried out on two samples which were
prepared as described in the preparation section. Note that the perforation size of
the inserted perforated plate depends on the results of the compaction experiment.
That is, the perforated plate has to retain the smallest grain of the supporting
skeleton.
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Figure 5: Scheme of the compaction experiment to determine the structure-bearing grain
size fractions.

To move the potential mobile grains, water was supplied to the column using an
immersion pump at a flow rate of 8.0 IImin (Figure 6). This flow rate corresponds to
flow rates within embankment dams, which was found by (Cistin 1967). The
discharge containing the mobile grains was collected in a 63 11m sieve, which was
emptied after certain time intervals (5 , 10, 30, 60 min, 24, 24, 24 h . .. ). The
experiment was finished when there was no material discharge for 24 h. Finally, the
total discharge was analyzed according to (DIN-18123 1996) using sieving sizes of
0.2,0 .355,0.63, 1.0, lA, 2.0, and 2.8 mm.
RESULTS

The compaction experiment was performed for three material samples of the
MGSD. The final filling height (sample mass) in the column resulted in 18.9 cm
(6034 g), 18.6 cm (5804 g), and 20.0 cm (6336 g) respectively. Figure 7 shows the
filling height per fraction related to the total filling height. The different icons
represent three replicates. Regarding the height percentages and the course of the
filling height per fraction, one can distinguish three groups:
I. The large fractions 20/25 and 16/20 mm form the main part of the sample with
about 80 %. They contribute a double-digit height percentage each.
2. The second group consists of the grain fractions of 12.5116 mm to 4/6.3 mm.
These fractions nearly complete the filling height up to 99 % in average, whereas
each fraction makes up a few percent of the filling height.
3. Finally, there are the finer fractions. Two of the tests had already achieved the full
height, whereas one test still converges to the full height. These fractions do not
influence the filling height significantly.
The full filling height is composed of the first (20/25 and 16120 mm) and the
second (12 .5116 to 4/6.3 mm) group, whereas the third group smaller than 4 mm
does not contribute to the filling height significantly. They are assumed to be
potential mobile within the skeleton of course fractions. In the following, this size of
4 mm was used to prepare the perforated plate for the column experiment.
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Figure 6: Setup of the column experiment, a) test sample with MSGD, b) perforated plate
and funnel , c) layer of glass spheres and perforated plate, d) water meter, e) flow meter, f)
water reservoir, g) electric pump, h) sieve, i) plug cock.
Two replicates of the column experiment were carried out, lasting about 70 h.
Figure 8 shows the percentage per fraction that was discharged as well as the entire
discharge related to the total sample mass. Again, one can distinguish three groups.
In the first group, the discharge dominates. Nearly two-thirds and more than a half of
the fine fractions 010.335 and 0.33510.63 mm were discharged. That is, one-third to a
half of these fractions was retained during the experiment. For the second group, the
retained percentage dominates. It contains the fractions between 0.63 to 2.8 mm. The
discharge ranges from 8 to 34 %. Third, the fraction 2.8 /4.0 mm exhibit sparse
discharges: 2.2 % and 1.4 %, respectively.
The prepared CT scans allow visualizing the structures of the investigated
soil. The overview scan reveals the whole structure at a low resolution (Figure 4b).
Finer structures can be viewed using the detailed scans, which contain the structure
parts of the overview scan at a higher resolution (Figure 4d). Figure 9 shows 4
detailed slices out of a CT scan in lateral view, which represent 22x22 mm each and
are taken from a range of 3.3 mm. The slices show 4 large grains of the fractions
12 .5/16 and 16/20 mm. These large grains fonn cavities, wherein small grains of the
fractions 0.33510.63 to 2/2.8 mm were enclosed.
DISCUSSION
Considering the results of the experiments, the grains of the MGSD can be
distinguished by their behavior during suffosion processes: structure-bearing,
mobile, and retained grains. The compaction experiments showed which grain
fractions influence the filling height and fonn the supporting skeleton, respectively.
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Figure 7: Compaction experiment: filling height per fraction related to the total filling
height.
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Figure 8: Column experiment: percentage of discharge per fraction and final discharge
related to the total sample mass.

Transfonned to erosion phenomena this test procedure corresponds to volume
change due to a successive erosion of fines. As there is no or less volume change,
the eroded particles are embedded within the space of the statical overall structure
without fixing. The test shows that the supporting skeleton is dominated by the
fractions from 20/25 to 4/6.3 mm. The grain of these fractions governs the structure.
The remaining fractions are embedded and potential mobile. That is, they can be
discharged or retained depending of the opening size of the structure. The colwnn
experiment identifies the mobile and the retained grains of the potential mobile
fractions. The resulting groups of this experiment were distinguished by their
discharged percentage. The first group exhibits the largest discharge and thus a high
mobility. The pore structure mostly seems to consist of connected pore paths with
constrictions equal or larger than 0.63 mm. The second group has a minor discharge
and thus shows a lower mobility. This indicates that the pore structure contains only
a few preferential paths with adequate sized constrictions related to the particular
fractions. Considering possible boundary effects and measuring uncertainties, the
discharge of the third group (fraction 2.8/4 mm) is too sparse to assign it to the
mobile fraction.
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Figure 9: Potential mobile grains retained by structure-bearing grains in a detail of 22x22
mm at a resolution of39 flm

That is, the largest mobile grains are 2.8 mm. The results of the column experiments
suggest that the two smallest fractions are highly mobile in the entire pore space.
The complete percentage of these fractions was not discharged. This is due to the
irregular shape of real grains and their arrangement, possibly. The analysis of the CT
scans encourages this suspicion (Figure 9). The large grains contain concave,
convex, and flat surfaces that form cavities and gaps, which retain the potential
mobile grains. The mobility could be investigated shape independent using samples
of glass spheres to estimate the order of magnitude of this effect. As discussed
above, the fraction of 2.8/4 mm can be assigned neither to the overall mobile
fractions nor to the structure-bearing fractions. The fraction seems to be a transition
between both of them embedded into the coarser pore space of the structure.
Possibly, the boundary is located somewhere in this size range. To narrow down this
boundary, this fraction could be subdivided into smaller fractions for further
experiments. On the other hand, possible boundary effects may appear because the
perforated plate does not represent the structure of soil and may impact the soil
structure at the bottom of the sample and thus the discharge of this region. This
could be investigated with different samples masses or different perforated plates .
Furthermore, the results of the compaction experiments exhibit some uncertainty in
the range of the lower skeleton boundary and should be validated by further
experiments.
CONCLUSIONS
Methods for preparing soil samples and generating CT data as well as
experiments that detennine geometrical parameters of gradated soils were presented.
A compaction experiment was designed and replicated to approximate the lower size
boundary of the statically structure-bearing grain fractions. It separates the structurebearing fractions that might be the effective grain size distribution related to the
common criteria from the potentially mobile fractions which not contribute to the
structure. This boundary further was used to design the column experiment. By
means of the column experiment, the potentially mobile fractions were analyzed by
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detennining the percentages of the mobile and the retained grains. This led to the
size of the largest mobile grains within the soil structure and moreover to a size
boundary between high mobile and less mobile fractions . In tum, this allows
drawing conclusions on the relevant pore structure concerning its connectivity and
constriction sizes. The double-staged CT scans allow capturing large and
representative specimens at a high reso lution. By transfonning the scans into a
mathematical and numerical model this technique can be used to estimate and
analyze the spatial soil structures visually.
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Abstract
The motivation and the first objective of this laboratory experimental research is to
study whether bentonite slurry, as a penneating fluid in levees during slurry cutoff
wall installation, can induce further piping progression. The second objective of this
research is to study the piping progression of a sand under different permeating fluids ,
which are often observed in the field where seepage carrying fine, suspended particles
that are eroded from the upstream soil matrix permeates through a downstream piping
channel. A simple constant-head hole-erosion test is used to study the piping
progression of the sand subjected to three types of permeating fluids: water, slurry
with 6% bentonite, water mixed with 1% fines of the same sand that pass the U.S.
#200 sieve. A piping hole is preformed in the sand specimen and a constant hydraulic
gradient induces concentrated seepage through the hole. Soil erosion rate and seepage
with time and the total soil loss are monitored and measured. The diameters of the
piping channels at the end of the tests using the three permeating fluids are quantified
and compared. Our experimental results found that higher density of a permeating
fluid does not induce more erosion. On the contrary, permeating fluids with fines
reduce the eroded soil mass by an average of 90% and the average piping hole
enlargement by 88%, compared with the results using water alone as a permeating
fluid. The size distributions of the soils remaining on the inner wall of the piping
channels are similar under the three permeating fluids. The agreement of the three
particle size distributions suggests that particle deposition on the wall may not occur
and is not a mechanism that accounts for the erosion difference.

Introduction
Subsurface erosion in the form of piping has been one of the most prevalent
causes of catastrophic failure of levees and earth dams. Such examples include the
1972 failure of the Buffalo Creak dam in West Virginia (Wahler & Associates, 1973)
and the 1990 collapsing of an embankment earth dam in South Carolina (Leonards
and Deschamps, 1998). During Hurricane Katrina, three levee breaches were possibly
caused by underseepage-induced failure due to piping (Seed et aI. , 2008a, 2008b).
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Piping is an internal erosion process in which soil particles inside the soil matrix are
entrained and washed out of the matrix by concentrated seepage, forming a tubular
pipe that progresses from downstream to upstream; the pipe can develop into a large
tunnel that may collapse. Erosion tests are used to study the erodibility of soils and to
quantifY erosion parameters. Common experimental methods for internal erosion
include pinhole erosion test (Sherard and Dunnigan, 1989; ASTM, 2006), hole
erosion test (Wan and Fell, 2004; Leonards et aI. , 1991 ; Reddi et aI., 2000; Bums and
Ghataora, 2007), and slot erosion test (Sherard et aI., 1984; Kohno et aI. , 1987; Wan
and Fell, 2004) . In these tests, a hole or a slot is formed in the soil sample housed in a
rigid column; the soil is then subjected to a constant hydraulic gradient that induces
concentrated seepage through the preformed piping channel.
Dislodging of soil particles is a result of complex hydrodynamic force
interactions including electrical forces and stresses between particles, gravity of
particles, water pressure around particles and shear stress around particles (Briaud et
aI., 2008). Kakuturu and Reddi (2006) formulated the hydraulic shear stress (r) that
exerts on the wall of a piping hole as:
4017

r(t)=-=f

(I)

J[. J~c

where Q = flow rate, 17 = dynamic viscosity of the permeating fluid, ree = radius of the
idealized cylindrical core crack. The equation indicates that the physical
characteristics of the permeating fluid influence the erosion process. An example is
the installation of slurry cutoff walls, which are often used to prevent or remediate
internal erosion and reduce seepage in or beneath levees. Slurry, a mixture of water
and bentonite, keeps the trench open before the cemented soils are backfilled. When
the trench that is filled with slurry intercepts a piping channel, the slurry may displace
water and seep through the piping hole. Due to the higher density and viscosity of the
slurry than that of water, the slurry may exert higher shear stress and facilitate the
internal erosion. Consequently, an enlarged channel is created, causing much higher
concentrated seepage. The motivation and the first objective of this research is to
study whether bentonite slurry, as a permeating fluid in levees during slurry cutoff
wall installation, can induce further piping hole development. The second objective of
this research is to study the piping progression of sand under different permeating
fluids, which are often observed in the field where seepage carrying fine, suspended
particles that are eroded from the upstream soil matrix permeates through a
downstream piping channel.

Materials and Methodology

In the series of experiments, a sandy soil is used. The poorly graded sand has
fine content (passing U.S . #200 sieve) of 17.6%, and Cu = 10, Ce = 4. The sand is
reconstituted in a Plexiglas column. The diameter of the specimen is 9.5 cm (3 .74
inch) and the length is 30.5 cm (12 inch). The sand is compacted in 12 uniform layers
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at 95% of the maximum dry density (Pdmax = 2.00 g/cm 3 ) at the optimum water
content (WOpI = 8.5%) (based on the modified Proctor test) . A hole of 0.64 cm (1/4
inch) diameter that penetrates the entire specimen is formed during the specimen
compaction using a rod of the same diameter. Our preliminary test found that the wall
of the pre-made piping hole collapsed during the saturation process when the hole
was filled with still water. To study the soil erosion only due to concentrated seepage,
5% (by mass) kaolinite is mixed with the sand to increase its plasticity. When the
sand-clay mixture is compacted at 95% of the new Pdmax (2.10 g/cm 3) at the new W Opl
(8.4%), the preformed piping hole remained open and the soil particles that detached
from the wall of the piping hole during saturation was 1.7 g. The sand-clay mixture is
used throughout the experiments.
Table 1. Hole-erosion test program
~easurementsin

Permeating fluid

tests of running time
= 10 min

De-ionized water

• Erosion rate ~ time
• Seepage ~ time
• Particle size
distributions of soils
on the wall of piping
hole

De-ionized water with 6.0%
bentonite (slurry)
De-ionized water with 1.0% fines
that pass U.S. #200 sieve

~easurements in
tests of running time
= 40 min

• Total dry soil loss
• Piping hole shape
and dimension at the
end of test

A simple constant-head hole-erosion test is used to study the plpmg
progression of the sand subjected to three types of permeating fluids. The test
program is summarized in Table I. 6% of bentonite by mass in slurry is commonly
used in slurry walls in the field. The fines in the permeating fluid simulate the
suspended particles that are eroded from the upstream section of the same soil. So the
fines are obtained by sieving the sand from the same batch that is used to reconstitute
the specimens . The fines are mostly silt and non-plastic. The fines concentration in
the permeating fluid is 1.0% by mass. Figure 1 is a photo snapshot of the
experimental setup. The water-fines mixture of a specified concentration is prepared
in a bucket, in which a submersible pump pumps the mixture into a constant-head
reservoir above the specimen. The overflow of the fluid returns back to the bucket. A
mechanical stirrer is used to keep the solids (bentonite or fines) in suspension in the
bucket and in the upstream reservoir, in an effort to keep the suspended solids
concentration as close to the prescribed value as possible. Sufficient amount of
permeating fluid is prepared: for the test running time of 40 min, approximately 1 10
liters of fluid is needed. To prevent the direct impact of the fluid on the inlet of the
piping hole, a layer of uniform glass beads is laid on top of the specimen. The outlet
of the piping channel opens to the atmosphere. The constant hydraulic gradient is 2.2.
For each permeating fluid , two test periods are used: 10 min and 40 min. The lO-min
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period is chosen as a preliminary trial period; then the 40-min period is chosen
because the top portion of the piping channel under de-ionized water enlarged to the
perimeter of the mold and the test is stopped at 40 min. In the 10-min tests, the
effluent with eroded solids is collected in each 2-min interval. The volume of the
effluent is measured and then the effluent is oven-dried to obtain the eroded solid
mass. In the 40-min erosion tests, only the dry mass of the eroded solids is obtained
by subtracting the dry mass of the specimen after the erosion test from that before the
erosion test.

Figure 1. Experimental setup of the hole-erosion tests using different permeating
fluids (the fluid shown in the photo contains 1 % fines that pass #200 sieve)

In the complex interaction of the suspended fines in the permeating fluid and
the soil particles on the wall that is exposed to the permeating fluid, the suspended
fines may deposit on the wall and consequently protects the piping channel or they
may detach the finer solids on the wall (possibly due to the abrasive force) and leave
the coarser particles on the wall. To study the effect of different permeating fluids on
the fate of the solids on the piping wall and account for the erosion differences under
the different permeating fluids , a thin layer (about 2 mm, the accumulative mass is
approximately 20 g) of the solids is carefully scraped from the wall at the end of each
lO-min erosion test. Then wet sieving and hydrometer tests are conducted on the
collected solids from the walls to obtain and compare the particle size distributions of
the soil particles left on the walls .
To precisely record the dimension and shape of the piping channel at the end
of each test (with the running period of 40 min), additional piping tests of the same
test condition are performed. At the end of each test, a silicon rubber fluid (OOMOO@
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25 Silicone Rubber, Smooth-On Inc. , Easton, PA) is slowly injected into the piping
hole. The fluid occupies the entire voids in the piping channel and solidifies in 75min
at room temperature. The OOMOO@ 25 silicon rubber is used for a variety of artrelated and industrial applications including making molds for sculpture and
prototype reproduction. The product has low viscosity (4250 cps) for easy mixing and
pouring, and vacuum de-aeration is usually not necessary. It has negligible shrinkage
and good tear strength. The solidified silicon rubber can be easily detached from the
soil and it accurately represents the shape of the piping hole under different
permeating fluids.

Results and Discussion
Tn the series of erosion experiments with running time of 40 min, significant
erosion is observed when the permeating fluid is de-ionized water - the hole
progresses to the perimeter of the mold at 40 min at the top portion of the specimen
and the test is terminated at that time. When using the other fluids with bentonite or
non-plastic fines, no noticeable piping progression is observed. The dry soil masses
eroded are listed in Table 2. Contrary to our initial hypothesis, fluids with non-plastic
fines result in much less soil erosion, even less than that from the bentonite slurry.
The permeating fluids with bentonite or fines passing #200 sieve reduce the eroded
soil mass by an average of 90%, compared with the erosion tests using water as
permeating fluid.

Table 2. Pipin o erosion results (40-min erosion period)
Permeating fluids
De-ionized water
De-ionized water with 6.0% bentonite (slurry)
De-ionized water with 1.0% fmes that pass U.S. #200 sieve

Dry soil mass
eroded (0)
447.9
51.2
38.1

In the series of erosion tests with 10-min running time, similar plpmg
progression and erosion trend are observed as in the tests of 40-min running time. The
seepage variations with time through the specimens under the three permeating fluids
are presented in Figure 2. The permeating fluids with bentonite or fines have similar
seepage quantity. The progressively increased seepage of water with time is
obviously due to the enlarged piping hole as a result of increased erosion.
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Figure 2. Seepage variations with time in erosion tests of lO-min running time
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We also attempted to measure the variation of erosion rate (dry eroded soil
mass per minute) with time in the three tests of running time of 10 minutes. The
results are shown in Figure 3. The effluent with eroded soils and the fines (or
bentonite) that are initially in the fluid is collected in every two minutes and ovendried. The dry eroded soil mass is calculated by subtracting the mass of bentonite or
fines from the total dry mass collected. An assumption is made in calculating the
mass of bentonite or fines in the effluent, i.e., the concentration of the bentonite or
fines is constant in the permeating fluid throughout the test. The concentration of the
bentonite or [mes in the permeating fluid is found by (1) subtracting the total dry
mass of the bentonite or fines (including that left in the unused fluid, left in the
upstream reservoir, and accumulated in the glass beads and on top of the specimen)
from the total dry mass of benton tie or fines used in the permeating fluid preparation,
and (2) measuring the total volume of the effluent. The results indicate that the
concentrations for bentonite and 1.0% fines passing #200 sieve are slightly different
from the prescribed values and consequently cause negative erosion values as shown
in Figure 3. The seepage of water is much higher than the other permeating fluids ,
due to increased piping hole. The increase of the seepage of water indicates a
progressively increased piping toward failure .
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Figure 4. Particle size distributions of soils on the wall of piping hole (lO-min
running time)

In order to examine whether the slurry or fines deposit on the wall of the
piping channel during the erosion test and consequently protect the wall from further
erosion, the size distributions of the grains left on the wall at the end of each 10-min
erosion test are obtained and shown in Figure 4. The particle size distributions (PSDs)
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from the tests using water, bentonite slurry, or fluids containing fines show no
noticeable difference, indicating bentonite or fine particles in the permeating fluid did
not deposit on the walls. Agreement of the three PSDs in Figure 4 suggests that
particle deposition on the wall may not occur and is not a mechanism that accounts
for the erosion difference.
To further investigate the effect of different permeating fluids on the piping
progression of the sand, the shapes of the inner piping holes that are molded by the
silicon rubber at the end of the 40-min erosion tests are shown Figure 5. We observed
that the fmal shapes of the piping holes in the tests using bentonite and fines have no
measurable difference. Therefore, only the silicon rubber from the bentonite slurry
erosion test is compared with that from the water erosion test. The bumps on the
rubber indicate the non-uniform erosion due to the non-uniform density caused by the
specimen compaction in 12 layers. The measurements of the diameters of the piping
holes are listed in Table 3. The data show that permeating fluids with fines reduce the
average piping hole enlargement by 88%, compared with the results using water as
permeating fluid.

From test using
de-ionized water

Figure 5. Shapes of piping holes represented by silicon rubber
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De-ionized water

6.4

20.5

14.1

Bentonite slurry

6.4

8.1

1.7

Permeating fluids

Using the same methodology, we are carrying out a comprehensive
experimental program to reveal and quantify the effects of the characteristics of
different permeating liquids (in terms of particle sizes, concentrations, and plasticity
of fines) on the piping channel progression . Then we will move on to explore the
fundamental mechanisms that account for the different piping progression under
different permeating fluids.

Conclusions

This paper reports a laboratory investigation of the piping progression of a
sandy soil under three types of permeating fluids. Our experimental results fo und that
higher density of a permeating fluid does not induce more erosion. On the contrary,
permeating fluids with slurry or fines of 1% concentration reduce the eroded soil
mass by an average of 90% and reduce the average piping hole enlargement by 88%,
compared with the results using water alone as permeating fluid. The size
distributions of the soil particles remaining on the inner wall of the piping channels
are similar for the different permeating fluids. The agreement of the particle size
distributions suggests that particle deposition on the wall may not occur and is not a
mechanism that accounts for the erosion difference.
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ABSTRACT
Under the internal flow, hydraulic earth structures (dikes, levees, or dams)
can incur a migration of particles that can induce a modification of hydraulic and
mechanic characteristics.
With the objective to characterize this phenomenon named internal erosion
and its consequences on mechanical behaviour of granular materials, a large oedopermeameter device is developed. An axial load is applied on specimen and also a
downward flow with a constant hydraulic gradient. During the testing time, the
bench can measure the spatial variability of density and of interstitial pressure along
the specimen. Axial deformation, injected flow and eroded mass are also measured
during the testing time.
Erosion of fine particles on downstream specimen part is accompanied by
fine particles migration in the specimen. This migration induces a settlement and an
increasing of interstitial pressure. Afterwards a localized instability appears and
triggers specimen deformation.
INTRODUCTION
Within earth structure such as dam, dike or levee, seepage can induce a
detachment and a transport of fine particles from the structure or from its foundation.
This process named internal erosion can modify hydraulic properties of soil as
permeability but internal erosion can also modify mechanical behaviour. Finally
these modifications can induce instability of the earth structure. The occurrence of
failures in new earth structures demonstrates the need of improving the knowledge of
these phenomena and its consequences on mechanical behaviour of soil.
In uncracked soils, the two main phenomena of internal erosion are suffusion
and backward erosion. Suffusion is the detachment and transport process of only fme
particles whereas backward erosion concerns all grains. Initiation of internal erosion
processes is influenced by geometric conditions as grain size distribution, porosity of
soil (Kenney and Lau, 1985) and grain shape (Li, 2008) and by loading conditions as
effective stress (Li, 2008) and hydraulic gradient (Skempton and Brogan, 1994).
Depending on the process of internal erosion, confinement stress has a complex
effect on internal erosion development (Bendahmane et aI., 2008).
A new experimental bench is developed in order to characterize initiation and
development of internal erosion. This device is described and a test procedure is
performing for a specimen composed by a gap gradation of glass beads. Hydraulic
and mechanical response of the specimen to an increasing hydraulic gradient is
presented.
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OEDO-PERMEAMETER DEVICE
The main bench characteristics are summarized in Figure I. Device is
configured to enable specimen preparation which is saturated and consolidated in
oedometric condition. Specimen is subjected to seepage flow under a hydraulic
gradient that increases by stages.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of oedo-permeameter device
The bench is composed of an oedo-perrneameter cell with a funnel-shaped
draining system which is connected to a collection system. The bench comprises also
an axial loading system, a hydraulic control system and a gammadensitometric
system. The control and acquisition part is provided by two units connected to two
computers. All these components are detailed below.
Oedo-permeameter cell
With the aim to observe specimen during testing time, the rigid wall cell is
made of Plexiglas tube. Internal cell diameter is <l>cdl = 275 mm and the specimen
height can reach 600 mm. It can be noted that oedo-perrneameter cell allows testing
specimen with a maximum grain size Dmax = 9 mm (equivalent to a cell factor
Dma)<t>cell = 30) and a slenderness ratio of 2. The two ends of Plexiglas tube are
reinforced by stainless steel plate. Cell wall is equipped with twelve pressure ports
(two arrays of six pressure ports on opposite cell sides, two by two pressure ports at
the same elevation and vertical spacing of 100 mm between pressure ports), a
pressure port is placed on piston base plate (see below axial loading system) and a
fourteenth port is positioned below specimen on draining system. In order to avoid
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discrepancy between two pressure transducers, pressure ports are connected to a
multiplex unit which is connected to a pressure sensor (Alexis et ai, 2004).
Thanks to several specimen supports, specimen with different heights can be
tested. A stainless steel mesh screen is placed on specimen support. This 15 mm
thick mesh screen has 10 mm pore opening size in order to allow the migration of all
grains. With a rim, different wire meshes can be fixed on the mesh screen in order to
take into account the effect of pore opening size on internal erosion (Marot et ai,
2009). To eliminate any preferential flow between mesh screen and cell, a geotextile
is placed between wire screen edge and rigid wall of cell.
Top plate has two inlet ports 10 mm in diameter and the base plat has a
vertical funnel-shaped draining system which is specially designed to avoid clogging.
The opening of draining system is controlled by a pneumatic gate. Outlet pipe is in
glass in order to permit the measurement of effluent transparency by means of an
optical sensor (Bendahmane et aI., 2008).

Collection system
The collection system is composed of an effluent tank which has an overflow
outlet with a 0.08 rom mesh in order to catch the fine eroded particles. Effluent tank
can be continuously weighing or can contain several beakers for the effluent
sampling.
Axial loading system
A piston, a pneumatic cylinder and a reaction frame compose the axial
loading system. Piston comprises two perforated plates which are made of 15 mm
thick stainless steel. A 61 mm thick layer of gravel separates the two plates in order
to diffuse the injected fluid on the specimen contact interface uniformly. Two joints
are bonded to the piston edge to avoid any parasitic particle displacements between
piston and cell wall.
Axial effective stress on the top surface of specimen is generated by a
pneumatic cylinder (capacity: 11.5 kN) which has a 200 mm stroke in order to
maintain the axial stress even in the case of a great specimen settlement. A load cell
measures the axial force on the loading rod. The piston displacements and thus the
specimen settlements are measured by a Linear Variable Differential transducer
(L VDT) (stroke: 200 mm).
The pneumatic cylinder is mounted on a framework. This framework
supports also the oedo-permeameter cell which is mounted on a large ball bearing for
the axial cell rotation.
Hydraulic control system
Hydraulic system is composed of two reservoirs and a pump. A 1500 litre
storage reservoir is supplied by public water system and placed in a temperaturecontrolled chamber.
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With a pump, this reservoir supplies a 200 L tank which is equipped with a
pressure controller. A pressure transducer connected to the pressure port on the
piston base plate allows controlling the water head applied on specimen top face. The
connexion between controlled pressure tank and eodo-permeameter cell includes two
electromagnetic flowmeters (120 Llmin and 480 Llmin of capacity) for the
measurement of seepage flow.
Gamma-densitometric system
The gammadensitometric bench was developed by Alexis et al. (2004). It
comprises a radioactive gamma-ray source and a scintillation counter on the opposite
cell side. These components are bonded on a carriage which can move in vertical
direction thanks to an endless screw and a controlled electric motor. The position of
the carriage is measured by a position transducer. According to a previous gauging
data, a density calculator counts the scintillometer impulses and calculates the
density.
Monitoring and data acquisition system
The control and acquisition part is provided by two data units. One
principally controls the gammadensitometric bench motor and the multiplex unit. It
is also in charge of the acquisition of: density measurements, position carriage and
water head. Two velocities of travelling motion are used, a cruising speed and an
approach speed to limit both travelling duration and position discrepancy. This unit
drives the run of the second data acquisition unit.
The second data unit carries out the measurements from load sensor,
settlement sensor, mass balance and seepage flowmeters .
TEST PROCEDURE AND TESTED MIXTURE PROPERTIES
The tested material is a mixture of glass beads. This cohesionless material
allows to compare our results with an experimental campaign performed by Moffat
and Fannin (2006) with a large permameter.
Grain size distribution of mixture
Figure 2 plots the grain size distribution of tested mixture (named G4-C by
Moffat and Fannin, 2006) and the grain size distributions of the mixture components
(coarse fraction C and fine fraction F).
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Figure 2. Grain size distribution of tested mixture.
According to Moffat and Fannin (2006), fine fraction F is equivalent to fine
sand with a coefficient of uniformity Cu = 1.4 and d ss = 0.19 mm (where dss: sieve
size for which 85% of the weighed soil is finer). Fraction C is equivalent to coarse
sand with Cu = 1.7 and d 10 = 1.4 mm. Gradation G4-C is composed of 40% by
weight of F and 60% of C and it is characterized by a gap. The mixture preparation
phase is divided in four steps: positioning alternatively a series of coarse and fme
fractions layers in mixing machine with 10% of water content, mixing during
3 minutes and homogeneity verification by size distribution measurements.
Test procedure
A wire mesh with a 1.25 mm pore opening size is fixed on wire mesh screen
in order to allow only the migration of particles F.
The cell is filled with water to saturate by gravity flow: the pressure
connexions, the multiplex unit and the pressure sensor.
In conformity with specimen reconstitution technique used by Moffat and
Fannin (2006), specimen is prepared in several layers by slurry deposition. The total
dry mass of glass beads in specimen is 51.64 kg and the initial specimen height is
45 em. An upper wire mesh of 0.08 mm is placed on specimen face to avoid fine
particles migration in the piston. Specimen consolidation occurs under 25 kPa axial
loading and with double drainage condition (dissipation of excess interstitial pressure
in upward and downward direction).
Data acquisition is started afterwards specimen is submitted to a downward
seepage under a first value of hydraulic gradient. Hydraulic gradient is increased by
increments about unity until specimen failure. Each stage of hydraulic gradient is
applied during 60 minutes. During testing duration, data are recorded with a
periodicity of I second and the effluent sampling is performed with a 6 minutes
period.
For this specimen height, Figure 3 shows the position of used pressure ports
(number I to 11) and the distance from the specimen bottom of density measurement
stations (section I to section 6).
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At the end of each hydraulic gradient stage, the specimen is isolated by
simultaneous closing of upstream and downstream gates and the controlled pressure
tank is filled.
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Figure 3. Position of interstitial pore pressure ports and stations of density
measurement.
TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Moffat and Fannin (2006) detected the onset of failure for a value of
hydraulic gradient i = 8.3. About half of this value was chosen for the first stage of
hydraulic gradient (i = 3.6) and two other stages could be applied on specimen before
fa ilure: 4.6 and 5.6 respectively.

Initial state of specimen
At the end of specimen preparation, a loss of [me particles is measured which
represents around 2.7% of total fine mass . The upward and downward profiles of
density measurement (cf. Figure 4) show a density which decreases in downward
direction from 2 g/cm3 to 1.95 g/cm3
Density profi! at 0.25 min
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Figure 4. Initial profiles of density.
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The low discrepancy between these two density profiles shows that
repeatability of density measurement is fairly good as the two profiles are very close.

Injected flow and permeability
During the first hydraulic gradient stage (il = 3.6), the seepage flow is
1.3 Llmin. For the second stage (i2 = 4.6), the flow reaches 1.7 Llmin and its value is
2 Llmin during 20 minutes of third stage (i3 = 5.6). For these three stages, the
specimen hydraulic conductivity is k = 1.1 0·4m/S.
At t = 20 min for the third stage, flow suddenly increases and finally it
exceeds the flowmeter capacity (> 8 Llmin). So the specimen hydraulic conductivity
is higher than 4 .10·4m/S. An instability characterized by no particle F can be observed
along the cell (see Figures 5(a) and 5(b».

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Localized instability: (a) general view, (b) detail near pore pressure
ports number 11 and 10 (b = 5.6 mlm, t> 20 min).
The initiation of this instability is observed at the specimen top interface and
it progresses in downstream direction along the positions of pressure ports number
11,10, 9,8 and finally 7.

Eroded mass and settlement
Application of the two first stages of hydraulic gradient induces a small
erosion of fine particles (for i l = 3.6, eroded mass mFeroded = 140 g, that represents a
relative
erosion
mF eroded/mFinitial = 0.7%;
for
i2 = 4.6,
mF eroded = 250 g,
mF eroded/mFinitial = 1.2%).
The measured settlements are similar for the two stages: for each stage
around 2.4 mm (that corresponds to a 0.5% axial deformation).
During the first twenty minutes of the third stage (i3 = 5.6) (which
corresponds to the first fifteen minutes of effluent sampling) the increasing of
settlement is quite similar to the settlement increasing in the course of previous
stages and eroded mass is mF eroded = 200 g (mF eroded/mFinitial = 0.9%). At t = 20 min,
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settlement suddenly increases to reach 13 mm (axial deformation of 3%) and the
cumulative eroded mass increases by 2.4 kg (mF eroded/mFiniliai = 11 %).
Figure 6 represents the instantaneous variations of eroded mass and
settlement during the three stages.
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Figure 6. Instantaneous variations of: (a) eroded mass, (b) settlement
during the three stages.

It can be noted the similar kinetics of increasing for eroded mass and
settlement. Two hypotheses about the process can be considered :
-fme particles erosion at specimen bottom induces a migration of fine
particles which concerns the whole specimen and causes the settlement
-fme particles erosion at specimen bottom induces an instability located on
downstream part and which causes a specimen translation without any migration of
fine particle in the specimen centre.

Density variations
Two types of density variations are measured during the two first stages of
hydraulic gradient:
-decrease of density in the downstream part of specimen (sections 1, 2 and 3)
with a relative variation in comparison to initial density between -0.5% and - 1.5%
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-increase of density in the upstream part (sections 5 and 6) with a relative
variation between +0.25% and +2.4%.
During the third stage, only the density values on downstream part evolve
(-1% for sections I, 2 and 3). It must be noted that the localized instability was
developed outside of the measurement zone of gamrnadensitometer (see Figure 5(a».

Local hydraulic head variations
Spatial and time evolutions of local hydraulic head during hydraulic gradient
stages I and 2 don ' t evolve significantly.
Figure 7 represents profiles of hydraulic head during the third stage. At
t = 5 min hydraulic head decreases because of the downstream gate opening. At
t = 10min, the hydraulic head on pressure port number II slightly increases. 5
minutes later, a fast increasing of hydraulic head on pressure port number 10 of about
LlhlO = 35 cm is detected (that corresponds to an overpressure of3.5 kPa) .
At t = 17 min the hydraulic head on point 9 increases about Llh9 = 55 cm and
one minute later on point 8: Llhs = 20 cm. This increasing of interstitial pressure
which appears in the specimen centre and progresses in downstream direction may
be due to clogging. At t = 20 min, hydraulic head profiles decrease suddenly and this
evolution appears at the same time as increasing of: seepage flow, settlement and
eroded mass.
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(during third stage).
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Thus a clogging which induces an interstitial overpressure appears (at point
10) 5 minutes before the initiation of localized instability. This observation confirms
the first hypothesis of a fine particles migration in the whole specimen.

CONCLUSION
An experimental bench is designed to study initiation and development of
internal erosion and its consequences on the hydraulic and mechanical behaviour of
cohesionless soils. The device and experimental procedure are detailed. Results of a
test performed on gap graded glass beads specimen are reported. On the downstream
specimen part, an erosion of fine particles is detected and causes a migration of fine
particles in the whole specimen. This evolution induces specimen settlement and a
localized interstitial overpressure. This overpressure may be due to clogging and may
be the cause of a localized instability. Finally the hydraulic conductivity is four times
higher and the axial deformation reaches 4%.
The experiment setup could be used on different soils with vary ing particle
fractions , in order to improve our understanding of the internal erosion mechanism.
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